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            1                 THE COURT:  Send in the call.  All right.

            2  Good morning.  Mark Worden?

            3                 MR. WORDEN:  Present, Your Honor.

            4                 THE COURT:  Thank you.  Steven Hoyt.

     02:46  5                 MR. HOIT:  Your Honor, I'm here.

            6                 THE COURT:  Thank you.  Robert Black.

            7                 MR. BLACK:  Present, Your Honor.

            8                 THE COURT:  Alan Gover.

            9                 MR. GOVER:  Present, Your Honor.

           10                 THE COURT:  Martha Romero.

           11                 MS. ROMERO:  Here, Your Honor.

           12                 THE COURT:  Allison Byman.

           13                 MS. BYMAN:  Here, Your Honor.

           14                 THE COURT:  Ira Herman.  Ira Herman?

           15                 (No response.)

           16                 THE COURT:  All right. Wendy Laubach.

           17                 MS. LAUBACH:  Present, Your Honor.

           18                 THE COURT:  Christopher Johnson.

           19                 MR. JOHNSON:  Present, Your Honor.

           20                 THE COURT:  James Delaune.

           21                 MR. DELAUNE:  Present, Your Honor.

           22                 THE COURT:  Brian Metcalf.  Ruth Van

           23  Meter.

           24                 MS. VAN METER:  Present, Your Honor.

           25                 THE COURT:  Alan Tenenbaum.
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            1                 MR. TENENBAUM:  Present, Your Honor.  I

            2  have on the line with me Rebecca Riley, Brad McClain and

            3  Deanna Harwood.

            4                 THE COURT:  Heather Muller.

            5                 MS. MULLER:  Good morning, Your Honor.

            6                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Can the operator figure

            7  out where that sound is coming from.  Wei Wang.

            8                 MS. WEI WANG:  Present, Your Honor.

            9                 THE COURT:  Thank you.  John Driscoll.

     02:46 10                 MR. DRISCOLL:  Here, Your Honor.

           11                 THE COURT:  Stephen Bumazian.  Alan

           12  Waltner.

           13                 MR. WALTNER:  Present, Your Honor.

           14                 THE COURT:  William Bertain.

     02:46 15                 MR. BERTAIN:  Present, Your Honor.

           16                 THE COURT:  Nathan Rushton.

           17                 MR. RUSHTON:  Here, Your Honor.

           18                 THE COURT:  Brett Young.

           19                 MR. YOUNG:  Present, Your Honor.

     02:46 20                 THE COURT:  Peter Laurinaitis.

           21                 MR. LAURINAITIS:  Present, Your Honor.

           22                 THE COURT:  Jacob Cherner.

           23                 MR. CHERNER:  Present, Your Honor.

           24                 THE COURT:  Joli Pecht.

     02:46 25                 MS. PECHT:  Present, Your Honor.
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            1                 THE COURT:  Francine Brodowicz.

            2                 MS. BRODOWICZ:  Present, Your Honor.

            3                 THE COURT:  Tim Mack.

            4                 MR. MACK:  Present, Your Honor.

     02:47  5                 THE COURT:  Matt Underwood.

            6                 MR. UNDERWOOD:  Present, Your Honor.

            7                 THE COURT:  Mitchell Sockett.

            8                 MR. SOCKETT:  Present, Your Honor.

            9                 THE COURT:  Sharon Dugan.

           10                 MS. DUGAN:  Present, Your Honor.

           11                 THE COURT:  Clara Strand.  Ephraim

           12  Diamond.

           13                 MR. DIAMOND:  Present, Your Honor.

           14                 THE COURT:  Thank you.  Erin Ross.

     02:47 15                 MR. ROSS:  Present, Your Honor.

           16                 THE COURT:  Kirk Miller.

           17                 SPEAKER:  Your Honor, I believe he will be

           18  joining later.

           19                 THE COURT:  All right.  Dan Kamensky.

     02:47 20                 MR. KAMENSKY:  Present, Your Honor.

           21                 THE COURT:  David McLaughlin?

           22                 MR. McLAUGHLIN:  Present, Your Honor.

           23                 THE COURT:  Is there anyone else on the

           24  call that I have not called?

     02:48 25                 MR. CRANE:  This is Ken Crane from Perkins
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            1  Cole, Your Honor.

            2                 THE COURT:  All right.  Anyone else?  All

            3  right.  In the courtroom, Mr. Holzer.

            4                 MR. HOLZER:  Pete Holzer, Your Honor, and

     02:48  5  Shelby Jordan for Pacific Lumber, along with George Lamb

            6  and Lucky McDowell of the Baker Botts firm for Pacific

            7  Lumber.

            8                 THE COURT:  All right.

            9                 MS.COLEMAN:  Good morning, Your Honor.

     02:48 10  Kathryn Coleman and my colleagues Rich Doren, Eric Fromme

           11  and Erin York of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher for Scotia

           12  Pacific, along with Kyung Lee of Diamond McCarthy for

           13  Scotia Pacific.

           14                 THE COURT:  All right.  Creditor

     02:48 15  committee.

           16                 MR. FIERO:  Good morning, Your Honor, John

           17  Fiero, Pachulski Stang for the Committee.  With me are

           18  Max Litvak and Kenneth Brown.

           19                 THE COURT:  All right.

     02:48 20                 MR. PENN:  Your Honor, John Penn with

           21  Haynes & Boone for Marathon Structured Finance along with

           22  David Neier, Steve Schwartz and making a first

           23  appearance, Carey Schreiber, Winston & Strawn will be

           24  filing a pro hac of interest at some point.  We will be

           25  covering some of the early announcements today.
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            1                 THE COURT:  All right.

            2                 MR. PENN:  Also, Your Honor, we have



            3  Mr. Alan Brilliant and Brian Hale and Craig Druehl, all

            4  of Goodwin Proctor on behalf of Mendocino Redwood.

     02:48  5                 THE COURT:  All right.  Moving to the

            6  middle.

            7                 MR. JONES:  Good morning, Your Honor, Evan

            8  Jones of O'Melveny & Myers representing Bank of America.

            9                 THE COURT:  Okay.

           10                 MR. PASCUZZI:  Paul Pascuzzi of

           11  Felderstein Fitzgerald Willoughby & Pascuzzi for the

           12  California State Agencies.  With me is my co-counsel

           13  Michael Neville from the California Attorney General's

           14  Office.  And I'm also in the jury box today.  Thank you.

           15                 THE COURT:  Okay.

           16                 MR. SPIERS:  Good morning, Your Honor,

           17  Jeff Spiers of Andrews Kurth.  On the phone Alan Gover,

           18  White & Case for Maxxam.

           19                 THE COURT:  Okay.

     02:48 20                 MR. STURBACH:  Charles Sturbach for the

           21  United States Trustee, Your Honor.

           22                 THE COURT:  All right.

           23                 MR. GREENDYKE:  Good morning, Judge, Bill

           24  Greendyke of Fulbright & Jaworski to represent the Bank

     02:49 25  of New York as the indentured trustee of the timber
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            1  noteholders.  I am joined by my partners Toby Gerber and

            2  Richard Krumholz today.

            3                 THE COURT:  All right.  Anyone else?  All

            4  right.  Let's get started.  Did we get the deposition



     02:49  5  done?

            6                 MR. NEIER:  We did, Your Honor.

            7                 THE COURT:  Are we ready to call?

            8                 MR. NEIER:  We're ready to call

            9  Mr. Johnson, Your Honor.

     02:49 10                 THE COURT:  Mr. Johnston, come forward.

           11                 (Jeffrey L. Johnston was sworn.)

           12                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, his proffer is MMX

           13  3 in the binders.  Do you want a copy?

           14                 THE COURT:  No, I have it, he's an expert.

     02:50 15  Are you going to do your brief testimony?

           16                 MR. NEIER:  My 15 minutes, Your Honor.

           17                 THE COURT:  Okay.

           18                     DIRECT EXAMINATION

           19  BY MR. NEIER:

     02:50 20       Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Johnston.  By whom are you

           21  employed?

           22       A.   Alex Partners.

           23       Q.   And in what capacity?

           24       A.   As managing director.

     02:50 25       Q.   And can you briefly describe your educational
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            1  and background.

            2       A.   I graduated from Michigan State University in

            3  1983.

            4       Q.   I think it might be helpful if you got the mic

     02:50  5  a little bit closer, but not so close.

            6                 THE COURT:  Just speak up a little.



            7       A.   I graduated from Michigan State University in

            8  1983 with a bachelor's degree in accounting.

            9                 COURT RECORDER:  Your Honor, he's still

     02:51 10  not coming in very clear.

           11                 THE WITNESS:  Is that better?

           12                 COURT RECORDER:  Yes.

           13       A.   As I was saying, I graduated in 1983 with a

           14  bachelor's degree in accounting.  Thereafter I went to

     02:51 15  work for the Lloyd Haskins & Sells, a big 8 accounting

           16  firm.  I was employed there for approximately four years.

           17  I then left the Lloyd Haskins and went to work for

           18  McKenzie & Dunleavy, a turnaround consulting firm based

           19  in Detroit where I spent practicing the next 20 years

     02:51 20  until I joined Alex Partners in December of last year.

           21       Q.   And do you hold any certifications or licenses?

           22       A.   Yes.  I'm a certified public accountant.

           23       Q.   In addition to being a CPA, what other licenses

           24  and certifications do you have?

     02:52 25       A.   I'm accredited in business valuation by the
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            1  Institute of Certified Public Accountant, also certified

            2  turnaround professionals and certified fraud.

            3       Q.   Have you ever testified in federal courts,

            4  particularly in bankruptcy courts and been qualified as

     02:52  5  an expert witness in business valuation?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   And approximately how many business valuations

            8  have you done?



            9       A.   Somewhere between 50 and 100 over the course of

     02:52 10  my professional career.

           11       Q.   And how long have you been doing business

           12  valuations, approximately?

           13       A.   In excess of 20 years.

           14                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, I would ask that

     02:52 15  Mr. Johnston be allowed to testify as an expert witness

           16  in business valuation.

           17                 THE COURT:  Any objection?

           18                 MR. CLEMENT:  No objection.

           19                 THE COURT:  All right.

     02:52 20       Q.   (By Mr. Neier)  Mr. Johnston, were you retained

           21  in this matter?

           22       A.   Yes.

           23       Q.   And what were you retained to do?

           24       A.   To perform a valuation of Newco, the entity

     02:53 25  proposed to be formed by Marathon and MRC pursuant to the
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            1  plan of reorganization as of the effective date of

            2  approximately April 30.

            3       Q.   Now, is Newco the same thing as Scopac?

            4       A.   No.

     02:53  5       Q.   What is different between Scopac, that is, the

            6  current existing entity, and Newco?

            7       A.   Well, there are numerous differences between

            8  Scopac and Newco.  To begin with, Newco has a

            9  manufacturing operation consisting of the mill as well as

     02:53 10  a distribution business.



           11       Q.   Well, maybe you can just -- we know about the

           12  mill.  What is this distribution business that you're

           13  referring to?

           14       A.   Well, the distribution business refers to the

     02:53 15  means by which Newco will bring its products to market.

           16  And through Mendocino Redwood and their expertise in

           17  distributing lumber products, Newco will be the

           18  beneficiary of new and different distribution strategies

           19  for its product that is going to market relative to

     02:54 20  Palco.

           21       Q.   Okay.  In addition to the mill, the lumber

           22  distribution system, is there any other difference

           23  between what we have now and Scopac and what Newco will

           24  be?

     02:54 25       A.   Well, the capital structure will be markedly
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            1  different as well.

            2       Q.   How will the capital structure be different?

            3       A.   There will be less debt.  There will be an

            4  improved relationship of the value of that debt to the

     02:54  5  collateral because the debt will be lower.  In addition,

            6  the ownership of the entities will obviously be

            7  different.  Scopac is previously owned by Palco, an

            8  insolvent company.  Newco will be owned by a combination

            9  of Marathon and Mendocino Redwood.  And it's my

     02:54 10  understanding that those entities are both well

           11  capitalized.

           12       Q.   Okay.  And in addition to the mill, the lumber



           13  distribution system, having solvent entities that are

           14  well financed, holding the equity, in addition to the

     02:55 15  lower debt, is there any other differences between Newco

           16  and what Scopac is today?

           17       A.   Those are -- those are some of the primary

           18  differences I can think of.

           19       Q.   What about financing between -- or the extent

     02:55 20  that Newco needs additional financing?

           21       A.   Well, between now and the effective date, I

           22  understood from the testimony of Mr. Breckenridge that

           23  there is a means to bridge to the effective date through

           24  Newco.  In contrast to Scopac, I don't know how that's

     02:55 25  going to occur.
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            1       Q.   Okay.

            2       A.   So there is a means for that finance.

            3       Q.   And would that financing be unsecured financing

            4  or equity financing?

     02:56  5       A.   Based on the description by Mr. Breckenridge it

            6  sounds like it would be either unsecured or equity

            7  financing.

            8       Q.   And with respect to the mill that you mentioned

            9  earlier, will the mill be the same as it is today or will

     02:56 10  there be any changes to the mill when it's in Newco?

           11       A.   My understanding is there will be substantial

           12  changes in the way the mill is operated through MRC's

           13  management of that business.

           14       Q.   Okay.  And in addition to changes in the



     02:56 15  management, will there be any investment in the mill?

           16       A.   Certainly.  There's approximately $7.5 million

           17  dollar investment in the equipment in the mill.  That

           18  capital is going to be provided.  In addition, the

           19  operations of the mill are going to change to match the

     02:56 20  demands of the market and integration of the mill in the

           21  timberlands are consistent with Newco's strategy of going

           22  to market will also be different.

           23       Q.   Okay.  So now we have an understanding of how

           24  Newco is different than what we have today in Scopac.

     02:57 25  Can you tell me, were you able to form any conclusion
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            1  with respect to the valuation of Newco?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   On a proforma basis?

            4       A.   Yes.

     02:57  5       Q.   And what was your conclusion?

            6       A.   The enterprise value of Newco as of the

            7  effective date, the assumed effective date of April 30th

            8  is $540 million.  That is my conclusion.

            9       Q.   And can you tell us or briefly describe how you

     02:57 10  were able to reach the conclusion that Newco would be

           11  valued at $540 million on a proforma basis?

           12       A.   Yes.  I used two principle methods to come to

           13  that conclusion.  The first, which is the method I

           14  primarily relied on, is the discounted cash flow method.

     02:57 15  The discounted cash flow method started with Newco's

           16  business plan.



           17       Q.   Who put together Newco's business plan?

           18       A.   Mendocino Redwood Company.

           19       Q.   Okay.  So the discounted cash flow methodology

     02:58 20  starts with the Mendocino business plan and then what

           21  happens next?

           22       A.   And from that business plan, a cash flow

           23  projection was generated and I utilized that cash flow

           24  projection to determine the present value of those cash

     02:58 25  flows using an appropriate discount rate to arrive at an
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            1  enterprise value for Newco as of the effective date.

            2       Q.   Okay.  So you mentioned that to reach your

            3  conclusion of $540 million, this was your primary method.

            4  Were there any other methodologies used to reach your

     02:58  5  conclusion?

            6       A.   Yes.  As secondary method, and really as a

            7  double-check on the discounted cash flow method, I also

            8  used a guideline public company method.  Guideline public

            9  company method --

     02:58 10       Q.   Is a guideline company method the same thing as

           11  a comparable company method?

           12       A.   Yes.

           13       Q.   Okay.

           14       A.   So using that method, guideline company or

     02:59 15  comparable company method, that method looks to the

           16  trading multiples of public companies that are similar to

           17  the subject company or to Newco to determine the value of

           18  Newco.



           19       Q.   Okay.  Before I -- before I forget, I'm going

     02:59 20  to --

           21                 MR. NEIER:  May I approach the witness,

           22  Your Honor?

           23                 THE COURT:  You may.

           24       Q.   (By Mr. Neier) Mr. Johnson, I'm showing you

     02:59 25  what's been previously marked as MMX 3.  I would ask you
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            1  to take a look at it and see if you recognize it.

            2       A.   Yes, this is my declaration.

            3       Q.   And is it true and correct?

            4       A.   It appears to be, yes.

     02:59  5                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, I would ask that

            6  MMX 3 be moved into evidence.

            7                 THE COURT:  Any objection?

            8                 MR. CLEMENT:  No objection.

            9                 THE COURT:  All right.

     03:00 10       Q.   (By Mr. Neier) Now, in addition to your

           11  valuation of Newco on a proforma basis, did you review

           12  any other materials of experts in these cases?

           13       A.   Yes.  I reviewed what I would call the Daniel's

           14  securities valuation, which was Mr. Daniel's analysis of

     03:00 15  the new timber notes, the value of the new timber notes.

           16  I also reviewed the affidavit of Mr. Zelin on the same

           17  subject.  And I reviewed Mr. Daniel's enterprise value of

           18  Scopac.

           19       Q.   Okay.  With respect to the first thing that you

     03:00 20  mentioned, I believe was Mr. Daniel had performed a



           21  valuation of securities; is that correct?

           22       A.   Yes.

           23       Q.   What type of securities?

           24       A.   These would be the new timber notes that are

     03:00 25  being proposed to be issued under the MRC/Marathon plan.
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            1       Q.   These are the $325 million and face value

            2  notes?

            3       A.   That's correct.

            4       Q.   And were you able to form any conclusion about

     03:01  5  Mr. Daniel's analysis of these new timber notes?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   What were those conclusions?

            8       A.   I have at least three principal criticisms of

            9  Mr. Daniels' work in that regard.  The first is that

     03:01 10  Mr. Daniels in valuing the new timber notes did not use

           11  any timber companies to come to his value conclusion.

           12       Q.   What kind of companies did he use?  Was this

           13  part of a guideline or comparable company analysis by

           14  Mr. Daniel?

     03:01 15       A.   It was intended, I believe, to be a comparable

           16  debt analysis.  However, the companies that were used,

           17  the debt issues that were used did not pertain at all to

           18  timber companies.  They included retailers,

           19  manufacturers, other non-timber related companies.

     03:02 20       Q.   What's wrong with using comparable companies

           21  that are not comparable, just have comparable debt?  Is

           22  there something wrong with that in your view?



           23                 MR. CLEMENT:  Objection, leading.

           24                 THE COURT:  Don't lead the -- well, of

     03:02 25  course, you can really lead an expert witness, but try to
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            1  ask the question.

            2       Q.   (By Mr. Neier)  You mentioned that you had had

            3  some -- or noticed something with respect to the

            4  comparable or guideline companies used in Mr. Daniel's

     03:02  5  evaluation of the new timber notes.  What is it that you

            6  noticed?

            7       A.   Well, as I indicated, that the debt that

            8  Mr. Daniels analyzed in valuing the new timber notes,

            9  that that was not the debt of other timber companies or

     03:02 10  other comparable companies, so the flaw, in my view, in

           11  that analysis is that he was really comparing apples to

           12  oranges and the -- if the intent was to do a comparable

           13  debt analysis, I don't think that was accomplished.

           14       Q.   Okay.  Why are these companies not comparable,

     03:03 15  in your view?

           16       A.   Well, the timber related companies are unique.

           17  They -- they obviously are -- have long-term assets.

           18  They have unique assets.  And therefore, the debt that

           19  can be associated with those assets, I believe, should be

     03:03 20  evaluated on an apples to apples basis.  And I don't --

           21       Q.   And the companies that you mentioned earlier

           22  are not timber companies?  That is, the comparable

           23  companies used by Mr. Daniel in this security valuation?

           24       A.   That's correct.



     03:04 25       Q.   Did you have any other -- did you form any
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            1  other conclusions with respect to Mr. Daniel's securities

            2  valuation?  That is, the valuation of the new timbers

            3  notes?

            4       A.   Yes.  Another -- another criticism I have of

     03:04  5  Mr. Daniels work in this regard is that I do not believe

            6  that he adequately considered the collateral that secures

            7  the new timber notes or the priority of those

            8  obligations, vis-a-vis the comparable debt issues that he

            9  used to value the new timber notes.

     03:04 10       Q.   Okay.  So in what way do you believe

           11  Mr. Daniels did not adequately consider the collateral

           12  that will be backing the new timber notes?

           13       A.   Well, the valuation of these securities is a

           14  function, should be a function of what type of interest

     03:04 15  rate the market would associate with these particular

           16  obligations.  And I stress the word "particular

           17  obligations," including the terms and collateral

           18  associated with these obligations.  I did not see any

           19  effort by Mr. Daniels to recognize that these notes were

     03:05 20  secured by the timberlands.  And at a first priority --

           21  having first priority security interest on that

           22  collateral.

           23       Q.   The existing -- the existing notes are secured

           24  by the timberlands, correct?

     03:05 25       A.   That's correct.
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            1       Q.   And how much are the existing timber notes in

            2  face amount?  Or how much debt obligations is there

            3  presently on the timberlands or backed by the

            4  timberlands?

     03:05  5       A.   Approximately $714 million dollars in

            6  principal, that's the number I understand.

            7       Q.   And how much debt obligation will there be with

            8  that same collateral with respect to the new timber

            9  notes?

     03:05 10       A.   $325 million.

           11       Q.   Now, is there anything else with respect to the

           12  Daniels securities valuation that you thought was at

           13  issue?

           14       A.   Well, my other comment with respect that is

     03:06 15  Mr. Daniels, as I mentioned, also performed a valuation

           16  of Scopac where he had to make an assumption about the

           17  cost of debt for Scopac.  There was a rather significant

           18  consistency in his assuming cost of debt for his Scopac

           19  valuation, which was 7 percent, relative to the interest

     03:06 20  rate he was assigning to the new timber notes in his

           21  securities valuation, which ranged from 8 and a half to

           22  12 and a half percent.  So I believe there's an inherent

           23  inconsistency in those two valuations by Mr. Daniel.

           24       Q.   Okay.  And with respect to -- I think you

     03:06 25  mentioned the Zelin affidavit and the securities
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            1  valuation contained in the Zelin affidavit.  Were you

            2  able to form any conclusions with respect to Mr. Zelin's

            3  analysis of the new timber notes?

            4       A.   Yes, two primary observations.  The first also

     03:07  5  relates to the comparable debt analysis to Mr. Zelin,

            6  although he did a different comparable debt analysis.  He

            7  did look at timber related companies.  However, in my

            8  view, most of those companies do not -- are not

            9  comparable to Newco, Newco being the integrated

     03:07 10  operations of the timberlands and the mill.  Mr. Zelin

           11  looked at companies that have primarily just timberland

           12  operations, or said another way, don't have manufacturing

           13  operations.  So for the same reasons I have concerns

           14  about -- I had concerns about Mr. Daniel's comparable

     03:07 15  debt analysis, I have similar concerns, although for

           16  slightly different reasons, with Zelin's analysis.

           17       Q.   Anything else with respect to Mr. Zelin's

           18  affidavit?

           19       A.   The second comment pertains to -- is the same

     03:08 20  as Mr. Daniels.  That is, I do not believe that Mr. Zelin

           21  looked at the collateral or the priority of these

           22  obligations, vis-a-vis his comparable debt issues in

           23  valuing the new timber notes.

           24       Q.   Okay.  Now, you also mentioned that you had

     03:08 25  reviewed the valuation of Scopac that was performed by
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            1  Mr. Daniels; is that right?



            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   And were you able -- I'm sorry.  Before I get

            4  to that, were you able to form your own conclusion with

     03:08  5  respect to the value of the new timber notes?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   And what was that conclusion?

            8       A.   That conclusion was the new timber notes are

            9  worth somewhere between $266 million and $326 million.

     03:08 10  Again, the face amount of those obligations is $325

           11  million.  So a range of 266 to 326 or a midpoint of

           12  approximately $289 million.

           13       Q.   Okay.  Now, you mentioned that you had also

           14  looked at Mr. Daniels valuation of Scopac.  That is, the

     03:09 15  existing Scopac; is that right?

           16       A.   Yes.

           17       Q.   And did you -- were you able to form any

           18  conclusions or do you have any observations with respect

           19  to Mr. Daniels valuation of Scopac?

     03:09 20       A.   Yes.  First of all, I believe the valuation of

           21  Scopac is overstated because Mr. Daniel did not account

           22  for income taxes in his valuation of Scopac.

           23       Q.   In what manner did he not account for income

           24  taxes?

     03:09 25       A.   Well, Mr. Daniel effectively treated Scopac as
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            1  a tax exempt entity.  In his appraisal report he

            2  indicated that he assumed it will be a tax efficient

            3  entity.  That is, a pass-through entity that's subject to



            4  taxes at the shareholder level, somewhat akin to a law

     03:10  5  firm, for example, where the income is passed through to

            6  the partners and the partners pay tax on that income.

            7  However, Mr. Daniels made no provision for any taxes in

            8  his valuation of Scopac.

            9       Q.   Well, let's take that step by step.  Is Scopac

     03:10 10  today like a law firm partnership where all the taxes are

           11  passed through to its parent company Palco?

           12       A.   No.

           13       Q.   And what kind of entity is -- I can assure you

           14  that law firm partners pay taxes.  That's my expert

     03:10 15  opinion.  But can you tell me, is Scopac like that where

           16  the taxes are passed through to the shareholders?

           17       A.   No.

           18       Q.   Okay.  What kind of entity is it?

           19       A.   Well, Scopac is, under its current structure, I

     03:10 20  believe, a tax paying entity.  It's part of a controlled

           21  group.  I don't know a lot more about it than that, but

           22  it's my understanding that it is not a pass-through or

           23  tax efficient entity today.

           24       Q.   Okay.  Even if it was a tax efficient entity,

     03:11 25  that is, it passed through the taxes to its parent
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            1  company, has Mr. Daniel accounted for those taxes?

            2       A.   No.

            3       Q.   What is the amount -- what is the effect on his

            4  valuation with respect to those taxes that are --

     03:11  5  assuming Scopac is a tax efficient entity and it passes



            6  through its taxes, what is the amount that Mr. Daniel has

            7  overstated his valuation, in your words?

            8       A.   Again, by ignoring taxes completely in his

            9  valuation, I believe all other things being equal, his

     03:11 10  value -- his valuation conclusion is overstated by

           11  approximately $164 million.

           12       Q.   Now, do you have any other observations with

           13  respect to Mr. Daniels valuation of Scopac?

           14       A.   Yes.  I believe that Mr. Daniels also

     03:12 15  improperly applied a market multiple method in his

           16  valuation conclusion.  And what I mean by that is

           17  Mr. Daniels selected four so-called guideline of

           18  comparable companies as one means of valuing Scopac.

           19  Each of these companies, by the way, is in the timber

     03:12 20  business, although I have some criticism about how just

           21  how comparable they are to Scopac.

           22            But putting that aside for a moment,

           23  Mr. Daniel, instead of taking the mean or the average of

           24  these four companies, he identified as comparable in

     03:12 25  determining his valuation conclusion, he selected the
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            1  high end of the range in -- for these guideline

            2  companies.  So thereby, skewing the valuation result to

            3  the high end in contrast to taking some average or mean.

            4       Q.   And with respect to this valuation of

     03:13  5  Mr. Daniels, are there any other observations you were

            6  able to reach?

            7       A.   Another approach that Mr. Daniels used was to



            8  rely on the non-binding indications of interest that have

            9  come forth in this case.  I believe Mr. Daniel placed

     03:13 10  undue reliance on those non-binding indications of

           11  interest in forming his valuation conclusion.

           12       Q.   Do you believe it was appropriate to use

           13  non-binding expressions of interest in valuation method?

           14       A.   No.

     03:13 15       Q.   Why not?

           16       A.   Well, for several reasons.  To begin with, a

           17  non-binding bid, or any bid for that matter, is not a

           18  done deal.  It's not a transaction that's been closed.

           19  From a valuation perspective it's well accepted to look

     03:14 20  at closed transactions as evidence of value.  Indeed,

           21  that's the -- a very well accepted approach.  However, to

           22  look at bids, and particularly when those bids are

           23  contingent and non-binding, I think undermines the

           24  methodology even further.

     03:14 25            In addition, we know that one of the bids is
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            1  from what I will call a party of interest in this case

            2  who -- for which there may be some outside motivation or

            3  other motivation in which to make a bid.  As a result, I

            4  don't think that meets the definition of fair market

     03:14  5  value which presupposes that neither the buyer nor the

            6  seller is under any compulsion.

            7                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, I think my 15

            8  minutes is up so I'll pass the witness.

            9                 THE COURT:  All right.  Anyone else have



     03:15 10  any direct examination of this witness?  All right.

           11  Cross-examination.  Mr. Clement.

           12                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

           13  BY MR. CLEMENT:

           14       Q.   Mr. Johnston and Your Honor, we'll be using

     03:15 15  three documents primarily during this cross-examination.

           16  The first one is Marathon Exhibit 3, and that's

           17  Mr. Daniel's proffer.

           18                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, the other two

           19  are Mr. Daniel's two exhibits, that is Indenture Trustee

     03:15 20  Exhibit 13 and 12.

           21                 THE COURT:  Are they Mr. Daniels'

           22  exhibits?  That's your -- which exhibits are they now,

           23  Marathon?

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  Marathon Exhibit --

     03:16 25                 THE COURT:  12 and 13?
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            1                 MR. CLEMENT:  Marathon Exhibit 3, which is

            2  Mr. Johnston's proffer.

            3                 THE COURT:  Got that one.

            4                 MR. CLEMENT:  And Indenture Trustee

     03:16  5  Exhibits 12 and 13.  And Your Honor, what I found is if

            6  you pull these things out, it becomes a lot easier to

            7  deal with.

            8                 THE COURT:  Well, okay, I can find them.

            9  So it's 12 and 13?

     03:16 10                 MR. CLEMENT:  Yes, Your Honor.  We have

           11  got people trying to put these up in the screen, and



           12  hopefully that will work.

           13                 THE COURT:  If it works, it works.  12 is

           14  the Scotia Pacific Company valuation presentation and

     03:16 15  then 13 is another valuation securities offer to Marathon

           16  joint plan reorganization.

           17                 MR. CLEMENT:  That's correct, Your Honor.

           18                 THE COURT:  Gotcha.

           19       A.   Mr. Clement, I don't have those in front of me.

     03:17 20  Are we going to operate from the screen?

           21                 THE COURT:  You have to find a folder

           22  that's titled Exhibit 1 through 32, Debtors Exhibit 1

           23  through 32.  No, this is yours.  Did you find them?

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  Pull them out of the book,

     03:17 25  please.
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            1                 THE COURT:  Probably not a good idea to

            2  take them out.  I'd just leave them.  You can get to them

            3  pretty easy.  These are pretty big binders and these are

            4  in the same binders so it will probably be okay.

     03:18  5       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Mr. Johnston, can you turn,

            6  please, to Exhibit B to your proffer.  Now, there are

            7  various things in here that say Exhibit B so it will be

            8  somewhat hard to find, but it says at the report "expert

            9  rebuttal to report of Jeffrey L. Johnston."  That's

     03:18 10  Exhibit B to your proffer.

           11       A.   Yes, I have it.

           12                 THE COURT:  How far back is that?

           13                 MR. CLEMENT:  It's about in the middle of



           14  the exhibits, Your Honor, and it's hard to find.  It's

     03:19 15  not easy to point to any page.  But it says at the

           16  beginning of the first page "expert rebuttal report of

           17  Jeffrey L. Johnston."

           18                 THE COURT:  And you think it's halfway

           19  through.

     03:19 20                 MR. CLEMENT:  Halfway through the

           21  exhibits.

           22                 THE WITNESS:  It's after the numbers.

           23                 THE COURT:  I got it.

           24       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Mr. Johnston, when we start

     03:19 25  here on your expert rebuttal report in paragraph 2(c),
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            1  you start by criticizing Mr. Daniel.  Actually, let's

            2  flip back.  This is the executive summary.  Let's flip

            3  back to analysis, which is on page 2.  And you start by

            4  criticizing Mr. Daniel for saying that none of the

     03:20  5  companies annualized -- analyzed in Daniel's security

            6  valuations are timber related companies.  Now, his

            7  securities valuation is this short one, Exhibit 13; is

            8  that correct?

            9       A.   Correct.

     03:20 10       Q.   His longer valuation of Scopac is Exhibit 12,

           11  the fatter one, correct?

           12       A.   Correct.

           13       Q.   You say "in the Daniel Scopac valuation he used

           14  four timber related companies."  Now, let's turn, if we

     03:20 15  would, please, to page 20 in the big fat one, Exhibit 12.



           16  Do you have that?

           17       A.   Yes.

           18                 THE COURT:  The pages are numbered?

           19                 MR. CLEMENT:  Yes, Your Honor, page 20 of

     03:21 20  Exhibit 12, the big one.  On the screen can we go to page

           21  20 of Exhibit 12.

           22                 THE COURT:  Marked in multiple

           23  methodology?

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  Yes, Your Honor.

     03:21 25       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Now, Mr. Johnson, there are
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            1  the four comparable companies that Mr. Daniel chose for

            2  his market multiple analysis, aren't they?

            3       A.   That's correct.

            4       Q.   They are four timber REITs, aren't they?

     03:21  5       A.   I believe that is correct.

            6       Q.   They are not regular real estate REITs, they

            7  are timber REITs, correct?

            8       A.   Yes.

            9       Q.   By being a REIT, they don't pay tax on the

     03:22 10  distributions out of the REIT, correct?

           11       A.   The shareholders pay taxes on distributions.

           12       Q.   But the REIT itself doesn't pay what amounts to

           13  a corporate income tax when it distributes what amounts

           14  to earnings?

     03:22 15       A.   That's correct.

           16       Q.   Okay.  Now, so Mr. Daniel selected four timber

           17  REITs as comparable companies, and if you flip back to



           18  page 40 in this same big fat Daniel analysis, it says

           19  "discounted cash flow guideline company for weighted

     03:22 20  average cost to company analysis."  Do you see that?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   The same four companies, right?

           23       A.   Yes.

           24       Q.   Four timber REITs.  Now, isn't it a fact that

     03:23 25  Mr. Daniel assumed that if you have a stand-alone Scopac
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            1  that the best thing it could do to maximize value was to

            2  organize itself as a REIT, a timber REIT, so it wouldn't

            3  have to pay what amounts to corporate income tax,

            4  correct?

     03:23  5       A.   I don't know why Mr. Daniel made that

            6  assumption.

            7       Q.   Well, I will assert it.  It is true, is it not,

            8  do you have any reason to dispute the assertion that

            9  Mr. Daniel chose to organize Scopac on a stand-alone

     03:23 10  basis as a timber REIT in order to save taxes?

           11       A.   As I say, I don't know why he did that.

           12       Q.   Next, if you assume that that's how you're

           13  going to organize Scopac on a stand-alone basis, doesn't

           14  it make sense to use as comparables other timber REITs

     03:23 15  that are organized in the same fashion?

           16       A.   Not necessarily.

           17       Q.   Do you know whether there is any difference in

           18  the leverage ratio for timber REITs versus ordinary real

           19  estate REITs, do you know?



     03:24 20       A.   I have not made that analysis.

           21       Q.   Isn't it a fact that ordinary real estate REITs

           22  that own office buildings and things like that have a lot

           23  of debt because they have to borrow to build the office

           24  buildings?

     03:24 25       A.   That may be one of the reasons.
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            1       Q.   And isn't it a fact that timber REITs tend to

            2  have not so much debt because they don't have to do

            3  something such as build office buildings in order to have

            4  growth?

     03:24  5       A.   Well, they may have to borrow to purchase the

            6  timberlands.

            7       Q.   But on an ongoing basis to financial growth, if

            8  you're a REIT and you have a lot of office buildings, you

            9  have to borrow a lot of money to build the next office

     03:25 10  building; isn't that correct?

           11       A.   That may be one reason.

           12       Q.   And if you're a REIT and you have a lot of

           13  trees, you don't have to borrow a lot of money to get the

           14  trees to grow next year, do you?

     03:25 15       A.   You may have to borrow a lot of money to get

           16  the trees.

           17       Q.   Correct.  But if you're talking about finance

           18  and growth, if it's an office building REIT, you have to

           19  borrow a lot and they tend to be highly leveraged, isn't

     03:25 20  that true?

           21       A.   I'm not sure that is because of growth,



           22  however.

           23       Q.   And isn't it also true, sir, that if you're a

           24  timber REIT, you don't have to borrow so much in order to

     03:25 25  finance debt, and as a result, timber REITs tend to be
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            1  less leverage?

            2       A.   I don't know if that's true.

            3       Q.   And isn't it a fact, therefore, that when

            4  evaluating his vision of a future stand-alone Scopac,

     03:25  5  when Mr. Daniel concluded that it should be done as an

            6  organized as a REIT, that when he picked four timber

            7  REITs, he picked four companies that were the most

            8  comparable to what he envisioned Scopac looking like?

            9       A.   That is not consistent with the criteria he

     03:26 10  outlined in his valuation report for why he selected

           11  these companies.

           12       Q.   Well, we'll let Mr. Daniel explain it when he

           13  comes on the stand.  But would it surprise you that what

           14  I just described in the question is exactly the way

     03:26 15  Mr. Daniel sees how he chose his comparables?

           16       A.   Yes, that would surprise me.

           17       Q.   Now sir, what you're complaining about, am I

           18  correct, is that when Mr. Daniel was not evaluating

           19  Scopac but rather was evaluating Newco, which is a merger

     03:26 20  of the mill with Scopac, that he used some different

           21  comparables.  That's the essence of what you're

           22  complaining about, isn't it?

           23       A.   No.  That is not the essence.  The essence is



           24  that he did not use comparables that were timber related,

     03:27 25  not necessarily that he didn't use these four.
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            1       Q.   Now, sir, let's move to Indenture Trustee

            2  Exhibit 13.  That is, the shorter of the two Daniel

            3  reports, and move to page 9 of Exhibit 13.

            4                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, on page 9 of

     03:27  5  Exhibit 13.

            6       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  And Mr. Johnston, right about

            7  in the middle of the page, there is a range of required

            8  returns on the new notes of 8.5 to 12.5.  Do you see

            9  that, sir?

     03:28 10       A.   Yes.

           11       Q.   Now, am I correct that you think that that

           12  range is too high?

           13       A.   Yeah.

           14       Q.   And that rather what Mr. Daniel should have

     03:28 15  done is use a range more like the ones he got when he was

           16  looking at the timber REITs that are, in his view,

           17  comparable to what Scopac stand-alone would look like?

           18       A.   Well, my observation is that his two approaches

           19  were inconsistent.

     03:28 20       Q.   Now, let me go a bit further.  So, sir, if we

           21  take page 9 of Daniel Exhibit -- or Indenture Trustee

           22  Exhibit 13, flip back, if you would, please, to page 5.

           23  Now, Mr. Johnston, am I correct that on page 5 of Daniel

           24  Exhibit 13 Mr. Daniel has taken the MRC business plan

     03:29 25  that you used to evaluate the combined Newco company and
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            1  simply showed how much coverage one gets from the

            2  EBITDA's projected in that business plan versus the debt

            3  that you're going to put on Newco?

            4       A.   Yes, that's correct.

     03:29  5       Q.   And it shows across the bottom of the page that

            6  in year one the debt will be 13.9 times EBITDA, correct?

            7       A.   Correct.

            8       Q.   Year two, 11.9 times EBITDA?

            9       A.   Yes.

     03:29 10       Q.   Year three, 11.2 times EBITDA?

           11       A.   Yes.

           12       Q.   Year four, 10.7 times EBITDA?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   It never drops below 10, does it?

     03:30 15       A.   In these -- in this period, no.

           16       Q.   Now, sir, the debt-to-capital ratio that you

           17  are proposing in Newco is more like 80 debt and 20

           18  capital than what Mr. Daniel was looking at for a

           19  reorganized Scopac, which was only about 20 percent debt

     03:30 20  load; isn't that a fair characterization?

           21       A.   There is significantly more debt assumed in

           22  Newco than in Mr. Daniel's vision of Scopac.

           23       Q.   So when Mr. Daniel was looking for ways to

           24  evaluate these notes that are proposed to be given to the

     03:30 25  timber noteholders on Newco, which is a merger of Palco
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            1  and Scopac where the EBITDA coverage will never get as

            2  good as 10 in the next four years, was it fair and

            3  appropriate for him to look at similar highly leveraged

            4  companies to see what they were paying for their debt?

     03:31  5       A.   Not the ones he looked at.

            6       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that if you flip forward

            7  from page 5 and go back to page 9, that the range of 8.5

            8  to 12.5, which you're complaining about, and you think it

            9  should be down to 7 like it was for an unlevered timber

     03:31 10  REIT that Mr. Daniel was evaluating as to Scopac.  Isn't

           11  it a fact that that range of 8.5 to 12.5 is a fair range

           12  for similar companies that are as highly leveraged as

           13  what you propose for the leverage on Newco?

           14       A.   I don't believe these are similar companies.

     03:32 15       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that if you use as your

           16  driving characteristic finding similar highly leveraged

           17  companies that he's used perfectly appropriate

           18  comparables?

           19       A.   No.

     03:32 20       Q.   So let's move forward, sir, to page 12.  There

           21  Mr. Daniel has studied the debt rating for a company as

           22  highly leveraged as you proposed Newco to be, turned it

           23  into a credit rating and figured out the interest rate,

           24  and he's got interest rates that are in the 10 to 12

     03:32 25  range; isn't that correct?
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            1       A.   The range on this page is 10 to 12, 10.5 to 12.

            2       Q.   Moving on to page 14.  "The following table

            3  describes all secured leverage loans since August 22nd,

            4  2007 where the leverage through the security was greater

     03:33  5  than five times."  Here we've got greater than 10 times,

            6  correct, with Newco?

            7       A.   Yes.

            8       Q.   So he's looked at things even down to greater

            9  than five times and he's come up with a range there

     03:33 10  between 9.3 and on the high end, 17.1, correct?

           11       A.   For companies that are not similar to Newco,

           12  yes.

           13       Q.   If you look at all of the debt that has been

           14  issued since August of 2007 that's five times levered or

     03:33 15  higher, that's the range, isn't it?

           16       A.   I haven't double-checked whether this is all

           17  the debt that's been issued but that's the range that's

           18  indicated.

           19       Q.   Moving on to page 16, "average yield to worst

     03:34 20  of outstanding senior secured notes by leverage."  Now,

           21  this thing shows that if it's more than five times

           22  levered, the interest rates are in the range of 8.4

           23  percent and if it's more than six times levered the

           24  interest rate is about 9 percent and if it's over 7, the

     03:34 25  interest rate is 16.1 percent.  Now, sir, I suggest to
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            1  you that if you pick comparable companies based upon the



            2  debt level that you're loading on to the company, that

            3  these are correct multiples -- or excuse me, comparables

            4  to have picked, aren't they?

     03:34  5       A.   No.

            6       Q.   And if you assume as Mr. Daniel assumes, that

            7  that is the way to pick the comparables and you go all

            8  the way back here to page 9 and you look in the middle of

            9  the page at his range, I'm pointing with this little red

     03:35 10  thing there to his range of 8.5 to 12.5.  That is the

           11  fair range for companies like what you propose with Newco

           12  that have such a high debt to ability to earn income

           13  ratio as what you propose with Newco; isn't that a fair

           14  range?

     03:35 15       A.   No, I don't believe it is.

           16       Q.   Now, if nothing else, possibly we have

           17  demystified here the question of why Mr. Daniel used

           18  different comparables when we -- when he was evaluating

           19  Scopac.  He expected to be a stand-alone REIT.  Now, let

     03:36 20  me ask, when Mr. Lamont did his valuation, did he assume

           21  that Scopac would be on a stand-alone basis and a REIT?

           22       A.   I believe Mr. Lamont valued a piece of real

           23  estate which were the timberlands.  I don't think it had

           24  anything to do with an assumption about Scopac or the

     03:36 25  form of entity that those timberlands would be held in.
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            1       Q.   Did Mr. Lamont take the cash flows that he

            2  intended to discount for Scopac's timberlands and assume

            3  that they should be reduced by the amount of a corporate



            4  income tax?

     03:36  5       A.   Again, Mr. Lamont valued a piece of real

            6  estate.  He didn't value a business which pays taxes or

            7  subject to taxes.

            8       Q.   And isn't it a fact that Mr. Yerges similarly

            9  assumed that the trees would be in a so-called tax

     03:37 10  efficient entity such as a REIT that doesn't pay any

           11  corporate income tax?

           12       A.   Again, Mr. Yerges valued real estate.  He did

           13  not value a business like I did.

           14       Q.   Now, sir, let's move on to the question of

     03:37 15  whether you got any comparables that are better than what

           16  Mr. Daniel used when he picked them based upon leverage

           17  size.

           18            So what, sir, are the comparables that you

           19  think he should have used for evaluating the discount or

     03:37 20  the interest rate of the timber notes that you're going

           21  to hand out?

           22       A.   Well, as I indicated in my rebuttal report,

           23  there are a number of sources of information in this

           24  case, all of which pertain to timber related businesses

     03:38 25  that are a source for that information.  An example of
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            1  that would be the -- would be the -- one example would be

            2  the four companies that Mr. Daniel did use as

            3  comparables.  And the cost of debt associated with those

            4  companies.

     03:38  5       Q.   What do you think that is?



            6       A.   Approximately 6.19 percent.

            7       Q.   And that's for the four companies that

            8  Mr. Daniel used in his analysis in the big report

            9  concerning Scopac; is that correct?

     03:39 10       A.   That's correct.

           11       Q.   And isn't it a fact, sir, that if you look at

           12  his appendices that appear at the back of his big report

           13  concerning comparables, that he did it right, that in

           14  fact the interest rate is 6.9 and that you've done it

     03:39 15  incorrectly because you haven't made the correct

           16  adjustments in order to arrive at your 6.19, isn't that a

           17  fact?

           18       A.   No, I don't believe so.

           19       Q.   Let's go to page 40 of the big report.  Do you

     03:40 20  have page 40 of the big report?  Right down there his

           21  calculation is 6.9; isn't that correct?

           22       A.   Yes.

           23       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, if you go back to pages

           24  61 through 64, that he shows in significant detail why --

     03:40 25  are the basis for that 6.9 number?
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            1       A.   I'm sorry, can you repeat that?

            2       Q.   If you go back to pages 61 through 64 of his

            3  basic report, he shows in great detail why that 6.9 is

            4  correct?

     03:41  5       A.   I believe the pages you referenced are his --

            6  the source for that number.  However, the source for my

            7  number was from Bloomberg and represented a current



            8  report of the yield to maturity on the debt for these

            9  companies.  So yes, there is a difference.  I don't know

     03:41 10  if the difference is due to when the measurement

           11  occurred, but I believe the methodology to determine the

           12  rate in both cases was the same.

           13       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that Mr. Daniel laid out

           14  in detail on pages 61 through 64 exactly how he got to

     03:41 15  the 6.9 number and that you've given us no detail beyond

           16  a report last Friday night claiming that you got

           17  something from Bloomberg that came out to 6.19; isn't

           18  that true?

           19       A.   That is true.

     03:42 20       Q.   Would you be surprised if Mr. Daniel has done

           21  the arithmetic and concluded he was absolutely right

           22  after all and that you failed to make proper adjustments

           23  when you came to your 6.19?

           24       A.   I don't know if that would surprise me or not.

     03:42 25       Q.   Now, what else, sir, do you think Mr. Daniel
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            1  has done wrong in his valuation of the timber notes?

            2       A.   Well, I'd like to continue in answering your

            3  first question.

            4       Q.   Sir, the question was what else do you think

     03:42  5  Mr. Daniel has done wrong?  Your counsel can bring out

            6  anything further you would like to volunteer.  What else

            7  do you think Mr. Daniel has done wrong in his valuation

            8  of the new timber notes?

            9       A.   The other -- one of the other observations I



     03:43 10  had was I don't believe that Mr. Daniel has properly

           11  taken into account the collateral that secures these new

           12  timber notes or the priority of these new timber notes,

           13  vis-a-vis the comparable companies or comparable debt

           14  issues that he analyzed.

     03:43 15       Q.   Now, sir, there's been a good deal of press in

           16  the last month or two about financial institutions being

           17  affected by the sub prime crisis.  Is a central issue in

           18  that debt crisis that people couldn't service their debt

           19  and lo and behold, the value didn't turn out to be as

     03:43 20  much as they hoped it would be?

           21       A.   I'm sorry, the last part of your question?

           22       Q.   Is the central issue in this sub prime crisis

           23  that obligors were unable to service their debt, and to

           24  people's dismay, the collateral securing the debt wasn't

     03:43 25  worth as much as they hoped it would be?
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            1       A.   I think that may be one of the phenomenon.

            2       Q.   And isn't it a fact, sir, that in today's

            3  credit market environment, saying that we have great

            4  collateral, but our ability to cover through earnings the

     03:44  5  debt is 10.0 or higher is not a good sell to obtain

            6  credit?

            7       A.   I don't know that anyone is trying to obtain

            8  credit on that basis here, if that's what you're

            9  implying.

     03:44 10       Q.   If we look at page 5 of Daniel Exhibit 13 and

           11  we see that your coverage ratios are 13.9, 11.9, 11.2 and



           12  10.7 over the next four years and that what you're

           13  arguing is that people are not taking -- or Mr. Daniel is

           14  not taking adequate account of the value of the

     03:44 15  collateral in pricing the debt here, the question is,

           16  aren't you in effect saying one should ignore the

           17  coverage ratio earning because the collateral is really

           18  good?

           19       A.   No.

     03:45 20       Q.   Sir, isn't it a fact that if you have timber

           21  collateral, you've got to put out money to cut the timber

           22  and hope you can sell the timber?  Let me back up and ask

           23  it differently.

           24            Isn't it a fact that if you're a regular real

     03:45 25  estate REIT and you foreclose on some office buildings,
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            1  they tend to pay rent on a monthly basis without any

            2  great outflow of capital; is that a fair statement?

            3       A.   If I understand your question, I think -- I

            4  think that's a fair comment.

     03:45  5       Q.   By contrast, if you lend against timber

            6  collateral and you have to foreclose on your collateral

            7  and you want to keep having current income, you've got to

            8  spend money to cut the logs and hope you can sell the

            9  logs once you've cut them; isn't that a fair statement?

     03:46 10       A.   Well, I think that would be -- I think that

           11  statement applies whether -- that applies whether the

           12  company is in foreclosure or not, or in the case of a

           13  shopping center, that you hope the rent comes in.  I



           14  mean, that's -- that risk of selling the logs or not

     03:46 15  selling them I believe exists under all circumstances.

           16       Q.   Isn't it a fact that what you're saying to

           17  somebody is here, buy this timber note, new timber note,

           18  where the coverage ratio will never get as good as 10

           19  over the next four years, but you've got really great

     03:46 20  real estate -- or excuse me, timberland collateral, you

           21  are effectively saying you've got collateral that you'll

           22  have to feed a lot of capital to if you ever have to

           23  foreclose on it?

           24       A.   I don't agree with that.

     03:47 25       Q.   Now, would it surprise you that Mr. Daniel's
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            1  conclusion is that what drives the price of these timber

            2  notes is primarily the ability of Newco to service the

            3  debt?

            4       A.   It would not surprise me if that's Mr. Daniel's

     03:47  5  testimony.

            6       Q.   Is that your view?

            7       A.   Clearly the ability of Newco to service the

            8  debt is important in determining the value of the timber

            9  notes.  But my criticism of Mr. Daniel is that he failed

     03:47 10  to take into account the collateral securing these notes

           11  and the priority of those notes, vis-a-vis his comparable

           12  companies in making his analysis.  That's the criticism.

           13       Q.   Isn't it a fact -- let me ask it differently

           14  since you wouldn't have a way of knowing this.

     03:48 15            Would it surprise you that Mr. Daniel took it



           16  into account exactly as I just described and came to the

           17  conclusion that what was the dominant factor was the

           18  ability to earn cash and service the debt, especially in

           19  today's marketplace?

     03:48 20       A.   Well, if that's the same way of saying and

           21  ignoring the collateral, then it wouldn't surprise me.

           22       Q.   Would it surprise you if I told you that the

           23  foregoing was true and that that is the manner in which

           24  he took into account the quality of this particular

     03:48 25  timber collateral?
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            1       A.   No.

            2       Q.   Now, what else do you think Mr. Daniel did

            3  wrong?

            4       A.   Well, as I comment in my rebuttal report and

     03:49  5  this relates to the subject, I believe, we were just

            6  covering.  One of Mr. Daniel's -- one of the things

            7  Mr. Daniels highlights is the leverage ratio that Newco

            8  will -- Newco will have.  And one of the things I point

            9  out in my report is that when it comes to REITs, that the

     03:50 10  leverage ratio of Newco relative to REITs that are other

           11  real estate based companies is actually very much in

           12  line.  One of the things that I looked at in this regard

           13  was the leverage ratio of numerous REITs, over 200 REITs,

           14  and what the current interest rate on that debt is.  And

     03:50 15  what the current leverage ratio of those REITs are.  And

           16  the average leverage of those REITs was approximately

           17  11.5 times EBITDA.  This compares to a little over 10, as



           18  you observed with Newco.  And the average cost of debt

           19  that is an interest rate paid by these REITs was

     03:50 20  approximately 6.53 percent.  So the comment I'm making

           21  here is that in real estate related businesses, it is not

           22  unusual to have a high degree of leverage similar to

           23  Newco.

           24       Q.   Sir, do you believe -- let me ask it

     03:51 25  differently.  What you just said is misleading, isn't it?
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            1       A.   I don't believe it is.

            2       Q.   Well, let me explain why.  Isn't it a fact that

            3  if you did what Houlihan did, which is to take all

            4  thousand of the REITs that are out there, not just the

     03:51  5  200 you selected, but the coverage ratio doesn't come in

            6  at 12 or so, it comes in at less than 9?

            7       A.   I don't know what Houlihan did.

            8       Q.   How did you select the 200 out of the thousand

            9  that happened to give you that high cover range ratio?

     03:51 10       A.   There was a search done using a search tool

           11  called Capital I.Q., the criteria, I believe, was for

           12  REITs.  I can't describe it more generally or

           13  specifically than that.  But the result of the search

           14  were these 200 companies.

     03:52 15       Q.   And isn't it a fact that there are a thousand

           16  such companies and that somehow you selected 200?

           17       A.   Well, let's assume that is a fact, the nine

           18  times leverage that you indicated was the leverage for

           19  these thousand, I think essentially makes the same point,



     03:52 20  that is, real estate companies of which I believe Newco

           21  falls within a broad class, are highly levered companies.

           22  Nine, 11.5, 10.7, I think within a range, we can call

           23  those highly levered, albeit for that industry it appears

           24  to be more of the norm.

     03:53 25       Q.   Isn't it a fact that that, too, is misleading
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            1  for the following reason:  That most of the companies

            2  that you get when you look for REITs are office building,

            3  real estate type REITs and not timber REITs?

            4       A.   I would think that most of the companies in

     03:53  5  that population are not timber REITs, there aren't that

            6  many timber REITs.

            7       Q.   There you go.  And isn't it a fact that the

            8  leverage ratio on the regular real estate REITs is a lot

            9  higher than the leverage ratio on the timber REITs?

     03:53 10       A.   I have not made that analysis because I haven't

           11  evaluated every timber REIT, but I think the point is

           12  that the real estate related companies are typically

           13  highly levered.

           14       Q.   And isn't it a fact that the reason that the

     03:54 15  real estate REITs are so much higher levered than the

           16  timber REITs is the following:  REITs have to distribute

           17  a lot of their income or else they don't get to be REITs

           18  anymore; is that correct?

           19       A.   Yes, I believe that's correct.

     03:54 20       Q.   So it's hard to have much retained capital if

           21  you're a REIT; is that correct?



           22       A.   In terms of distribution of current income, I

           23  believe that's true.

           24       Q.   So the office building and other kinds of

     03:54 25  building type REITs borrow money to do the next building
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            1  for growth, isn't that the pattern?

            2       A.   I don't know that that's true.

            3       Q.   And isn't it a fact that the reason the timber

            4  REITs don't borrow so much money is they don't have to

     03:54  5  borrow money to finance growth, the trees grow because

            6  God rains on them?

            7       A.   Again, I agree that the trees grow because it

            8  rains, but I don't think it follows that that's why

            9  timber companies don't borrow money.

     03:55 10       Q.   Have you observed, as Mr. Daniel has done, that

           11  the leverage ratio on timber REITs is dramatically lower

           12  than the leverage ratio on the rest of the REITs that are

           13  more focused on traditional real estate?

           14       A.   I'm sorry, can you repeat that?

     03:55 15       Q.   Have you observed, as Mr. Daniel has observed,

           16  that the leverage ratio on timber REITs is much lower

           17  than the leverage ratio on normal REITs?

           18       A.   With respect to -- let me just look at

           19  something, please.

     03:55 20       Q.   Let me be sure I'm asking it correctly.  Have

           21  you observed that the level of debt on timber REITs is

           22  significantly lower than the level of debt on other kinds

           23  of REITs?



           24       A.   I think in the case of the four that we've been

     03:56 25  talking about, that's true.
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            1       Q.   Thank you.  What else has Mr. Daniel done

            2  wrong?

            3       A.   I think those cover the main areas with respect

            4  to the securities valuation.

     03:56  5       Q.   Anything else he's done wrong with respect to

            6  his valuation of Scopac?

            7       A.   Yes.

            8       Q.   What's that?

            9       A.   The items I discussed with Mr. Neier.

     03:56 10       Q.   Which is?

           11       A.   Well, the first of which was the failure to

           12  provide for income taxes in his valuation of Scopac.

           13       Q.   Now, let's be clear about what that generality

           14  that I heard you use four or five times really means.

     03:57 15  What you're saying is that Mr. Daniel did not take into

           16  account the income tax that the owner of the investment

           17  would pay; is that correct?

           18       A.   That relate to corporate earnings, yes.

           19       Q.   Isn't it a fact that the -- by the vast

     03:57 20  majority, all valuations that are done in bankruptcy

           21  court that are intended to be enterprise valuations focus

           22  on the cash flow thrown off by the company and do not

           23  focus on the tax paid by the owner of the investment?

           24       A.   Well, what we're -- when we're talking about

     03:58 25  tax efficient or pass-through entities, I certainly hope
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            1  that's not true.

            2       Q.   Sir, that has to do with whether there is tax

            3  paid because of the corporate structure.  What you're

            4  talking about is, in effect, the income tax paid by the

     03:58  5  recipient of the money.  And isn't it true that hardly

            6  ever is that sort of tax taken into account when you're

            7  talking about the enterprise value of the company based

            8  upon how much cash it can throw off?

            9       A.   No, I disagree with that, Mr. Clement.  The

     03:58 10  taxes -- let's be clear.  The pass-through entity is

           11  subject to one level of taxation.  Those are the taxes

           12  that are passed through to the shareholders just like the

           13  law firm example that we talked about.  In the case of a

           14  tax inefficient entity like IBM, for example, the

     03:59 15  earnings are subject to two taxes, one is the corporate

           16  level tax and the second is a dividend tax that are paid

           17  by -- that is paid by the shareholders.  The efficient

           18  part of a tax efficient entity is the fact that that

           19  dividend tax is avoided, which does create incremental

     03:59 20  value relative to a tax paying entity.  And -- but in the

           21  case of Mr. Daniel, he's treating Scopac as a tax exempt

           22  entity, not a tax efficient entity and that's the nature

           23  of my criticism.

           24       Q.   Sir, I'll come back to this for a second.

     03:59 25  Assume with me for a minute that this assumption is
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            1  correct, you can take it as my assumption, you don't have

            2  to agree with it.  That hardly ever in a bankruptcy court

            3  setting where one is trying to value the cash earning

            4  ability of the business does one make a subtraction for

     04:00  5  the tax that the recipient of the cash flows must pay.

            6  Assume for me that that's really unusual.

            7            When you did it in this case, you did it at

            8  Newco, it tended to drive down the enterprise value of

            9  Newco, didn't it?

     04:00 10       A.   No.  It contributed to my conclusion of the --

           11  it drove the enterprise value of Newco.  It was no

           12  different than any other cost line item, log hauling, for

           13  example, overhead, the taxes that Newco is subject to,

           14  albeit payable at the shareholder level is no different

     04:00 15  than any other cost category that needs to be accounted

           16  for.

           17       Q.   Assuming that I'm correct, that it's unusual to

           18  do this and that when you do this it drives down cash

           19  flow, the effect of that would be to drive down the value

     04:01 20  of Newco, correct?

           21       A.   No, I disagree with that.

           22       Q.   Then let me -- so you disagree that by taking

           23  into account the tax rate paid by the recipient of the

           24  cash flows in the company, you disagree that that has the

     04:01 25  effect of driving down the value of Newco?
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            1       A.   Well, I don't disagree with it to this extent.

            2  It's like saying the cost of logging and hauling of Newco

            3  drive down its value.  To that extent, I do agree that

            4  any cost drives down the value of the enterprise.

     04:01  5       Q.   Thank you.  And in view of that, it justifies

            6  MRC buying it cheaper, doesn't it?

            7       A.   I don't -- I'm not sure I even understand your

            8  question.  But if the implication is that MRC is paying

            9  less than Newco is worth or that -- let me put it in the

     04:02 10  context of what I did, that the implication is that Newco

           11  is worth more than $540 million, I disagree.

           12       Q.   On the flipside, if you take into account the

           13  tax that will be paid by the recipient of the cash flows

           14  that get thrown off by Scopac, it has the effect of

     04:02 15  driving down the value of Scopac, doesn't it?

           16       A.   If Scopac is assumed to be a tax efficient

           17  entity, it has the effect of correctly quantifying the

           18  cash flow to Scopac.

           19       Q.   I had hoped I didn't have to go back into this

     04:02 20  black hole, but I will go back into the black hole with

           21  you.

           22            Sir, when Scopac throws off cash flow, if its a

           23  REIT, it doesn't pay corporate income tax on that cash

           24  flow; is that correct?

     04:03 25       A.   That is correct.
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            1       Q.   So then the cash flow is free to go to whoever

            2  the recipient is?



            3       A.   Just like a law firm, yes.

            4       Q.   So isn't it a fact that if it's unusual to take

     04:03  5  into account the tax rate that the recipient pays and if

            6  you do, however, take it into account here, the net

            7  effect of that is to drive down the cash flows allegedly

            8  generated from Scopac?

            9       A.   Just like any other cost of Scopac, it has to

     04:03 10  be deducted in arriving in a net cash flow, yes.

           11       Q.   And if you accept what you just said, applying

           12  that unusual reduction for the tax rate paid by the

           13  recipient tends to drive down the value of Scopac?

           14       A.   I don't know what you mean by unusual.  You

     04:04 15  keep referring to unusual.  As I said, if this adjustment

           16  is not being made in bankruptcy court for tax efficient

           17  entities, then those valuations are incorrect.

           18       Q.   Now, sir, I have one last area of questions

           19  before we go.  Move back to page 5 in your report, your

     04:04 20  Exhibit B.  In item 2 you mention American AgCredit.  I

           21  think it's on the screen.  Can you blow it up larger.

           22            Tell me about this American AgCredit issue.

           23  Why is this in here?

           24       A.   Well, the comment is in here because I did not

     04:05 25  see that Mr. Zelin -- we're talking about Mr. Zelin, but
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            1  the same application -- the same comment also applies to

            2  Mr. Daniel, that neither of them, from what I could tell,

            3  looked at what a specialty lender to the forest products

            4  or timber industry, what terms of credit might be



     04:05  5  extended to -- might be available in those circumstances

            6  and what the cost of those funds would be.  And I believe

            7  that is relevant to the discussion of the value of the

            8  new timber notes.

            9       Q.   What do you believe that American AgCredit has

     04:06 10  offered here?

           11       A.   There was a proposal issued to MRC from

           12  American Ag proposing some financing for their

           13  acquisition of these properties.

           14       Q.   What were its terms?

     04:06 15       A.   Well, there are -- there are numerous terms.

           16  With respect to the interest rate specifically?

           17       Q.   Yes.

           18       A.   The terms were a spread over certain treasury

           19  rates.  And they indicated that the indicative spreads

     04:06 20  for transactions of this type were 240 to 290 basis

           21  points above a ten-year treasury yield.

           22            And furthermore, that the -- my recollection is

           23  that this spread would need to correspond to the treasury

           24  yield and need to correspond with the term of the notes

     04:07 25  being offered by American Ag.  But that's my recollection
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            1  of the interest pricing of that term sheet.

            2       Q.   Sir, let me ask you something.  30 year

            3  treasuries are trading today at 4.3 percent; is that a

            4  fact?

     04:07  5       A.   I think that's pretty close.

            6       Q.   How much of an interest adjustment over that,



            7  in your opinion, is necessary for this Newco note, one

            8  percent?

            9       A.   Well, using the American Ag proposal as an

     04:08 10  indicator of that, the spread over the 30 year treasury,

           11  I believe, would be approximately 255 basis points.

           12       Q.   Over ten year treasuries?

           13       A.   No, over 30 year treasuries.

           14       Q.   Over 30 year?

     04:08 15       A.   Yeah.

           16       Q.   Now, do you think that's an appropriate risk

           17  factor for this business, more than ten times levered for

           18  the next four years?

           19       A.   Well, apparently American Ag does because

     04:08 20  that's the proposal they made.

           21       Q.   Are you aware of the following:  That MRC's

           22  primary lender is American AgCredit?

           23       A.   I'm aware there's a relationship there, yes.

           24       Q.   Are you aware that Mr. Dean asked American

     04:08 25  AgCredit to give this term sheet in order to find out
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            1  what the rate was in the market?

            2       A.   That's not my understanding of why it was

            3  provided.

            4       Q.   Are you aware that there was no negotiation

     04:09  5  between MRC and its lender, American AgCredit, about

            6  giving this term sheet?

            7       A.   I don't understand the question, no

            8  negotiation.  I don't know what you mean.



            9       Q.   No negotiation.  Hey, would you give me a term

     04:09 10  sheet?  Yes, here it is.  No negotiation.  Are you aware

           11  that that's what happened?

           12       A.   No, I wasn't a party to those discussions.

           13       Q.   There's no financing contingency on MRC putting

           14  in its $200 million to close this deal, is there?

     04:09 15       A.   My recollection of the term sheet does

           16  reference the substantial equity contribution that MRC is

           17  making.  I think it does.

           18       Q.   Does MRC intend to assert a financing

           19  contingency about putting its $200 million in?

     04:10 20       A.   Okay.  I'm confused by the question.  I'm

           21  sorry.  In the context of the American Ag proposal?  Or

           22  something else?

           23       Q.   In the context of the plan of reorganization,

           24  do you understand that MRC has any financing contingency?

     04:10 25       A.   No, there is none, to my knowledge.
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            1                 MR. CLEMENT:  Pass the witness, Your

            2  Honor.

            3                 THE COURT:  All right.  Any redirect?

            4                 MR. NEIER:  I think Mr. Lamb is standing

     04:10  5  up.

            6                 THE COURT:  Mr. Lamb, do you want to

            7  redirect some of this cross, even though you didn't do

            8  any direct in the first place?

            9                 MR. LAMB:  Your Honor, I want to cross the

     04:11 10  witness when it's my turn.



           11                 MR. NEIER:  He works for the debtors, Your

           12  Honor, he wants to cross the witness.

           13                 THE COURT:  Okay.  I guess that's true.

           14  We have three sides to this.  Go ahead.  I think it might

     04:11 15  be better if the debtors did their cross before the

           16  parent on these, but that may not be true.  But if you

           17  have a problem with that, we'll talk about it later.  But

           18  go ahead.

           19                 MR. NEIER:  I will just tell you that

     04:11 20  there's been a general agreement among the parties

           21  that --

           22                 THE COURT:  It would be this direction?

           23                 MR. NEIER:  No, it's a triangle so

           24  whenever one witness is up, the other two sides get

     04:11 25  together and figure out who will go first.
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            1                 THE COURT:  Okay.  That's fine.  That's a

            2  great way to do it.  It's nice to know that some of you

            3  in various ways you're working together.

            4                 MR. NEIER:  Against each other, Your

     04:12  5  Honor.

            6                 THE COURT:  Right.

            7                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

            8  BY MR. LAMB:

            9       Q.   Mr. Johnston, I don't think we've met.  I'm

     04:12 10  George Lamb and I represent the Pacific Lumber Company.

           11  I just want to talk to you about your valuation of the

           12  new timber notes that the noteholders are receiving.  As



           13  I understand it, you have valued those notes at somewhere

           14  between 82 cents on the dollar and par; is that correct?

     04:12 15       A.   I haven't calculated the percentage, but I'll

           16  take your word for it.

           17       Q.   Okay.  And is that your view of a range of

           18  reasonableness of value, 82 cents, between 82 cents and

           19  par?

     04:12 20       A.   Yes.

           21       Q.   You're aware that Mr. Daniel and Mr. Zelin,

           22  Mr. Daniel being the noteholders expert and Mr. Zelin

           23  being the debtors expert, have also established their

           24  views on a range of reasonableness for the value of these

     04:12 25  new timber notes, correct?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   And I have them figured at Mr. Daniel values

            3  them at between 42 cents and 65 cents on the dollar and

            4  Mr. Zelin values them at between 50 cents on the dollar

     04:13  5  and 70 cents on the dollar.  Does that sound about right?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   Okay.  So Mr. Daniel and Mr. Zelin -- I believe

            8  you testified they took different approaches to valuing

            9  these notes?

     04:13 10       A.   Yes.

           11       Q.   And Mr. Daniel and Mr. Zelin have come up with

           12  two ranges of what they think is reasonable that have

           13  considerable overlap, correct?

           14       A.   Yes.



     04:13 15       Q.   And the ranges of reasonableness that they have

           16  come up with are significantly lower than the range of

           17  reasonableness that you have come up with, correct?

           18       A.   I think that's a fair statement.

           19       Q.   Having looked at the two ranges that Zelin and

     04:13 20  Daniel came up with, did you look at those and then go

           21  back and take a good hard look at your range of

           22  reasonableness?

           23       A.   Well, I certainly considered what they did.

           24  Indeed, part of the basis for my opinion is to the value

     04:14 25  is based on what they or their co-experts did.  For
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            1  example, one of the bases for my conclusion of value is

            2  using the cost of debt for the guideline companies that

            3  Mr. Daniel selected.  Another bases for my conclusion of

            4  value is the cost of debt that Mr. Daniel selected in his

     04:14  5  Scopac valuation.  And another basis for my conclusion of

            6  value is the cost of debt that Mr. Yerges selected in his

            7  timberlands valuation.

            8            So I believe I certainly took into account the

            9  other work they've done in this matter as well as the

     04:15 10  work they did specifically in valuing the securities.

           11       Q.   Let me ask it a different way.  Have you looked

           12  at their valuations and said, boy, the two other experts

           13  who took two different approaches to valuation have come

           14  up with a range that's considerably lower than mine,

     04:15 15  maybe there's something wrong with mine, let me review it

           16  again and see?  Have you done that kind of self-critical



           17  analysis of your valuation?

           18       A.   Well, let me just clarify one comment you made,

           19  that you just made.

     04:15 20       Q.   Maybe could you answer that and then I'll be

           21  glad to let you talk about the other one.

           22       A.   Well, the answer is yes.  And to be clear, I

           23  don't believe -- and I may have misspoke earlier that

           24  they took two separate approaches.  They really used the

     04:16 25  same approach with just different guideline debt issues
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            1  in their analysis.

            2       Q.   Whatever the approaches were, they relied on

            3  and used different sets of value that they in their

            4  judgment thought were the appropriate ones.  They didn't

     04:16  5  just mimic each other, correct, in what they did?

            6       A.   I think it was a similar methodology, but using

            7  different base information.

            8       Q.   And again, have you -- is it the bottom line

            9  here, you've looked at their valuations, you've looked at

     04:16 10  yours, and you decided those two experts are wrong and

           11  you're right; is that where we are?

           12       A.   Well, I think where we are is that -- and part

           13  of the problem that you may be alluding to is that these

           14  experts, Mr. Daniel in particular, has come up with very

     04:16 15  inconsistent conclusions as to the cost of debt.  And it

           16  depends what purpose he was putting those assumptions to.

           17            But I think in answer directly to your question

           18  is that I do not share their opinion obviously and I



           19  stand by mine.

     04:17 20       Q.   And both of their ranges of reasonableness are,

           21  in your view, unreasonable?

           22       A.   I don't believe they're correct.

           23       Q.   Are they reasonable?

           24       A.   No.

     04:17 25       Q.   On page 4 of your rebuttal, paragraph 2, maybe
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            1  we can enlarge it a little bit.  You had a discussion

            2  with Mr. Clement about the leverage here.  It says,

            3  "Mr. Daniel highlights the claimed high leverage of Newco

            4  in his securities valuation report.  Specifically at page

     04:17  5  5 he notes that leverage through the new timber notes

            6  would never be lower than 10.7 times EBITDA during the

            7  period 2008 to 2012."  Then you say, though, that that's

            8  not unusual because you've looked at 200 REITs.  How many

            9  of those 200 were timber REITs?

     04:18 10       A.   I don't know.

           11       Q.   Were any of them timber REITs, do you know?

           12       A.   I don't know.

           13       Q.   Are you aware of any timber REIT with a

           14  leverage of 10.7 times EBITDA?

     04:18 15       A.   Not specifically, I don't know one way or the

           16  other.

           17       Q.   What's Plum Creek's leverage?

           18       A.   Well, I'd have to find it for you in these

           19  materials.  I don't know it offhand.

     04:19 20       Q.   Does 4.5 sound about right?



           21       A.   I don't know.

           22       Q.   One other item, on page 5 of his -- of your

           23  rebuttal report, the last paragraph.  I want to be sure I

           24  understand what you've done here.  You started with -- I

     04:19 25  believe you also had this conversation with Mr. Clement
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            1  with the expression of interest term sheet from American

            2  AgCredit; is that right?

            3       A.   Yes.

            4       Q.   And American AgCredit is a bank, right?

     04:19  5       A.   Yes.

            6       Q.   And so they're proposing a bank loan --

            7  actually, they're expressing interest in a bank loan to

            8  MRC, correct?

            9       A.   Yes.

     04:19 10       Q.   Now, then you have taken the interest rate that

           11  they have expressed an interest in and then you've gone

           12  to a corporate bond spread table and extrapolated that

           13  that equates to a BBB rating?

           14       A.   Well, let me try to explain what I've done

     04:20 15  here.  There was a -- in the American Ag expression of

           16  interest, there is an indication that the interest rate

           17  on this loan would be somewhere in the range of 240 to

           18  290 bases points over a ten-year U.S. Treasury note,

           19  okay?  And so what I did is I went to a corporate bond

     04:20 20  spread table and said, okay, given this spread over this

           21  ten-year treasury, what credit rating does that equate to

           22  on this bond chart?  And the conclusion was this spread



           23  equates to a BBB plus to BBB credit rating.  I then said,

           24  let's try to convert that into what an interest rate in

     04:21 25  the new timber notes would be, which have a 35-year
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            1  maturity.  So I went and looked at the longest maturity

            2  in treasury securities, which is 30 years, and I looked

            3  at the credit -- or the spread for BBB plus to BBB

            4  30-year -- above 30-year treasuries, and that was

     04:21  5  approximately 255 bases points.  So the conclusion was

            6  using the American Ag proposal as one indication, that --

            7  what the cost may be on the new timber notes, that

            8  converted to a 6.95 percent interest rate.

            9       Q.   You expressed earlier the importance of apples

     04:22 10  to apples.  Is taking a bank's expression of interest

           11  rate and turning it into a corporate bond rating apples

           12  to apples?

           13       A.   I think the methodology that I have applied

           14  here is -- does just that.  I don't think there's --

     04:22 15       Q.   Do you think you can apply a corporate bond

           16  rating from a bank's expression of interest on a bank

           17  loan?

           18       A.   Well, let me -- let me answer it this way.  The

           19  short answer is yes because the -- what my analysis does

     04:22 20  is say what is the corporate bond rating given this

           21  spread.  And that's how the spread tables are prepared.

           22  That is, the spread above particular treasury securities.

           23  So you can actually go to the table and locate the

           24  applicable credit rating and then extract it or



     04:23 25  extrapolate it from there, which is what we sought to do.
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            1       Q.   Are you suggesting that the new timber notes

            2  are going to be BBB quality notes?

            3       A.   Based on the American Ag -- well, first of all,

            4  I don't know if they're going to be rated.  But if they

     04:23  5  were to be rated, based on American Ag's assessment of

            6  this business and the collateral and the other conditions

            7  against which it will be lending, that was their

            8  assessment of the credit rating for this security.

            9       Q.   But they didn't make a credit rating for this

     04:23 10  security?

           11       A.   No, but by inference, which I think is a fair

           12  inference, that's what you get.

           13       Q.   Plum Creek is BBB, right, their bonds?

           14       A.   I don't know what Plum Creek is.

     04:24 15       Q.   Plum Creek's leverage is 4.5 times EBITDA,

           16  right?

           17       A.   That's what you indicated earlier.

           18       Q.   Newco's is going to be 10.7, right?

           19       A.   Yes, over 10 initially.

     04:24 20       Q.   Newco is not going to be BBB and it's really

           21  not right to look at BBB securities to value Newco's new

           22  timber notes, is it?

           23       A.   Well, I think --

           24       Q.   Yes or no and I'm done.

     04:24 25       A.   I think what I've done is correct.
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            1                 MR. LAMB:  Thank you.

            2                 THE COURT:  Any other agreements about who

            3  was going to go before?

            4                 MR. NEIER:  Well, we have other people,

     04:24  5  Your Honor.  I don't know if anybody else wants to --

            6                 THE COURT:  Anybody else interested before

            7  the last redirect?  All right.  You're up.

            8                    REDIRECT EXAMINATION

            9  BY MR. NEIER:

     04:25 10       Q.   Mr. Johnston, can you go to Exhibit 13 of the

           11  indenture trustee exhibits.  That's the -- what

           12  Mr. Clement referred to as the small report or the thin

           13  report, whatever.  Do you have that?

           14       A.   Yes.

     04:26 15       Q.   Now, this is the report on the securities

           16  valuation, correct?

           17       A.   Yes.

           18       Q.   That was prepared by Houlihan Lokey, correct?

           19       A.   Yes.

     04:26 20       Q.   And by Mr. Daniel, correct?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   Okay.  Can you turn to page 14 of that report?

           23  Do you have that?

           24       A.   Yes.

     04:26 25       Q.   Are these the comparable companies that
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            1  Mr. Daniel used in his securities valuation?

            2       A.   There's some of them.

            3       Q.   Okay.  Is there somewhere else, were there are

            4  more of them?

     04:26  5       A.   The other ones I guess pertain to pick

            6  analysis.  So yes, I believe these are the specific

            7  companies he used.

            8       Q.   Okay.  Can you tell me looking at the first

            9  company, which is difficult to read on this copy.  It

     04:27 10  looks like Server Worldwide.  I believe that company is

           11  in bankruptcy; is that right?

           12       A.   Yes.

           13       Q.   What industry is Server Worldwide in?

           14       A.   Transportation.

     04:27 15       Q.   Okay.  And Kalumet is the next one?

           16       A.   Yes.

           17       Q.   What industry is that company in?

           18       A.   Oil and gas.

           19       Q.   And the next company, Linens and Things; is

     04:27 20  that correct?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   Is that in the timber business?

           23       A.   No, it's not.

           24       Q.   What industry is that in?

     04:27 25       A.   It's a retailer.
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            1       Q.   And X-Rite, Inc., is that in the timber

            2  business?

            3       A.   No.

            4       Q.   What business is that in?

     04:27  5       A.   General manufacturing.

            6       Q.   And Remy International, another company in

            7  Chapter 11, I believe.  Is that company in the timber

            8  business?

            9       A.   They're an automotive company.

     04:28 10       Q.   Do you see any timber related companies used in

           11  Mr. Daniel's securities valuation company comparable

           12  analysis?

           13       A.   No.

           14       Q.   Is Scopac today a timber REIT?

     04:28 15       A.   No.

           16       Q.   Scopac today is not a timber REIT?

           17       A.   That's correct.

           18       Q.   What is it?

           19       A.   Scopac is a timberland company, it's not a

     04:28 20  REIT.

           21       Q.   So Mr. Daniel didn't evaluate Scopac today as

           22  it exists today, correct?

           23       A.   That's correct.

           24       Q.   So his valuation is something other than what

     04:28 25  the debtor is today, Scopac?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   It's what the debtor could become under the



            3  noteholders' plan, that is, a timber REIT, correct?

            4       A.   Yes, that's correct.

     04:29  5       Q.   You were asked some questions about the

            6  collateral-to-debt ratio.  That is, the amount of debt

            7  that's on Newco versus the amount of collateral that

            8  Newco has, correct?

            9       A.   Yes.

     04:29 10       Q.   Okay.  So let's talk about Scopac today.  Does

           11  Scopac have -- how much debt does Scopac have on its

           12  collateral today?

           13       A.   Somewhere between $7- and $800 million.

           14       Q.   And how much will reorganized Newco have with

     04:29 15  respect to the new timber notes on the same collateral?

           16       A.   Approximately $325 million.

           17       Q.   Is it fair to say that $800 million is less

           18  than 3 -- sorry, $325 million is less than $800 million?

           19       A.   Yes.

     04:29 20       Q.   Mr. Clement asked you -- Mr. Clement advised

           21  you that when Mr. Daniel evaluated Scopac, he evaluated

           22  the company as if it were debt free, correct?

           23       A.   Yes.

           24       Q.   Is Scopac today debt free?

     04:30 25       A.   No.
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            1       Q.   In fact, Scopac is highly levered today?

            2       A.   That's correct.

            3       Q.   Now, you're going to have to help me out on

            4  this, but Mr. Clement asked you some questions about the



     04:30  5  cost of debt and the difference between 6.9 and 6.19.  Do

            6  you recall that testimony?

            7                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I'll keep this

            8  short.  Your Honor ruled yesterday that if rather than

            9  have us do redirect and recross, that we object.  And I

     04:30 10  have refrained so far.

           11                 THE COURT:  So you think he's getting

           12  beyond your questions?

           13                 MR. NEIER:  I'm asking about --

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, the reason he's

     04:31 15  getting beyond is there have been four questions in a row

           16  that misassert what I said, what went on earlier.  Now, I

           17  didn't want to break up the flow, but if that's what's

           18  going to continue, I will need to do recross.

           19                 MR. NEIER:  He can object to whatever he

     04:31 20  wants.

           21                 THE COURT:  If he misasserts to something

           22  you said, you should object.  So make sure you are

           23  careful about the way you state his assumptions.

           24                 MR. NEIER:  Okay.

     04:31 25                 THE COURT:  All right?
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            1                 MR. NEIER:  Yes, Your Honor.

            2       Q.   (By Mr. Neier)  Do you recall when Mr. Clement

            3  asked you some questions about the cost of debt and

            4  Mr. Daniel, I believe, using a number of 6.9 and you

     04:31  5  using a number 6.1 number?

            6       A.   That's correct.



            7       Q.   And you said, I would like to continue my

            8  response and Mr. Clement did not let you continue your

            9  response.  Do you recall that?

     04:31 10       A.   I'm not sure.

           11       Q.   I was going to ask you if you wanted to

           12  continue your response, but if you don't recall the

           13  question, I know it was quite a while back, that's okay.

           14       A.   I'll let you know if I remember.

     04:32 15       Q.   Okay.  Mr. Clement asked you some questions

           16  about the current housing --

           17       A.   I do remember.

           18       Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

           19       A.   Mr. Clement asked me -- I believe Mr. Clement

     04:32 20  asked me what ideas I had about how to value the new

           21  timber notes.  And as I -- as my declaration reflects, I

           22  used seven data points to value the new timber notes.

           23            I started to answer Mr. Clement's question by

           24  talking about the first data point or methodology that I

     04:32 25  used to value the new timber notes.  And that's where we
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            1  ended.  And I was asking if he wanted to go through the

            2  other six methodologies.

            3       Q.   Is one of those seven data points the American

            4  Ag proposal?

     04:32  5       A.   Yes.

            6       Q.   What are the other data points that you looked

            7  at?

            8       A.   Well, briefly, the other -- the first data



            9  point were the four "timber companies" that Mr. Daniel

     04:33 10  looked at in his Scopac valuation.  Those had an interest

           11  rate associated with them of 6.19 percent according to

           12  Bloomberg.

           13            The second methodology was an average of those

           14  four companies and the other six companies that I used as

     04:33 15  guideline companies in my valuation of Newco, the

           16  combination of those ten companies had a cost of debt of

           17  about 5.56 percent.

           18            The third data point I looked at were actual

           19  reported yields to maturity on 16 issues of debt by

     04:33 20  timber related companies consisting of Plum Creek,

           21  Potlatch, Green Year and West Fraser Timber.  Those 16

           22  specific debt issues had a yield at maturity of 5.92

           23  percent.

           24       Q.   Those are all timber related companies, I

     04:34 25  assume?
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            1       A.   That's correct.  And all of my data points, all

            2  of the information to form the base of my opinion in some

            3  way relate to timber companies.  The fourth methodology

            4  was the 7 percent cost of debt Mr. Daniel used in his

     04:34  5  Scopac valuation.  The fifth methodology was the 6.65

            6  percent cost of debt Mr. Yerges used in his timber

            7  valuation.  The sixth methodology was my own 6.75 percent

            8  selected cost of debt in my valuation of Newco.  And then

            9  lastly, the American Ag 6.95 percent cost of debt that

     04:34 10  was imputed by me from the indication of interest.



           11       Q.   Okay.  So those are the seven data points?

           12       A.   That's correct.

           13       Q.   Mr. Clement asked you about the current state

           14  of the housing industry, correct?

     04:35 15       A.   Yes.

           16       Q.   And the current state of the housing industry

           17  is bad, correct?

           18       A.   Yes.

           19       Q.   Okay.  Does that affect timber companies,

     04:35 20  commercial timber companies?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   Is it fair to say that collateral values have

           23  declined for timberland companies as a result of the

           24  current housing crisis?

     04:35 25       A.   I haven't made that analysis, but that's very
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            1  possible.

            2       Q.   Now, Mr. Clement said it was unusual to

            3  consider tax implications when valuing the company in

            4  bankruptcy court?

     04:35  5                 MR. CLEMENT:  Objection, form, Your Honor.

            6  Objection, mischaracterizes an entire -- I said it's

            7  unusual to consider the tax paying status of the

            8  recipient of the income.

            9       Q.   (By Mr. Neier)  Did you hear Mr. Clement's

     04:36 10  question?

           11       A.   Yes.

           12       Q.   Okay.  Would you say when you're considering a



           13  tax efficient enterprise in bankruptcy, you ought to look

           14  at who's paying the taxes?

     04:36 15       A.   You need to consider the taxes that are paid on

           16  those earnings.  And that's certainly true in a tax

           17  efficient enterprise.

           18       Q.   Would an investor, an average investor, who was

           19  investing in a tax efficient enterprise, would they

     04:36 20  ignore the taxes that they have to pay?

           21       A.   Of course not.

           22       Q.   In evaluating their investment?

           23       A.   Of course not.

           24       Q.   Now, let's go to the big report, or the fat

     04:36 25  report as Mr. Clement referred to Indenture Trustee
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            1  Exhibit 12.  This is Mr. Daniel's valuation of Scopac,

            2  correct?

            3       A.   Yes.

            4       Q.   And he used company comparables in this

     04:37  5  analysis, correct?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   And one of those was Plum Creek, correct?

            8       A.   That's correct.

            9       Q.   Is there anything in Mr. Daniel's report that

     04:37 10  indicates that debt is BBB rated?  And I would refer you

           11  to -- well, you can look at the entire report, but I

           12  would refer you to page 56 of Exhibit 12, Indenture

           13  Trustee Exhibit 12.

           14       A.   I don't see any reference to the credit rating



     04:38 15  of Plum Creek in this report.

           16       Q.   Nor do I.

           17       A.   Let me just -- there is one reference to BBB

           18  minus.

           19       Q.   BBB minus?

     04:38 20       A.   BBB minus.

           21       Q.   Not BBB or BBB plus?

           22       A.   Frankly, I can't make it out.  But there is one

           23  reference and the one issue on page 56.

           24       Q.   Now, if you could turn to page 56, Indenture

     04:38 25  Trustee Exhibit 12.  Do you have that in front of you?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   Do you have that?

            3       A.   Yes.

            4       Q.   These are the companies that Mr. Daniel used in

     04:39  5  his Scopac valuation, correct?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   Okay.  What is the revenue breakout -- well,

            8  let me take a step back.  Does Plum Creek, according to

            9  this, have manufacturing interest in it?

     04:39 10       A.   Yes.

           11       Q.   It has -- does it have real estate interest in

           12  it?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   In fact, the majority of the company is real

     04:39 15  estate and manufacturing, correct?

           16       A.   That's correct.



           17       Q.   Does Scopac today have any manufacturing

           18  facilities?

           19       A.   No.

     04:39 20       Q.   Going to page 57.  This is Rayonier.  I'm

           21  sorry, let's stick on Plum Creek for a second.  The

           22  description is "the company's products include lumber

           23  products, plywood, medium density fiberboard and related

           24  byproducts such as wood chips.  Its products are sold to

     04:40 25  lumber retailers, home construction, industrial consumers
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            1  in the United States, and internationally the company

            2  also focuses on mineral extraction, natural gas

            3  production, communication and transportation."  Does

            4  Scopac manufacture plywood?

     04:40  5       A.   No.

            6       Q.   Or any other wood products?

            7       A.   No.

            8       Q.   It's a tree farm?

            9       A.   That's correct.

     04:40 10       Q.   Let's go to Rayonier on page 57 of Indentured

           11  Trustee Exhibit 12.  Do you see this indicates that 60

           12  percent of Rayonier's business is performance fibers?

           13       A.   That's correct.

           14       Q.   And "performance fibers include cellulose

     04:40 15  specialities, acetate textile fibers, cigarette filters,

           16  packaging, LCD screens, photographic film, impact

           17  resistant plastics, high tenacity rayon, pharmaceuticals,

           18  cosmetics, detergents and food castings," correct?



           19       A.   Yes.

     04:41 20       Q.   Does Scopac manufacture any of those products?

           21       A.   No.

           22       Q.   Let's go to the next company, Potlatch.  23

           23  percent of its business is consumer products and 36

           24  percent of its business is pulp and paper board.  Do you

     04:41 25  see that?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   Does Scopac manufacture any of those products?

            3       A.   No.

            4       Q.   Does it even manufacture the wood products that

     04:41  5  are listed here?

            6       A.   No.

            7       Q.   Which is an additional 24 percent of its

            8  business.  In your view, are these the correct companies

            9  you would use in doing valuation of existing Scopac?

     04:42 10       A.   No.

           11                 MR. NEIER:  No further questions, Your

           12  Honor.

           13                 THE COURT:  All right.  You can step down.

           14  We'll take a short break.  You didn't ask for it, but

     04:42 15  we'll take a short break right now.

           16                 (A recess was taken.)

           17                 THE COURT:  Well, who's next?

           18                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Mendocino calls Alexander

           19  Dean.

     05:08 20                 THE COURT:  All right.



           21                 MR. KRUMHOLZ:  Do you want to talk about

           22  that issue now?

           23                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, during the

           24  break we talked to the noteholders' counsel.  As Your

     05:08 25  Honor knows, we all agree that we would do proffers.  You
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            1  already admitted yesterday Mr. Dean's proffer.  And then

            2  he would be cross-examined.  During the opening statement

            3  and in other people's proffers, there are issues that we

            4  would want Mr. Dean to testify on in rebuttal.  And the

     05:08  5  issue is to whether or not we can do that today.

            6                 THE COURT:  Do you have an agreement?  I

            7  don't have any problem.  If something comes up, I don't

            8  have any problem unless you-all have some problem.  I

            9  prefer you get all the direct testimony out.  We've

     05:08 10  already seen that there's some additional testimony that

           11  you have.  I prefer you get it out right now, but what do

           12  you think?

           13                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I have the

           14  following thoughts.  Your Honor ruled yesterday

     05:08 15  essentially that Mr. Dean wasn't going to be testifying

           16  as an expert on valuations, that he would testify about

           17  his view as it related to good faith about whether he was

           18  proposing a fair price and that sort of thing.

           19                 So first off, he's not an expert.  The

     05:08 20  agreement we have is that only experts will be proffered.

           21  Now, I suppose what they're saying is there's testimony

           22  here that they can only get in that goes beyond the



           23  proffer they gave us last Friday notice.  And they say

           24  that that testimony is necessitated because of something

     05:08 25  or other that came up in an opening statement or
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            1  otherwise during the trial.  I don't exactly know what

            2  they mean.  And I don't know how to deal with the trial

            3  efficiently, I suppose as Your Honor has suggested,

            4  unless we let them put it on now.

     05:08  5                 But Your Honor, I think it needs to be on

            6  the representation that since he's not an expert, that

            7  the only reason they're doing this is because something

            8  or other new has come up.  We don't know what it is.  I

            9  suppose we have to trust counsel in that representation.

     05:08 10  All said, I'm not sure how I can stand in the way of the

           11  progress of them putting their case on.  But it ought to

           12  be limited.  Otherwise --

           13                 THE COURT:  I agree.  What I would have

           14  prefer you do is just bring me an additional proffer so

     05:08 15  we would have it and they would have had it and then we

           16  would have gone on with the stuff.  We didn't do that.

           17  You didn't prepare that.  You've had a little time

           18  between now and then.  I know you're not in your own

           19  office and own town or whatever.  But I don't know

     05:08 20  whether you prefer to just proffer it.  What expert

           21  testimony are we talking about?

           22                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Just as an example --

           23                 THE COURT:  Is there a bunch more that you

           24  want to proffer on his behalf or that you want to ask him



     05:08 25  about?
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            1                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I don't think so, Your

            2  Honor.  Let me give you an example.  A few moments ago I

            3  believe Mr. Clement asked Mr. Johnston whether there's a

            4  financing contingency in the deal.  There is not.  I

     05:08  5  would like to ask Mr. Dean about that whether there's a

            6  financing contingency in the deal.

            7                 THE COURT:  He testified there's no

            8  financing contingency.  What else?

            9                 MR. BRILLIANT:  They have raised the issue

     05:08 10  in their objection, which we first got on Friday, as to

           11  whether there's an antitrust issues with respect to --

           12                 THE COURT:  He's an antitrust lawyer?

           13                 MR. BRILLIANT:  No, but he's got expertise

           14  and he has knowledge as to whether he

     05:08 15  believes --

           16                 THE COURT:  Well, he doesn't believe

           17  there's any antitrust consideration.  What else.

           18                 MR. BRILLIANT:  There's going to be this

           19  issue about American AgCredit which was raised and to how

     05:08 20  that letter came about and who is American AgCredit.  I

           21  would like to ask him about that.

           22                 THE COURT:  Who is American AgCredit?

           23                 MR. BRILLIANT:  American AgCredit is

           24  Mendocino's bank.  It's one of the largest's lenders.

     05:08 25                 THE COURT:  You can say that's where that
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            1  came from.  What else?

            2                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I believe in the Cherner

            3  deposition, that's the Biel representative today, that

            4  there's a contingency.  He testified in his deposition

     05:08  5  today that one of the things that would be required for

            6  them to go forward is that there be insurance on the

            7  timberlands.  I would ask Mr. Dean as to whether or not

            8  timberlands get insurance, fire insurance.  And the

            9  answer is no because it's too expensive and he can't --

     05:08 10  and nobody else in the industry --

           11                 THE COURT:  So he doesn't believe he can

           12  get fire insurance; and if he did, it would be

           13  exorbitantly expensive.  And what else?

           14                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I believe at that point

     05:08 15  that's all I ask.

           16                 THE COURT:  Do you agree he would testify

           17  to those?  I'm going to let you cross him on them.

           18                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, let me say that

           19  much of that is a desire on their part to put him on

     05:08 20  direct first because I cross-examine him.

           21                 THE COURT:  But it's done now.  That's

           22  their direct, if I just accept that as his proffer in

           23  addition to what's in the book.

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  If that's his proffer, Your

     05:08 25  Honor, I'm happy to --
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            1                 THE COURT:  Okay.  So let's put him on.

            2  We're ready to cross-examine him.

            3                 MR. BRILLIANT:  In addition to his written

            4  proffer --

     05:08  5                 THE COURT:  He would testify as you said

            6  he would.

            7                 MR. BRILLIANT:  He's testified as I said

            8  he would.  Thank you, Your Honor.

            9                 THE COURT:  Let's go forward.  If you

     05:08 10  would raise your right hand to be sworn.

           11                 (Alexander Dean is sworn in.)

           12                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I want to be

           13  sure that -- I'm told that this fire insurance issue is

           14  an opinion that he has that we have --

     05:08 15                 THE COURT:  Well, you get to cross him

           16  about it.

           17                 MR. CLEMENT:  So I want to be sure that

           18  that opinion is not admitted into evidence until we've

           19  have a chance to cross-examine him.

     05:08 20                 THE COURT:  I think you get to

           21  cross-examine him, but he would have testified that in

           22  his opinion as running a forester business, he doesn't

           23  get fire insurance and nobody in the industry does.

           24  That's just -- and it would be extraordinary if he did.

     05:08 25  That's what he would testify to.  Now, you can cross him
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            1  on that.



            2                 MR. CLEMENT:  About whether he has the

            3  ability to give that expert opinion?

            4                 THE COURT:  I don't know if that's an

     05:08  5  expert opinion.  I think that's just an opinion of

            6  someone who works in the industry, not as an expert.

            7  He's not testifying as an insurance expert, is he?

            8                 MR. BRILLIANT:  No, he is not, Your Honor.

            9  He's just testifying about facts, what goes on in the

     05:08 10  industry generally.

           11                 THE COURT:  So if you want to limit his

           12  expertise in the area of insurance, you're certainly

           13  welcome to do that, but he's not an expert in insurance.

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

     05:08 15                 THE COURT:  He's now your witness.

           16                 MR. CLEMENT:  Thank you.

           17                 MR. BRILLIANT:  The proffer was admitted

           18  yesterday.

           19                 THE COURT:  Yes.

     05:08 20                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

           21  BY MR. CLEMENT:

           22       Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Dean.

           23       A.   Good afternoon.

           24       Q.   Mr. Dean, in your declaration on page 37 you

     05:08 25  say that you believe that the present value of the timber
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            1  to be harvested on the Scopac timberlands is $398 million

            2  dollars, don't you?

            3       A.   I don't have my declaration in front of me, but



            4  I'm aware that's the number I said, yes.

     05:08  5       Q.   Do you want to get it in front of you.

            6                 THE COURT:  They're now showing you right

            7  there in front.  Can you see that?

            8                 THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Thank you.

            9       A.   Yes.

     05:08 10                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, if it helps

           11  the witness, I'll give him a hard copy.

           12                 THE COURT:  Go right ahead.

           13       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Mr. Dean, that number you

           14  just gave now for the Scopac timberlands $398 million

     05:08 15  dollars.  Let's round up to $400 million.  In the year

           16  2005, 2006 you negotiated with Palco concerning the

           17  purchase of the Scopac timberlands, didn't you?

           18       A.   In 2005 and 2006 we had extensive conversations

           19  with Maxxam about the purchase of Palco stock.

     05:08 20       Q.   And the Palco stock would have included the

           21  underlying stock that Palco owned in the timberlands,

           22  correct?

           23       A.   Yes, that's correct.

           24       Q.   Now, you negotiated where you had about a 25

     05:08 25  page term sheet, didn't you?
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            1       A.   Yeah.  We talked about that last night.  That's

            2  my best recollection, yes.

            3       Q.   Many of those negotiation took place through

            4  UBS?

     05:08  5       A.   Yes, particularly in 2006.  UBS was an



            6  intermediary, yes.

            7       Q.   You communicated frequently with UBS?

            8       A.   Yes.

            9       Q.   And during those negotiations, you took the

     05:08 10  position that Scopac's timberlands were worth somewhere

           11  between 600 and 760 million dollars, didn't you?

           12       A.   No.

           13       Q.   Sir, look at indenture trustee Exhibit 90.

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  May I approach, Your Honor?

     05:08 15                 THE COURT:  You may.  90?

           16                 MR. CLEMENT:  90.

           17       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Now, sir, what I've just

           18  handed out is UBS's summary of their effort to sell the

           19  Palco and Scopac assets; isn't that correct?

     05:08 20       A.   If you say so, yes.

           21       Q.   Let's turn, sir, back to page 4.  Actually,

           22  turn back to page 3.  On page 3 it lists off people who

           23  UBS talked to:  Pacific Forest Trust, Pacific State,

           24  Sansome Partners.  That means you, correct?

     05:08 25       A.   Yes.
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            1       Q.   Timber Development Partners.  Move on to the

            2  next page:  Campbell Group, Simpson, Hancock, Sierra

            3  Pacific, Forestland Group.  And on and on, Global Forest

            4  Partners, The Nature Conservancy.  These are all people

     05:08  5  that UBS talked to.  So let's go back to page 3 and see

            6  what UBS said about their conversations with you.

            7            "UBS estimates that the approach Sansome was



            8  taking would value the properties between $600 and $760

            9  million."  That's correct, isn't it?

     05:08 10                 MR. SCHREIBER:  Your Honor, we object as a

           11  hearsay statement.  It calls for hearsay, what UBS said.

           12                 MR. CLEMENT:  I'm asking the question,

           13  Your Honor.

           14       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Isn't it a fact, sir, that

     05:08 15  UBS correctly did the arithmetic based upon what you told

           16  them and came to the conclusion that you had valued the

           17  property at 600 to 760?

           18                 MR. SCHREIBER:  Objection to THE

           19  foundation of that question.

     05:08 20                 THE COURT:  I think you can ask him what

           21  he offered.  I don't know that you can ask him what UBS

           22  estimated from their offer.  I mean, I think you can --

           23  you know, I don't know.  Has anybody objected to the

           24  admission of Exhibit 90?

     05:08 25                 MR. SCHREIBER:  It hasn't been offered for
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            1  evidence yet, Your Honor.

            2                 THE COURT:  Well, so do you object to it?

            3                 MR. SCHREIBER:  It's a hearsay document

            4  right now, as far as I'm concerned.

     05:08  5                 THE COURT:  Okay.  But it's not a document

            6  that was manufactured by Mr. Clement last night and

            7  disguised as a UBS summary of a bunch of bidding that

            8  took place about five years ago, is it?

            9                 MR. SCHREIBER:  I don't think so, Your



     05:08 10  Honor.

           11                 THE COURT:  So it really is a copy of what

           12  he purports it to be, don't you think?

           13                 MR. SCHREIBER:  I believe the problem is

           14  it is a UBS document.

     05:08 15                 THE COURT:  So there is some relevance.  I

           16  agree with you that it's a hearsay document, but it's not

           17  the type of document that I would spend hours causing UBS

           18  to come in here and have identify.  I would normally

           19  admit a document like this and let that go to the weight

     05:08 20  to be given to it.

           21                 MR. SCHREIBER:  We understand.

           22                 THE COURT:  But he can ask the question.

           23  Maybe he can use this to have him remember now what was

           24  an amount that you bid.  And how could they have possibly

     05:08 25  thought it was 600 to 760 million if it wasn't somewhat
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            1  close to that?  I don't know.  Maybe they were offering,

            2  you know, Euros and they figured the price was going to

            3  be worth so much and that's where they got it.  I don't

            4  know.

     05:08  5                 MR. SCHREIBER:  We understand, Your Honor.

            6       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Isn't it a fact, sir, that if

            7  you look at page 3 and where it says Sansome Partners,

            8  "DCF with unlevered real discount rate of 7 to 9 percent

            9  and a real price appreciation."  Isn't it a fact, sir,

     05:08 10  that that's what you offered?

           11       A.   I think I could clarify this if you would allow



           12  me to expand.

           13       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that that's what --

           14                 THE COURT:  Your lawyer is going to get to

     05:08 15  ask you all the questions he wants.

           16       A.   The answer is no.  What this says is that UBS

           17  estimates -- oh, if it says that we discussed 7 to 9

           18  percent and a real discount rate and zero real price

           19  appreciation without regard to what the harvest rate

     05:08 20  would be, it's quite possible that we could have

           21  discussed those range of valuations, yes.

           22       Q.   And isn't it a fact, sir, that you testified

           23  last night in your deposition that you told UBS that the

           24  value was not any greater than the debt on the company at

     05:08 25  that time?
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            1       A.   Yes, that is correct.  I stand by that.

            2       Q.   And how much was the debt on the company at

            3  that time?

            4       A.   As we talked about a couple times last night, I

     05:08  5  don't recall the exact amount of the debt on the company.

            6  I would guess it was 100 million or less than what it is

            7  today, but I actually don't recall.

            8       Q.   Well, let's see what it is today.  It's about

            9  750 million petition date debt to the timber noteholders

     05:08 10  and about 165 million petition date debt to Marathon.  So

           11  you add those to up and you get about 900 million; is

           12  that correct?

           13       A.   Yeah.



           14       Q.   And you took the position, as you testified

     05:08 15  last night, that the debt was somewhat less than --

           16  excuse me.  That the value was somewhat less than the

           17  debt on the company at that time?

           18       A.   Yes, the feedback we gave to UBS was that the

           19  assets of Scopac and Pacific Lumber were, in our view,

     05:08 20  less than the value of the debt on the two entities.

           21       Q.   Today, instead of trying to buy the company

           22  premised on a 400 million dollar valuation, are you

           23  prepared to participate in an auction where Biel Bank has

           24  the opening bid at 600 million?

     05:08 25                 MR. SCHREIBER:  Your Honor, we object to
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            1  the form of that question.

            2                 THE COURT:  I don't think there's

            3  anything -- I mean, the questions he was asked prior were

            4  a lot more complicated than that one.

     05:08  5                 MR. SCHREIBER:  Okay, Your Honor.

            6       A.   If the Court doesn't confirm our plan of

            7  reorganization, we'll have to figure out what we would do

            8  next.  I really don't know.

            9       Q.   But at present, you're trying to acquire the

     05:09 10  company that you were trying to acquire two years ago

           11  based upon a $400 million valuation; is that not true?

           12                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, I'm going to

           13  object on vagueness because I think Mr. Clement is

           14  talking about the company.  And the auction he just

     05:09 15  talked about is for one company.  I think the witness was



           16  making a bid for two companies when we talked -- when he

           17  talked to UBS.  So I think we need to keep this straight.

           18                 THE COURT:  Okay.  I guess that's a fair

           19  objection.

     05:09 20       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Sir, over the past two years,

           21  has Palco been making money or losing money?

           22       A.   Palco has been losing money for sure at least

           23  over the last two years.

           24       Q.   And over the past two years, since you were

     05:10 25  negotiating with Maxxam talking with UBS, has Scopac been
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            1  earning money or losing money?

            2       A.   If you're talking about Scopac's EBITDA,

            3  without regard to restructuring expenses, it's been

            4  making some money.

     05:10  5       Q.   So if you're talking about evaluating the

            6  Scopac assets for $400 million today, and back in 2005

            7  you were talking about buying Palco and Scopac for

            8  somewhere in the range of 600 to 760, in that 600 to 760,

            9  how much was Palco contributing by way of earnings?

     05:11 10       A.   We never discussed buying Scopac for $600 to

           11  $760 million.

           12       Q.   Let me simply move on.  Now, you mentioned in

           13  pages 3, 9 and 18 of your declaration that MRC has

           14  operated with its properties to maximize long-term

     05:11 15  profit; is that correct?

           16       A.   Without checking all the pages, I believe

           17  that's probably true, yes.



           18       Q.   Well, let's go through it, page 3 of your

           19  proffer.  "As a family held business, MRC has been and

     05:11 20  remains to set financial and operational objectives

           21  designed to maximize long-term price."  Is that correct?

           22       A.   Yes.

           23       Q.   Move on to page 9 to page 8.  "MRC is an

           24  outstanding -- in an outstanding position to develop a

     05:12 25  realistic and achievable business plan that will maximize
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            1  long-term profits to be derived from those assets,"

            2  correct?

            3       A.   Yes.

            4       Q.   And we'll find a similar statement if we take

     05:12  5  the trouble to go over to page 18.  Now, MRC intends to

            6  apply that approach to Palco and Scopac; is that correct?

            7       A.   Yes.

            8       Q.   Now, has this sort of business practice

            9  contributed with what you describe in paragraph 14 of

     05:12 10  your declaration in which you say "MRC's standing

           11  conifer, that is, redwood and Douglas Fir, timber

           12  inventory has increased by more than 25 percent,

           13  approximately 600 million board feet."  Is that business

           14  practice what contributes to that buildup of forest

     05:13 15  value?

           16       A.   Let me make sure I understand your question.

           17  Is the increase in standing timber inventory on our

           18  property part of how we view running the property to

           19  maximize long-term profits?



     05:13 20       Q.   Yes.

           21       A.   Yes, the answer is yes.

           22       Q.   Now, that 600 million board feet timberland is

           23  built up over a ten-year period at the rate of about 60

           24  million board feet a year; is that right?

     05:14 25       A.   Approximately, yes.
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            1       Q.   Now, you talk about this in the disclosure

            2  statement, do you not, on page 54 of the disclosure

            3  statement?  Do you have the disclosure statement?

            4       A.   I don't know.

     05:14  5                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Can we give the witness a

            6  hard copy?

            7                 THE COURT:  Sure.  It's on the screen.

            8       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  "Since 2003, MRC's annual

            9  harvest has averaged 33.4 million board feet of conifer,

     05:15 10  redwood and Douglas Fir.  EBITDA attributable solely to

           11  MRC's harvest and its fiber based share of the related

           12  mill and distribution business.  Net capital is average

           13  4.7 million a year.  While some might consider this level

           14  of earnings modest in the size of MRC, meeting the high

     05:15 15  standards of FSC management requires than traditional

           16  approach.  And these cash returns are supplemented by

           17  growth and timber volume that is not harvested.  In MRC's

           18  case, the extra timber grown, but not harvested, has

           19  averaged roughly 60 million board feet a year since MRC's

     05:15 20  inception."  Is all that true?

           21       A.   I wrote all that, and it's all true.



           22       Q.   Now, sir, am I correct that that buildup of 600

           23  million board feet of timber is almost the same as what

           24  you say is the amount of timber that's cuttable on

     05:16 25  Scopac's properties; isn't that right?
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            1       A.   To be precise, the amount of timber that we

            2  suggested is cuttable from Scopac's property over the

            3  next 15 years is 885 million feet.  And here we're

            4  talking about 600, so it's close, yes.

     05:16  5       Q.   Well, sir, let's look in your proffer on page

            6  29, paragraph 71.  "Thus, based on regulatory,

            7  economical, physical and other relevant constraints, MRC

            8  believes that the total presently harvestable conifer

            9  volume on the debtor's timberlands consist of 777 million

     05:17 10  board feet," correct?

           11       A.   Yes.

           12       Q.   Now, you said the debtors are worth about 400

           13  million, correct?

           14       A.   Yes.

     05:17 15       Q.   So is it a rough estimate of how much volume

           16  that MRC has built up over the ten years that didn't

           17  appear in current cash flow is 600 divided by 777 times a

           18  $400 million value?

           19       A.   No.

     05:17 20       Q.   And isn't it a fact, sir, that if you use that

           21  rough estimate, it's $300 million of value that MRC has

           22  built up by not cutting trees, letting them grow, just as

           23  you describe in the disclosure statement, and it doesn't



           24  show up in current cash flow?

     05:17 25       A.   I understand your math, but I disagree with
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            1  your logic.

            2       Q.   How much do you think is the value of the $600

            3  million of board feet of timber that is built up at the

            4  rate of 60 million a year at MRC since you took over ten

     05:18  5  years ago?

            6       A.   The answer to that question depends on when the

            7  timber is harvested.  And the 600 million board feet of

            8  growth on MRC's land is spread all across the forest.  We

            9  haven't attempted to estimate the increase in value in

     05:18 10  the way you're describing.  It is -- it is worth

           11  something, probably quite a bit, but we haven't -- we

           12  have not attempted to put a dollar amount on it, and I

           13  don't have one for you.

           14       Q.   So your $400 million valuation in Scopac

     05:18 15  timberlands is premised on cash flows that are occurring,

           16  plus some substantial amount, I think as you just

           17  described, would get you a number higher than $400

           18  million, wouldn't it?

           19       A.   I'm sorry.  Can you repeat your question?

     05:19 20       Q.   Well, let me put it this way.  Your $400

           21  million of value for the Scopac timberland, plus my $300

           22  million, roughly calculated, on the growth that you're

           23  talking about, would get you up about $700 million,

           24  wouldn't it?

     05:19 25                 THE COURT:  Maybe I'm misunderstanding.
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            1  Are you saying that Scopac for the last ten years has

            2  followed the same conservation plan as Mendocino and,

            3  therefore, they also have some hidden value that we don't

            4  know anything about?

     05:19  5                 MR. CLEMENT:  No, Your Honor.  All of what

            6  his experts are proposing is based upon current cash

            7  flows.  And if they do what Mendocino Redwood has done

            8  for the past ten years, they will build up massive

            9  amounts of uncut trees.

     05:19 10                 THE COURT:  On Scopac?

           11                 MR. CLEMENT:  On Scopac's lands.  And it's

           12  not being taken into account in the values that they're

           13  explaining to you.

           14                 THE COURT:  Why would it be taken in

     05:20 15  effect now rather than later?  You cut it or you grow it,

           16  one of the two.  You can't do both.

           17                 MR. CLEMENT:  That's it, Your Honor.  If

           18  you don't cut it and you say, oh, my cash flows are

           19  low -- can we go back to that disclosure page, please.

     05:20 20  If you say I'm not cutting it, my cash flows are low and

           21  my valuations are done on a cash flow.

           22                 THE COURT:  I see.  You're suggesting they

           23  lowered their cash flow.  They arbitrarily lowered the

           24  cash flow amount, thereby giving them figures for cash

     05:20 25  flow received during the -- and then when they multiply
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            1  that out, give the net value of it based on the next ten

            2  years of cash flow, that gave us a lower figure?

            3                 MR. CLEMENT:  That's it, Your Honor.

            4                 THE COURT:  Okay.

     05:20  5                 MR. CLEMENT:  The Marathon business

            6  plan -- and blow that up.  If you will, they talk about

            7  it in glowing terms in the disclosure statement.  Over

            8  here at Mendocino Redwood, we don't make very much during

            9  cash flow, but we build up one heck of a lot of long-term

     05:21 10  value.  And their valuations shown to you, they come in

           11  at $400 million, don't take into account the long-term

           12  buildup effect.

           13                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Is there a question

           14  now?  Go ahead.

     05:21 15       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Sir, isn't it a fact that

           16  there would be almost the same amount of buildup of value

           17  on the Scopac timberlands in the next ten years as you

           18  have experienced in the Mendocino Redwood plans in the

           19  last ten years under your business approach?

     05:21 20       A.   I'd like to give you a qualified answer, if I

           21  could, which is that we do expect that the Scopac

           22  timberlands will grow, meaningfully more than what's

           23  harvested in the next ten years.  And whether that's 45

           24  million feet or 55 or 65 million feet, it's something

     05:21 25  probably in that range.  We really need to spend a year
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            1  or two to estimate growth rates on the property.

            2            So I would answer yes, that there would be a

            3  significant buildup of volume on the property under our

            4  management.  And I think that we've been very clear about

     05:22  5  that in many places.

            6       Q.   Is it your opinion that the Scotia mill needs

            7  capital investment to make it operate economically?

            8       A.   Among other things, yes.

            9       Q.   Is it your opinion that no one will make that

     05:22 10  investment in the Scotia mill unless they have an assured

           11  source of supply of trees from Scopac?

           12       A.   In order for someone to make the required

           13  investment in the mill, they would need a long-term

           14  secure source of logs from somewhere, yes.

     05:22 15       Q.   Does that apply to Marathon, too?

           16       A.   I believe that would apply to anyone who was

           17  looking at the mill in deciding what to do with it in

           18  future, yes.

           19       Q.   Does it apply to Marathon, in your opinion?

     05:23 20       A.   In my opinion, yes.

           21       Q.   Now, you're a co-plan proponent with Marathon,

           22  aren't you?

           23       A.   Yes.

           24       Q.   Marathon just called a default on the Palco dip

     05:23 25  loan, didn't they?
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            1       A.   Yes.



            2       Q.   Which gives it a right to foreclose and take

            3  over the mill, correct?

            4       A.   I'm not an expert on all their rights, but I

     05:23  5  assume that would be true, yes.

            6       Q.   Did Marathon consult you as a co-plan proponent

            7  before it took this very significant action?

            8       A.   I was told about this some time either before

            9  or after it happened in an advisory way.  I was told this

     05:23 10  was happening, yes.

           11       Q.   So they just haul off and did it without asking

           12  you if it was okay?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   Now, when they get this collateral back, are

     05:24 15  they going to refrain making investment in the mill

           16  unless they can control the Scopac timberlands?

           17       A.   I don't believe that Marathon will make an

           18  investment in the mill in the absence of a long-term

           19  supply of logs.

     05:24 20       Q.   So they're going to let their own collateral

           21  die unless they can control the indenture trustee's

           22  collateral of the timberlands; is that your testimony?

           23       A.   My testimony is that further investment in the

           24  mill in the absence of a long-term fiber supply

     05:24 25  agreement, a long-term log agreement, would be a -- for
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            1  anybody, Marathon or anybody else, would be an uneconomic

            2  decision.

            3       Q.   As co-proponent, are you proposing to make an



            4  approximately $200 million investment into merged Palco

     05:25  5  and Scopac?

            6       A.   It's a little more complicated than that.

            7       Q.   Let me ask it better.  Are you proposing to

            8  make a $200 million capital investment into a company

            9  called Newco which will have the mill put into it and the

     05:25 10  Scopac trees put into it?

           11       A.   Yes.

           12       Q.   And what portion of the capital infusion will

           13  be used to make capital improvements at the Scotia mill?

           14       A.   We've allocated up to 7 and a half million

     05:25 15  dollars to make a variety of capital improvements to the

           16  mill.

           17       Q.   Are you prepared to make that investment unless

           18  the Scopac trees are put into Newco?  Let me ask it

           19  better.  Are you prepared to make that investment if the

     05:25 20  Scopac trees aren't put into Newco?

           21       A.   No.

           22       Q.   On page 38 of your declaration, you take the

           23  position about the value of the new timber notes.  You

           24  take the position that the new timber notes that have a

     05:26 25  face amount of $325 million are worth somewhere between
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            1  $266 million and $326 million; is that correct?

            2       A.   It is what it says, yes.

            3       Q.   Is your investment firm -- 326 million a

            4  million higher than the face amount of those timber

     05:26  5  notes; is that correct?



            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   So that's par plus a little bit, correct?

            8       A.   Yes.

            9       Q.   Is your investment firm, Sansome Partners,

     05:26 10  willing to buy these notes at par immediately after

           11  they're issued?

           12       A.   No.

           13       Q.   Am I correct that Mr. Johnston is MRC's expert

           14  witness concerning the value of these timber notes?

     05:27 15       A.   He's Marathon's expert.  And so yes, I suppose,

           16  by relation.

           17       Q.   Does he rely in part for his opinion on a

           18  recent term sheet from American AgCredit?

           19       A.   Yes.  He just testified to that.

     05:27 20       Q.   American AgCredit is MRC's lender, isn't it?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   Does MRC have any financing contingency about

           23  putting its $200 million in here?

           24       A.   No.

     05:27 25       Q.   Did you do any negotiations with American
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            1  AgCredit about that offer?

            2       A.   I had a couple of conversations with Sean

            3  O'Day, who's the senior credit officer overseeing timber

            4  loans for American AgCredit recently, and Sean has been a

     05:28  5  part of dialogue with us thinking about Pacific Lumber

            6  Company since 2004.  He actually came to our first

            7  meeting that was hosted by Maxxam in the fall of 2004.



            8  We -- the term sheet that was provided by American

            9  AgCredit recently was not negotiated terms.  Those were

     05:28 10  terms that American AgCredit presented and said they

           11  would be prepared to lend on based on their knowledge of

           12  us, their knowledge of Pacific Lumber Company.  They

           13  happen to be based in Humboldt County.

           14       Q.   Sir, pull up page 65 of the deposition, please.

     05:29 15  Sir, isn't it a fact that you asked for that term sheet

           16  just because you wanted evidence, alleged evidence, of

           17  what some lender would offer as terms in the marketplace

           18  in order to evaluate timber notes?

           19       A.   I asked for the term sheet for two reasons.

     05:29 20  One was I wanted to have some sense if we wanted to make

           21  a cash offer what would the lending markets for folks who

           22  specialize in lending to timber, what would they offer

           23  us.  And in addition, I also was interested in

           24  understanding what was the pricing for debt that would be

     05:29 25  secured by these timberlands from someone who is
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            1  knowledgeable about the timberlands.  And yes, I thought

            2  that it could be of use to Mr. Johnston in looking at

            3  what the values of those notes could be.

            4       Q.   So if we look at the bottom of page 65, I think

     05:30  5  it's up on the screen here on your transcript.  Question:

            6  "Did you ask American AgCredit to give this term sheet

            7  that's referred to in your proffer?"  Answer:  "Yes."  Is

            8  that answer still true?

            9       A.   Yes.



     05:30 10       Q.   "This term sheet that's been given by American

           11  AgCredit, were its terms negotiated?"  Answer:  "The term

           12  sheet was produced by American AgCredit.  The senior

           13  lending officer who approved the terms was Mr. O'Day."

           14            "Who proposed the terms?"

     05:30 15            "Sean proposed the terms."

           16            "Who asked for the proposal?"

           17            "I did."

           18            Now, sir, there was no negotiation, was there?

           19       A.   You know, the way you ask the question today, I

     05:31 20  just want to answer it as fully as I could.  I did have a

           21  couple of conversations with Mr. O'Day about the terms.

           22  You interpret it as a negotiation.  If it was a

           23  negotiation, the terms would probably be improved from

           24  what it is, but there's been no substantive negotiation

     05:31 25  to date.
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            1       Q.   You think you could talk him down further from

            2  the terms he proposed?

            3       A.   Well, I think if we negotiated the term sheet,

            4  it would improve.  I'm not sure in what ways, but I think

     05:31  5  it probably would improve.

            6       Q.   Is that because you have a longstanding

            7  relationship with American AgCredit and they'll give you

            8  better terms than they give other people?

            9       A.   Well, American AgCredit has indicated to us

     05:31 10  that their enthusiasm for a loan at Pacific Lumber

           11  Company would in part be tied to their confidence in us



           12  as an operator.

           13       Q.   Then let's move on to the next.  "To finance

           14  what?"

     05:32 15            Answer:  "I asked for the term sheet for the

           16  purpose of understanding if we wanted to borrow money

           17  from American AgCredit, what would that look like.  And

           18  also for understanding where is -- where is the market

           19  for timber notes today for a well respected agricultural

     05:32 20  lender who understanding MRC's track record and

           21  management."

           22            Now, sir, what relevance could a deal with a

           23  well-known prior relationship such as this have to the

           24  value of the timber notes?

     05:32 25       A.   I think the relevance would be obvious.  If you
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            1  would like me to talk about it, I will.

            2       Q.   Is it a market quote that he gave you or is it

            3  a quote influenced by your prior relationship?

            4       A.   It's a quote.  We have a nice relationship with

     05:32  5  American AgCredit.  I think that they think that we've

            6  been a good borrower.  We owe them $75 million.  I don't

            7  think that American AgCredit is going to make a $325

            8  million loan on terms that would be uneconomic for them

            9  because of our prior relationship.  I think they would do

     05:33 10  it if they thought it was good business for them based on

           11  their knowledge of our track record in the redwood

           12  region.  And it was in that spirit that I asked for that

           13  term sheet in part, as we talked about.



           14       Q.   And then it showed up in Mr. Johnston's report,

     05:33 15  and he relied upon it to conclude, as was gone into his

           16  cross-examination, that Newco would be a BBB credit;

           17  isn't that correct?

           18       A.   It showed up in Mr. Johnston's report as a

           19  reflection of how the market might view the timber notes

     05:33 20  with us as an operator.  And that's being, to some

           21  extent, validated by what American AgCredit has put

           22  forth.

           23       Q.   Now, sir, you say on -- is it fair to say that

           24  you do not assert that the timber notes are worth

     05:34 25  anything more than $325 million?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   And add to that $175 million of cash that will

            3  be paid to the timber noteholders.  When we do the

            4  arithmetic, that's $500 million; is that correct?

     05:34  5       A.   Yes.

            6       Q.   So in the best case, assuming the timber notes

            7  are worth face, in the best case, you're offering the

            8  timber noteholders no more than $500 million; is that

            9  correct?

     05:34 10       A.   That is correct.

           11       Q.   Now, sir, turn with me, if you would, please,

           12  to page 44 of your proffer.  Pull up G if you would,

           13  please.  Now, this is your proffer.  You signed it; is

           14  that correct?

     05:35 15       A.   Yes.



           16       Q.   Did you write it?

           17       A.   Almost all of it.  I had help in the legal

           18  section.

           19       Q.   Did you write G?

     05:35 20       A.   Well, this was provided by my attorneys, but I

           21  discussed it with them and I agreed to it when I signed

           22  the proffer, yes.

           23       Q.   "The MRC/Marathon plan is in the best interest

           24  of creditors because each holder of a claim or interest

     05:35 25  in a class is either accepted or will receive an amount
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            1  that is not less than the amount that such holder would

            2  so receive or retain if the debtors were liquidated under

            3  Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code on such date."  Do you

            4  think that's true?

     05:36  5       A.   We discussed this last night.  I certainly

            6  thought it was true on the day I signed my proffer.  And

            7  I think likely it still is true, yes.

            8       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that if the timber

            9  noteholders receive at most $500 million under your plan

     05:36 10  and a Chapter 7 trustee has a firm offer of $603 million

           11  to act as a stalking horse in a Chapter 7 363 sale, then

           12  MRC/Marathon does offer less than what the timber

           13  noteholders would receive in a Chapter 7 liquidation;

           14  isn't that true?

     05:36 15       A.   So I think the important premise in your

           16  question was that the trustee has a firm offer.

           17       Q.   Correct.



           18       A.   I don't really know enough to know about the

           19  offer you're referring to.  If somebody is at the closing

     05:36 20  table with $600 million, that's a better deal than 500,

           21  although I actually don't know for sure because I don't

           22  know what the costs and expenses are of a Chapter 7

           23  proceedings.  I have no experience with that.  But today

           24  I actually -- I think this is true.

     05:37 25       Q.   Mr. Dean, do you remember the three or four
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            1  points that were proffered for you by your counsel?

            2       A.   If you remind me, I'll be able to talk about

            3  them.

            4       Q.   Well, he was proffering your testimony, so what

     05:37  5  was he saying about your testimony?

            6                 THE COURT:  Well, you need to remind him.

            7  I understand he didn't see it, it's not written down.

            8  One was value for insurance.  Do you want to do that one

            9  first?  And then we'll remember the next one.

     05:37 10                 THE WITNESS:  That would be very helpful.

           11  Thank you.

           12                 THE COURT:  Do you remember what he said

           13  about insurance?

           14       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  What, if any, facts do you

     05:37 15  know about insurance on the Scopac property?

           16       A.   When we started in the timber business ten

           17  years ago, we thought about the risks of owning large

           18  stocks of timber.  And we investigated the insurance

           19  market, and we also talked to other operators,



     05:38 20  particularly in California.  And what we learned is that

           21  if you want to be in the timber business, you have to be

           22  willing to take the risks of owning the trees and the

           23  disasters that could strike.

           24            And to my knowledge, in California I'm not

     05:38 25  aware of any timberland that operates of that size that
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            1  maintain any insurance on their land with regard to fire,

            2  pests, etcetera.

            3       Q.   What's the next subject that your counsel told

            4  us you knew something about?

     05:38  5                 THE COURT:  Go ahead, give us the next

            6  one.

            7                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Antitrust, Your Honor.

            8                 THE COURT:  Antitrust, right.

            9       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Sir, isn't it a fact that if

     05:38 10  we turn to the disclosure statement, you describe that

           11  Mendocino Redwood owns, I think, about 209 million acres

           12  of redwood lands and that you're about to buy a similar

           13  about 200 million dollar acres -- or 200 million acres

           14  from Scopac.  So what will your market share be when you

     05:39 15  combine those two?  Do you know?

           16       A.   I believe that the disclosure statement says

           17  that we own about 230,000 acres and that Scopac is about

           18  209,000 acres.

           19       Q.   Thank you for correcting me.  If you combine

     05:39 20  those two, from what you can see in the disclosure

           21  statement, everybody else is really small.  How much



           22  market share will you have?

           23       A.   I'm not aware of anybody who would calculate

           24  market share based on acreage.  So Green Diamond would

     05:39 25  have a similar amount of acreage.  And then I bet we
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            1  would own a third of the acreage or something like that

            2  that's in commercial production today.

            3                 THE COURT:  I think you confused acreage

            4  because he was in the million.  He was thinking about

     05:39  5  board feet.  So you might talk about market share in

            6  terms of board feet, what percentage you would have of

            7  that.

            8       A.   You know, so --

            9       Q.   Do you know?

     05:40 10       A.   I don't know exactly.  I do know that Green

           11  Diamond would still be about 60 percent bigger than us,

           12  so we would be a number two player.

           13       Q.   So you would take the number two and three

           14  players and combine them; is that correct?

     05:40 15       A.   Yes.

           16       Q.   And have you sought HSR approval?

           17       A.   No.

           18       Q.   When are you going to?

           19       A.   The transaction may be exempt from Hart Scott.

     05:40 20  I don't know the answer to that for sure.  That's

           21  something that has been studied.  We are prepared to seek

           22  it if we have the approval of the Court for the plan.

           23       Q.   Do you know as you sit here in the witness



           24  stand today whether you need to seek HSR approval?

     05:41 25       A.   I think I just answered that we think that the
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            1  transaction may be exempt, but we don't have a final

            2  answer on that.

            3       Q.   What's the next subject that your counsel said

            4  you knew something about?

     05:41  5                 THE COURT:  Insurance, antitrust.  Do you

            6  recall the other two?

            7                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I think we may have dealt

            8  with a couple of the other ones, Your Honor.  One was a

            9  no financing contingency.  I believe that has been dealt

     05:41 10  with by counsel.  The American AgCredit, we've dealt

           11  with.  And I believe that's all.

           12                 THE COURT:  I think that was the four.

           13  You can ask him other questions about those other two if

           14  you didn't.

     05:41 15                 MR. CLEMENT:  We pass the witness, Your

           16  Honor.

           17                 THE COURT:  All right.  Debtor is up.

           18  Where is Green Diamond?

           19                 THE WITNESS:  Green Diamond is mostly in

     05:41 20  Humboldt County.

           21                 THE COURT:  So how many acres do they

           22  have?

           23                 THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I'm not sure how

           24  many acres are in Humboldt County.  I think they've got

     05:42 25  some in Del Norte, maybe some in Trinity, but most of
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            1  their acreage is in Humboldt, and it's 450,000.  They

            2  also operate sawmills.

            3                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

            4  BY MR. DOREN:

     05:42  5       Q.   Does Green Diamond also clearcut?

            6       A.   Yes.  Green Diamond, although a family owned

            7  business, has a traditional approach.  They do

            8  clearcutting.

            9       Q.   And do you know if clearcut spaces tend to

     05:42 10  regenerate redwood faster than selective cut spaces?

           11       A.   Most foresters, I think, would feel that the

           12  additional light that is on the forest floor from a

           13  clearcut will allow some faster growth of redwood

           14  seedlings, yes.

     05:42 15       Q.   So the inventory, if you will, will mature more

           16  quickly in a clearcut space, correct?

           17       A.   I think Dr. Barrett testified to this, too, in

           18  his deposition a while back.  The overall rate of growth

           19  of a forest will be a little bit faster under a pure --

     05:43 20  if you could have a pure clearcutting harvest management

           21  regime, the overall growth rate of the forest would be a

           22  little bit faster than what it would be under -- what

           23  people call an uneven aged management regime.

           24       Q.   And are you familiar with the fact that

     05:43 25  clearcut spaces also provide habitat in terms of foraging
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            1  for, for example, northern spotted owls?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   And for other species that live around clearcut

            4  areas?

     05:43  5       A.   I think, you know, the way you've phrased your

            6  question, probably people would debate, you know, what is

            7  the habitat that's provided when you take all of the

            8  trees out of the forest.  So, you know, that probably

            9  gets into a judgment.  But I understand the argument,

     05:44 10  yes.

           11       Q.   And you agree that in fact there is more

           12  wildlife in a forest that includes clearcut areas which

           13  will create a greater biodiversity, and therefore, a

           14  greater amount of prey and food than in just a

     05:44 15  freestanding redwood and Doug Fir forest, correct?

           16       A.   Well, you have offered two extremes:  A forest

           17  is managed by clearcut versus a forest that I assume

           18  you're suggesting is not managed.

           19       Q.   Not at all.  I'm just speaking in terms of

     05:44 20  clearcut spaces create greater biodiversity, correct?

           21       A.   As compared to a forest that is not managed?

           22       Q.   As compared to a forest that is selectively

           23  cut?

           24       A.   I don't think I would agree with that.  In

     05:45 25  fact, I would disagree with that.
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            1       Q.   But you would agree that clearcutting does

            2  create biodiversity?

            3       A.   Well, what I would agree with is that a

            4  clearcut, particularly in small amounts, mimics some of

     05:45  5  the natural occurrences of a forest where, for instance,

            6  by fire you may get openings.  But to characterize the

            7  management of an entire forest based on clearcutting on

            8  the basis that this is going to create more biodiversity,

            9  I think you would find many people who would disagree

     05:45 10  with that, including me.

           11       Q.   Even a traditional clearcut doesn't involve

           12  taking all the trees, does it?

           13       A.   That depends.

           14       Q.   And certainly any sort of modified clearcut

     05:45 15  doesn't involve that, correct?

           16       A.   Again, it would depend.  I think it's hard to

           17  make absolute statements about what a clearcut is or

           18  isn't without talking about specifics.

           19       Q.   You recognize, though, that under the HCP when

     05:46 20  Scopac performs what it calls a clearcut, it is in fact

           21  leaving a significant number of trees within the harvest

           22  area, correct?

           23       A.   Well, I have been out to see some of Scopac's

           24  clearcuts, and they do leave some trees, but they tend to

     05:46 25  leave their trees in areas where they're obligated for
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            1  retention for another reason.  So their trees would tend

            2  to be all clumped by the stream or maybe all clumped on



            3  an unstable soil area.

            4       Q.   And are you familiar with the other retention,

     05:46  5  tree retention obligations, either through the forestry

            6  practices or through the HCP that Scopac complies with?

            7       A.   I have some familiarity with that, yes.

            8       Q.   So you know that there are trees otherwise left

            9  on the property as well, correct?

     05:46 10       A.   The Scopac clearcuts that I saw firsthand and

           11  the comments of foresters who work with me is that the

           12  Scopac clearcuts would be somewhat similar to what we do

           13  on our own property where we use variable retention.  And

           14  the difference would be when we leave trees standing in a

     05:47 15  harvest unit, we tend to scatter them around the harvest

           16  unit in representative patches of what was in the forest,

           17  which provides biodiversity.  It also sets the stand up

           18  to be -- to develop over a 20 or 30 year period into a

           19  more uneven stand.

     05:47 20            And what we observed in the Scopac clearcuts is

           21  more of a clumping together of what is retained to

           22  otherwise satisfy retention requirements that Scopac has.

           23  That's not hard and fast, but that's my general

           24  impression.

     05:47 25       Q.   And as you said, the practices between your two
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            1  companies are similar in terms of the number of trees

            2  left out.  The question is where they're placed in a

            3  harvest area?

            4       A.   I think probably we have a greater percentage



     05:47  5  of retention on our lands than what Scopac practices in

            6  their variable retention practices.

            7       Q.   Have you ever measured that?

            8       A.   You know, it may be that our foresters have.

            9       Q.   But have you, sir?

     05:48 10       A.   Have I measured that?  No, I have not.

           11       Q.   You say maybe your foresters have.  Do you

           12  know?

           13       A.   No, I do not.

           14       Q.   Thank you.  Let's move on a little bit.  I

     05:48 15  actually wanted to just back up a step and learn a little

           16  bit more about MRC, if I could.  It was -- it was created

           17  in 1998; is that correct?

           18       A.   Yes.

           19       Q.   And that was with the purchase of a significant

     05:48 20  amount of acreage from Louisiana Pacific?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   And was that land pretty heavily cut over when

           23  it was purchased by Mendocino Redwood?

           24       A.   I think many people have described it in

     05:48 25  exactly those words.
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            1       Q.   And can you describe for the Court exactly what

            2  that means, heavily cut over?

            3       A.   Yes.  Louisiana Pacific had owned the 230,000

            4  acres that now belong to MRC for about 25 years.  And in

     05:49  5  the time that they had owned the land, for much of that

            6  time they had harvested at rates that exceeded the growth



            7  of the forest.  And if you harvest a forest at a rate

            8  that's faster than the growth rate of the forest, the

            9  inventory of the forest goes down.

     05:49 10            And that was a phenomenon that had been going

           11  on in the Louisiana Pacific lands for much of the time

           12  that they owned the lands.  And so the condition of the

           13  forest was, as you suggested, something that was thought

           14  of as cut over when we purchased it.

     05:49 15       Q.   Do you know what the volume of board feet per

           16  acre were at the time you purchased the property?

           17       A.   I can give you a rough estimate, yes.

           18       Q.   And what was it?

           19       A.   It would be about 9- to 10,000 board feet per

     05:49 20  acre.

           21       Q.   I have done the math and came up with about

           22  9500.  Does that ring true?

           23       A.   Yeah, we could get into a discussion of

           24  specifics, but it's close enough.

     05:50 25       Q.   Thank you.  Do you know what the current volume
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            1  on Scopac's plan is?

            2       A.   Approximately, yes.

            3       Q.   And what is that?

            4       A.   They have -- we can count it two ways.  They

     05:50  5  have about four billion board feet of total standing

            6  redwood and Douglas Fir inventory on the property across

            7  210,000 acres.

            8       Q.   Let's stop there for just a second.  Is that



            9  about 19,000 board feet -- or 19,000 board feet per acre?

     05:50 10       A.   I'll trust that you did the math, yes.

           11       Q.   That, again, rings true to you?

           12       A.   Yes.

           13       Q.   And in your proffer, you testify that Mendocino

           14  Redwood has grown the volume on its land by some 25

     05:50 15  percent since 1998, correct?

           16       A.   Yeah.  I think it's actually a little more, but

           17  25 is a good number.

           18       Q.   And that's about 600 -- 600 million board feet;

           19  is that right?

     05:51 20       A.   Correct.

           21       Q.   And, again, that's from the depressed level at

           22  which it was purchased from Louisiana Pacific?

           23       A.   Yes.

           24       Q.   Or the heavily cut over level.  I don't mean to

     05:51 25  change up terms on you.
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            1       A.   Yeah.  And heavily cut over is -- it's all

            2  relative.  There was two billion board feet of trees

            3  spread across the property, but we felt there certainly

            4  should be more over time.

     05:51  5       Q.   Two billion board feet spread over about

            6  230,000 acres?

            7       A.   2.1 to be exact, yes.

            8       Q.   As opposed to the four billion spread over

            9  209,000 for Scopac, correct?

     05:51 10       A.   Correct.



           11       Q.   And MRC's land had over 40,000 acres of tan oak

           12  that you-all are killing off and replanting with conifer;

           13  is that right?

           14       A.   Well, I think the -- maybe the correct way to

     05:52 15  say it would be that in the ten years we've been in

           16  business, we've treated 40,000 acres of land that once

           17  was a redwood and Douglas Fir forest, but because of the

           18  legacy practices that we inherited have been taken over

           19  by a native tree, but a tree that most people think of as

     05:52 20  being preferably an understory tree in the forest, a tree

           21  would be there in modest proportions.  So we have treated

           22  40,000 acres of those to bring them back.  We have more

           23  acres of tan oak left.

           24       Q.   And I apologize, I didn't mean to imply a

     05:52 25  thing.  I'm just trying to understand your foresting
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            1  practices.  When you-all bought the land, there were

            2  40,000 acres that had been cut in decades past that now

            3  have tan oak on them, correct?

            4       A.   Well, more than that.  Gosh, you know, we

     05:52  5  probably have another 30,000 plus acres to go.  There was

            6  a significant amount of acres that had either between a

            7  modest and quite a bit more tan oak than what we think,

            8  you know, should have been in the forest if it had been

            9  managed in a more proper fashion.

     05:53 10       Q.   Just to help you out, what I'm referring to,

           11  I'm speaking in terms of -- in your proffer you spoke of

           12  treating 40,000 acres; is that right?  And then there's



           13  another 30 to go, you're telling us?

           14       A.   Yeah.  And actually, the number to go -- I need

     05:53 15  to consult, you know, with something, but there's still

           16  more acres to treat, yes.

           17       Q.   And treat is -- have you also heard that called

           18  a hack and squirt?

           19       A.   Yes.

     05:53 20       Q.   And that's something where a forester goes out

           21  into the woods with a hatchet with basically some poison

           22  attached and hacks into the trunk of the tan oak and then

           23  it's left to die and rot?

           24       A.   Yes.

     05:53 25       Q.   And then once it dies and rots, then that area
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            1  is replanted?

            2       A.   Actually, what happens is that for areas with

            3  more tan oak than what would have been there prior to all

            4  of the historical practices, sometimes there will be some

     05:54  5  conifers left, sometimes not.  But what we do is we

            6  harvest some of the conifers.  We treat most of the tan

            7  oak.  We treat it.  It's called hack and squirt or frill.

            8  We have come to feel in our time that the best way to

            9  deal with the tan oak is to treat it standing on a stump,

     05:54 10  as they say.

           11            So they put a little bit of herbicide in the

           12  tree and to then plant around it so the standing tree

           13  dies, provides shade to the seedlings, which is actually

           14  helpful in the beginning so they have a better chance of



     05:54 15  survival.  And then within three, four or five years,

           16  that tree will fall over and will quickly degrade and

           17  actually add to the duff of the forest floor.  And the

           18  forest will be back on its way to becoming a more robust

           19  conifer forest.

     05:55 20       Q.   How long will it be from the time you hack and

           21  squirt an area and plant to when those trees will be

           22  harvested, the new conifer?

           23       A.   Those trees might be thinned some time in the

           24  30, 35 year range.  Harvest could go anywhere up to 80

     05:55 25  years.  Some of those trees probably will never be
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            1  harvested.

            2       Q.   Do you include those that are thinned or

            3  harvested in 30 or 40 years in your 50-year projections?

            4       A.   Well, I thought we were talking about MRC's

     05:55  5  practices.

            6       Q.   We are.  We are.  And I'm just asking you.  At

            7  MRC, you use 50-year projections in part as part of your

            8  planning, correct?

            9       A.   Yes.

     05:55 10       Q.   And are the trees on those replanted acres

           11  included in that harvest planning for decades ahead?

           12       A.   In the long-term, harvest planning modeling

           13  that has been done for MRC, we account for replanting and

           14  the subsequent growth of those seedlings, yes.

     05:56 15       Q.   And their subsequent harvest as well?

           16       A.   To the extent they're going to be harvested,



           17  yes.

           18       Q.   And when you first -- and by you, I apologize,

           19  I mean, Mendocino Redwood -- first took ownership of the

     05:56 20  Louisiana Pacific acreage and the total inventory was

           21  about 9500 board feet her acre, were you harvesting trees

           22  during those years?

           23       A.   Yes.

           24       Q.   What was your annual harvest during the first

     05:56 25  few years when the inventory was at 9500 board feet per
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            1  acre?

            2       A.   Well, the harvest has evolved.  I think the

            3  first year we harvested 40 million feet.  As we came to

            4  realize the condition of the property and the constraints

     05:56  5  on the property, I think the harvest probably at its

            6  lowest point was in the mid 20's.  And today it's back in

            7  the mid 30's.

            8       Q.   About 38 now, give or take?

            9       A.   You know, I think there's a number in the

     05:57 10  disclosure statement that says that we expect in the next

           11  five years that we would harvest 38 million feet.  That's

           12  a little bit higher than what we have done in the last

           13  few years.

           14       Q.   So year one, Mendocino Redwood harvested about

     05:57 15  40 million board feet, and then it tapered down.  And

           16  then a few years later it began to taper back up, and now

           17  you're in the mid 30's; is that an accurate description?

           18       A.   Yes.



           19       Q.   And Mendocino Redwood has also done a lot of

     05:57 20  work on erosion control on its property; is that correct?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   I believe in your proffer you say that the work

           23  was necessary to keep some 70,000 dump trucks worth of

           24  sediment from fouling streams on the property; is that

     05:57 25  right?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   And that work was required because of the

            3  condition the property was in when you purchased it; is

            4  that right?

     05:58  5       A.   I don't know if all the work was required.  But

            6  we feel that there's very high ecological benefits for

            7  modest dollar investments on erosion and sediment control

            8  and look for opportunities to do that.

            9       Q.   Well, something had to be done to keep 70,000

     05:58 10  dump trucks worth of soot from going in the stream,

           11  correct?

           12       A.   When you say had to be done, do you mean we had

           13  to do it because -- what do you mean by that?

           14       Q.   Well, you did it in order to stop erosion on

     05:58 15  the property, correct?

           16       A.   Yeah.

           17       Q.   And the erosion was a result in significant

           18  part because it had been heavily cut over before you

           19  purchased it?

     05:58 20       A.   I don't think that the erosion issues are so



           21  much a function of the standing inventory on the

           22  property.  They're really a function of how roads were

           23  built and maintained across the property.  And the roads

           24  on our property were built and maintained to standards

     05:59 25  that would be very similar to most other properties in
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            1  the redwood region.

            2       Q.   All right.  So it wasn't the harvesting, it was

            3  the way the roads had been built in the past?

            4       A.   Yeah.  It is important to know the forest first

     05:59  5  started being managed in 1850.  Road standards are

            6  evolved quite a bit over time.

            7       Q.   Again, I'm not judging it, I'm just trying to

            8  understand it.

            9       A.   Yeah.

     05:59 10       Q.   And, in fact, 40 percent of the money you spent

           11  on it, you got from folks you call restoration partners,

           12  other people interested in keeping the 70,000 dump trucks

           13  worth of soot from going into the streams, right?

           14       A.   Yeah, people who see the good ecological value

     05:59 15  for dollars spent.

           16       Q.   Now, is the significant reason that MRC is

           17  interested in the Scopac property because Scopac stands

           18  are better stocked and more mature than those on MRC's

           19  lands?

     05:59 20       A.   Our interest in reorganizing Palco and Scopac

           21  is much broader than just -- it's much broader than just

           22  the timber that's on the lands.



           23       Q.   It's part of it, though?

           24       A.   Sure.  They're good lands.

     06:00 25       Q.   And in fact, the 209,000 acres of Scopac land,
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            1  even at your projection of other 55 million board feet a

            2  year will yield significantly more over the next five

            3  years than the 230,000 acres of land at Mendocino

            4  Redwoods, correct?

     06:00  5       A.   Sure.

            6       Q.   And that's despite the environmental

            7  constraints in Humboldt County, correct?

            8       A.   Yes.

            9       Q.   And despite the existence of the HCP, correct?

     06:00 10       A.   Yes.

           11       Q.   And despite what you've described in your

           12  proffer as Palco's aggressive harvesting in the past,

           13  correct?

           14       A.   Yes.

     06:00 15       Q.   Now, you talked a moment ago about MRC using

           16  what you call variable retention harvesting.  And with

           17  variable retention harvesting, the amount harvested in an

           18  area can vary, but 70, 80 or 90 percent of the trees in a

           19  particular area are still being harvested, correct?

     06:01 20       A.   I think MRC in general, variable retention

           21  would retain 20 percent of the trees as a minimum.

           22       Q.   So you cut about 80 percent?

           23       A.   It would be no more than 80.  Sometimes it

           24  would be less.



     06:01 25       Q.   Now, in your proffer you testified that MRC
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            1  does not believe the company Scopac has a reliable way to

            2  predict the adjacency constraints of clearcutting methods

            3  going forward.  You say MRC doesn't believe that.  Do you

            4  have any personal knowledge about that one way or the

     06:01  5  other?

            6       A.   I do.

            7       Q.   And do you think that's from discussions with

            8  your foresters?

            9       A.   My knowledge of this is based on a number of

     06:02 10  things.  It's based on my discussions with Palco and

           11  Scopac over a long period of time now.  It's based on

           12  discussion with my own foresters and their discussions

           13  with Palco foresters.  It's based on discussions with

           14  former employees of Palco.  Based on discussions with

     06:02 15  neighboring landowners of Palco.  It's -- there's

           16  probably other folks who have shared information with me

           17  on this as well.

           18       Q.   Sure.  So let's go back where you come here and

           19  explain that it does, in fact, have means of addressing

     06:02 20  adjacency issues around clearcuts, you would have to

           21  revisit those conclusions based on that past information,

           22  correct?

           23       A.   I would not.

           24       Q.   You would not.  Okay.  In paragraph 64, you

     06:02 25  state that "I understand that the debtors harvest rate
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            1  expert in this case is relying on a linear programming

            2  model to predict what can be harvested off the Palco

            3  lands."  Do I have that right?

            4       A.   Did you say paragraph 64?

     06:03  5       Q.   Go ahead and put 64 up.  Paragraph 64 is where

            6  I have it.

            7       A.   Yes.

            8       Q.   And what is that understanding based on?

            9       A.   Well, I read Dr. Reimer's report.

     06:03 10       Q.   Okay.  And that was the sole source of that

           11  information, your own review of Dr. Reimer's report?

           12       A.   Oh, I talked to some of our foresters who

           13  reviewed his report as well.

           14       Q.   And is it your belief the linear programming

     06:03 15  models fail to capture all of the actual constraints to

           16  timber available to harvest in the redwood region?

           17       A.   I'd like to give a qualified answer, which is

           18  that we use the term linear programming model, probably

           19  should have used the term optimization model.  But yes,

     06:04 20  it's my belief and my personal experience that these

           21  kinds of models have a very hard time capturing all of

           22  the constraints that exist for field foresters when they

           23  go out on the ground to harvest timber.

           24       Q.   Just to be clear now, you're referring really

     06:04 25  to any model that falls into the category of optimizer;
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            1  is that correct?

            2       A.   It might be possible to use an optimization

            3  model by someone who's very familiar with their

            4  constraints on their property.  But in general, my

     06:04  5  experience with them has been that they give very

            6  misleading results.

            7       Q.   But it could be useful in the right hands; is

            8  that what you're saying?

            9       A.   I do think that they are a tool that can add

     06:05 10  some value, but in general, our experience, particularly

           11  in the redwood business, is that they give misleading

           12  results.

           13       Q.   In your opinion, particularly in the redwood

           14  business, should any expert opinion offered in this case

     06:05 15  that's based on an optimizer, particularly by an expert

           16  that isn't very familiar with the land, be disregarded or

           17  heavily discounted?

           18       A.   I've read the various expert reports on

           19  harvesting, and it is my opinion that they, in a variety

     06:05 20  of ways, fail to capture the constraints that exist on

           21  this property, yes.

           22       Q.   And that includes Mr. Lamont's report?

           23       A.   This was something that was asked last night.

           24  I think Mr. Lamont has put forth a more conservative

     06:06 25  harvest estimate than the other folks who have relied on
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            1  models.  But I still think that the approach that we've

            2  put forth in my proffer is a form of realistic approach

            3  to what can be harvested off the property.

            4       Q.   And Mr. Lamont's use of an optimizer still

     06:06  5  causes you the same concerns that you expressed a moment

            6  ago?

            7       A.   I think that the use of an optimization model

            8  tends to overstate what can be harvested because I think

            9  they tend to understate the constraints of both

     06:06 10  regulatory and physical and/or economic constraints that

           11  appear on the ground for field foresters.

           12       Q.   Now, at the end of that same paragraph 64, you

           13  say that Dr. Reimer's model fails to capture the limits

           14  to aggregate harvest from the Elk and Freshwater

     06:06 15  drainages.  How did you determine that?

           16       A.   As I recall, Dr. Reimer suggests that there

           17  would be harvest in Elk and Freshwater that was greater

           18  than what Scopac has been able to harvest in recent

           19  years.  And it's my opinion that when a model -- a model

     06:07 20  of Scopac's property will naturally want to harvest from

           21  Elk and Freshwater because there's a lot of timber in

           22  those watersheds and it's at an age that makes it very

           23  appealing to harvest.

           24            But the actual -- the regulatory realities of

     06:07 25  the property are that the water board has essentially the
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            1  unappealable right to say no to timber harvest plans.

            2  And there's a limit to what they will allow to be



            3  harvested in those watersheds.  And that's one of the

            4  reasons why the harvest in those watersheds has come down

     06:07  5  so much.

            6       Q.   And in your opinion, as you call it, have you

            7  taken into account the 2007 watershed analyses approved

            8  for Scopac's lands?

            9       A.   You know, I know that there is a little bit of

     06:08 10  timber left to be approved through watershed analysis.

           11       Q.   What research have you done on that?

           12       A.   Well, if we looked in my proffer, you would see

           13  that there's about 200 million board feet of inventory

           14  that's still tied up waiting for watershed analysis to

     06:08 15  occur.

           16       Q.   Do you know the status of the watershed

           17  analyses that are going forward in 2008?

           18       A.   You know, I was told from Dr. Barrett's proffer

           19  that there was -- you know, has been or will be good

     06:08 20  success on freeing up that remaining inventory.

           21       Q.   You also state in paragraph 65 of your proffer

           22  that Palco does not use Dr. Reimer's model to dictate or

           23  even guide harvesting in the near term.  Who told you

           24  that?

     06:09 25       A.   I read it in his report.
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            1       Q.   In Dr. Reimer's report?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   Okay.  So if in fact Scopac does use

            4  Dr. Reimer's model to guide its harvesting, you would



     06:09  5  have to revisit that view?

            6       A.   If they were using Dr. Reimer's model to

            7  determine specifically where would they go to harvest all

            8  the acres that they need to harvest, the volume for 2008

            9  or 2007 or 2009, if that was the guide, if that was how

     06:09 10  they were going to map out where they would harvest and,

           11  in fact, could shown that they could do that and it

           12  worked, that the model actually captured all the

           13  constraints, well, I would probably change my view.

           14       Q.   That would be the only way, right?

     06:09 15       A.   Yes.

           16       Q.   All right.  Let's turn to paragraph 70, please,

           17  and the netting out you do of the different categories of

           18  inventory.  And first of all, if we could focus on

           19  actually paragraph item 4 here.  And item 4 states that

     06:10 20  you would remove -- or "Mendocino would remove acres that

           21  have been harvested in the last ten years except to the

           22  extent that they have standing conifer inventories of

           23  more than 20,000 board feet per acre."  Did I read that

           24  correctly?

     06:10 25       A.   Yes.
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            1       Q.   And is that, in fact, what you would intend to

            2  do in part with the property?

            3       A.   Yes.

            4       Q.   Do you agree that inventory between 10- and

     06:10  5  20,000 board feet per acre can be harvested economically?

            6       A.   Closer to 20 is much more economic than closer



            7  to 10, but yes.

            8       Q.   So this is really -- item 4 is really a

            9  business decision being made by Mendocino about how much

     06:11 10  timber it wants to cut on the site rather than how much

           11  timber it could cut on the site, correct?

           12       A.   It's a forest policy management decision.  You

           13  can go back over acres every few years if you want to.

           14  We think it's bad forestry.  So does the state, by the

     06:11 15  way.

           16                 MR. DOREN:  I'll move to strike as

           17  nonresponsive, the last comment.

           18       Q.   (By Mr. Doren)  If we could please go on to

           19  item 11 on page 28.  If you could blow that up, Eric.

     06:11 20  Item 11 reads "when unconstrained acres available for

           21  harvest retain an average of 40 percent of stand volume

           22  for selection harvest silviculture (refrain from

           23  clearcutting)."  Did I read that correctly?

           24       A.   Yes.

     06:11 25       Q.   Now, I want to make sure I understand.  Does
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            1  this mean that of all the acres that are otherwise

            2  unconstrained from harvest, 40 percent of those would be

            3  set aside from clearcutting and used for selective

            4  harvest?

     06:12  5       A.   No.  What it means is that of all of the acres

            6  that are unconstrained, we would apply a selection

            7  harvest to those acres.  And so over a 15-year period, we

            8  would harvest all the acres and retain roughly 40 percent



            9  of the volume of those acres.

     06:12 10       Q.   Okay.  I thought that's what I said, so I'm

           11  glad you clarified me.  I can tell it's getting late.  So

           12  in other words, the acres would be harvested, but 40

           13  percent of the timber on those acres would be left in the

           14  ground?

     06:12 15       A.   That's right.

           16       Q.   And, again, that's a business decision by

           17  Mendocino in terms of how it would like to manage the

           18  forest, correct?

           19       A.   It's more than -- it's more than a business

     06:12 20  decision.  It's possible that if someone was very

           21  aggressive that they could get some of that additional

           22  volume.  But to get it, you're going to have to rely on

           23  more clearcutting or heavier harvesting.  The more you

           24  work to harvest these kinds of stands in a heavy fashion,

     06:13 25  the more regulatory issues that you could have and/or
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            1  adjacency issues or other constraints.  It's much easier

            2  to selectively harvest a stand of trees from a regulatory

            3  perspective than it is to come in and do heavier harvest.

            4       Q.   And if we used the Mendocino practice of

     06:13  5  variable retention harvest, instead of leaving 40 percent

            6  of the trees in the field, we would likely be leaving 20

            7  percent, correct?

            8       A.   Yes.

            9       Q.   So on Scopac's lands, you're electing to

     06:13 10  harvest 20 percent less of the harvestable inventory on



           11  the properties, the unconstrained properties than you do

           12  in Mendocino's properties?

           13       A.   No, that would not be correct.  On Mendocino's

           14  property, where we have well stocked stands, stands that

     06:14 15  would have significant redwood and Douglas Fir volume.

           16  The most heavy harvest prescription that we use is

           17  selection harvesting.  We might take 50 or 60 percent of

           18  the volume.  But we don't practice variable retention,

           19  which we take 80 percent of the volume, say, at the most.

     06:14 20  For clearcutting, which we take 90 or 100 percent of the

           21  volume.  We don't practice those on well stocked conifer

           22  stands.

           23       Q.   But you do in other areas of your property,

           24  correct?

     06:14 25       A.   Well, where we have acres that have significant
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            1  amounts of tan oak where really the only way to get the

            2  conifer forest back is to do a more significant harvest.

            3  That's a place where we will use variable retention.

            4       Q.   And you use variable retention harvest on

     06:14  5  conifer stands as well, correct?

            6       A.   Not on well stocked conifer stands.

            7       Q.   Now, again, the notion of setting aside 40

            8  percent of the unconstrained timber and eliminating

            9  413,000 board feet is a business decision that you would

     06:15 10  make in terms of how you would like to manage the Scopac

           11  property, correct?

           12       A.   413 million feet.



           13       Q.   Thank you for that clarification.

           14       A.   And it is -- it is one of the ways that we

     06:15 15  think you move this property out of the regulatory strive

           16  that it has been in for so long.

           17       Q.   And it's your business decision on how

           18  Mendocino Redwood would do it, correct?

           19       A.   It is, yes.

     06:15 20       Q.   Thank you.  Now, at paragraph 72 of your

           21  proffer, on the third line you state that -- the second

           22  sentence, third line you state that "We have assumed a

           23  15-year harvest cycle and used 2.75 percent growth rate,"

           24  etcetera, etcetera.  Is that the growth rate that you are

     06:16 25  applying to your projections for the Scopac properties?
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            1       A.   No.

            2       Q.   Can you explain -- and you are in fact using

            3  3.5 percent; is that correct?

            4       A.   Yes.

     06:16  5       Q.   Can you explain just what I'm missing between

            6  paragraph 72?

            7       A.   Yes.  I agree that that could be a little bit

            8  confusing.  On the 50-year model that we run to project

            9  starting inventory of trees, harvest rate, growth, and

     06:16 10  then an ending inventory of trees and then moving that

           11  forward, we use a 3 and a half percent growth rate.

           12  That's an assumed growth rate across the entire forest.

           13            The stands that have been segregated out here

           14  is being able for harvest in the next 15 years tend to be



     06:16 15  pretty good stands.  And they tend to be a little bit

           16  older and better stocked.  And older and better stocked

           17  stands, we think, are probably growing a little bit less

           18  than the forest as a whole because the forest as a whole

           19  has a lot of younger trees.  So younger trees grow

     06:17 20  faster, older trees grow slower.

           21       Q.   We start shrinking while we get older and trees

           22  tend to grow a little slower?

           23       A.   They slow down, just like people.

           24       Q.   And how did you come up with the 3.5 percent

     06:17 25  average growth rate across the property?
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            1       A.   That is a -- that is a best estimate arrived at

            2  between me and my foresters.

            3       Q.   Okay.  And do you know what that estimate was

            4  based on?

     06:17  5       A.   We've spent an extensive amount of time and

            6  effort measuring our own growth rate on our property.

            7  Our property in Mendocino County has soils that are a

            8  little less good for growing trees; still excellent tree

            9  growing territory, but not as good as Humboldt County.

     06:17 10  So in that sense, we are a little slower than Humboldt

           11  County.  But in general on our property, our trees are

           12  younger than Pacific Lumber Company's trees.  So we spent

           13  some time talking about this and it came up.  It's a

           14  subjective judgment.

     06:18 15       Q.   And the subjective judgment, if I'm hearing

           16  you, was to take the growth rate you're experiencing down



           17  in Mendocino County on your property with the variables

           18  you talked about and apply it to the Scopac lands in

           19  terms of average property growth rate?

     06:18 20       A.   What I did is I took the people who have been

           21  thinking about how fast the trees on our land are growing

           22  for the last ten years who have been familiar with the

           23  Pacific Lumber Company property through the various

           24  conversations that we've had.  And with our best

     06:18 25  knowledge of the Pacific Lumber Company inventory, age of
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            1  trees, soils, we made a subjective judgment.

            2       Q.   That's a yes, you applied the growth rate from

            3  the Mendocino property to the Scopac property --

            4       A.   No.

     06:18  5       Q.   -- after all that careful consideration?

            6       A.   Well, the growth rates are different.  We used

            7  the people who know the most about measuring growth on

            8  our property to make estimates for Palco.

            9       Q.   And what was the growth rate on Mendocino's on

     06:19 10  average across the property?

           11       A.   Mendocino's property, we estimate in the last

           12  ten years, has been growing a little under four percent.

           13       Q.   And so how far under four percent?

           14       A.   You know, these are pretty -- I would say, you

     06:19 15  know, these are estimates.  I think it's 3.9 to 4

           16  percent.

           17       Q.   Okay.  And so you applied a lower growth rate

           18  on Scopac's property than on your property in Mendocino



           19  County, correct?

     06:19 20       A.   For the reasons that I identified, yes.

           21       Q.   And in general -- and in fact, you recall that

           22  Mr. Lamont said that in general, Humboldt County is

           23  considered to be a site two redwood area while Mendocino

           24  County is considered to be a site three redwood area,

     06:19 25  correct?
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            1       A.   Yes.

            2       Q.   And again, 2 being, as you've already

            3  described, kind of the more productive area in terms of

            4  growth, right?

     06:19  5       A.   Site 1 is the best; 2 better; 3 good.

            6       Q.   Now, as I looked at your projections, I saw you

            7  cutting a harvest rate that's around -- and I'm sorry,

            8  this would be for Scopac's properties -- a harvest rate

            9  of around 50 percent of the growth on the property for

     06:20 10  the first 15 years, correct?

           11       A.   I know that to be true in the first ten years.

           12  I think in years 11 through 15, the harvest rate is

           13  beginning to increase.  And so the percentage of growth

           14  will be declining.

     06:20 15       Q.   And by the 16th year, you're harvesting about

           16  80 percent of the growth, correct?

           17       A.   I would have to look at the model, but that

           18  sounds about right.

           19       Q.   And so if the initial cut had been 80 percent

     06:20 20  of the growth, meaning there's still a 20 percent margin



           21  of overall volume gain, the potential harvest of the

           22  property would be about 73 million board feet instead of

           23  55; is that correct?

           24       A.   Your math is correct, yes.

     06:20 25       Q.   Okay.  What rotation age are you assuming on
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            1  average for the harvestable land base?  In other words,

            2  how old do the trees have to be before you cut them?

            3       A.   So for folks who manage on an even age basis,

            4  for folks who manage largely using clearcutting or

     06:21  5  variable retention, it becomes really easy to plan how

            6  you operate your forest because when the acres get to a

            7  certain age, you come in and you cut the trees down.

            8            If you manage your property on an uneven age

            9  basis which is relying largely on selection, take some

     06:21 10  trees, leave some trees, rotation age becomes a more

           11  complex topic because you don't come into the forest and

           12  cut all the trees at one time.  So I don't know if I can

           13  give you a specific answer.

           14       Q.   Well, in one of these areas where you're taking

     06:21 15  50 or 60 percent of the trees, what's the first age where

           16  you go in and take them?

           17       A.   That could vary, but I would think generally

           18  not less than 50 years.

           19       Q.   50, 5-0?

     06:22 20       A.   Yeah.

           21       Q.   And does Mendocino Redwood plant cultivars?

           22       A.   We use a different name, but we have something



           23  that's similar to the program that you're describing.

           24       Q.   Okay.  And these are trees that grow faster

     06:22 25  than natural redwoods; is that correct?
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            1       A.   These are seedlings that are being created by

            2  some form of either genetic cloning or genetic

            3  engineering to try and pick the best trees to come up

            4  with the seedlings to plant in the forest, yes.

     06:22  5       Q.   And is your -- and again, I've been using the

            6  term rotation age but is the harvest age you look to for

            7  those also 50 years?

            8       A.   You know, we'll see in 40 or 50 years how

            9  the -- we call them seedlings that come out of our

     06:23 10  cuttings program similar to the cultivars.  We'll see in

           11  40 or 50 years, you know, if those trees are ready to

           12  harvest faster than the trees that have been regenerated

           13  naturally.  That's a long way from now.

           14       Q.   So you call the genetically improved redwoods

     06:23 15  seedlings that come out of your cutting program?

           16       A.   Yes.

           17       Q.   Okay.

           18       A.   They're -- the seedlings are generated by

           19  cutting little pieces of redwood off of bushes that have

     06:23 20  been selected to have good genetics.

           21       Q.   You've used SBE pricing when assessing the

           22  likely prices of redwood, correct?

           23       A.   Are you referring to my proffer?

           24       Q.   Yes.  I'm sorry.



     06:23 25       A.   I've referred to the SBE data because it's
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            1  something that is referred to so much by the other

            2  experts in the case.

            3       Q.   Well, when you're establishing your pricing

            4  assumptions, are you basing those on SBE pricing?

     06:24  5       A.   Our assumptions for logs and our model?

            6       Q.   Yes.

            7       A.   In part, yes.  Should I clarify?

            8       Q.   Yes.

            9       A.   So our model is in some ways it's two models.

     06:24 10  We made a fairly detailed estimate of the income that

           11  could be generated from the forest in the next five

           12  years.  And that includes a year by year estimate of log

           13  pricing.  And a buildup of expenses needed to run the

           14  forest from the ground up based on our own experience

     06:24 15  running our forest.

           16            After five years, we then make more broad

           17  assumptions about log pricing.  And the starting point

           18  for where logs would be in year six is based on the

           19  long-term SBE trend price.  The prices that we estimate

     06:24 20  from now until year five is based on our own experience

           21  in the redwood log market today.

           22       Q.   And does that mean -- again, just so I

           23  understand, does that mean the first five years are based

           24  on the prices Mendocino itself is charging or receiving?

     06:25 25       A.   You know, in particular, we estimate a price
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            1  for redwood logs in year one of $850.  But when we put

            2  together our plan in January, we --

            3       Q.   Sir, my question is simply:  Did you use -- for

            4  the first five years are you using pricing based on what

     06:25  5  Mendocino Redwood expects to get for its own logs in

            6  Mendocino County?

            7       A.   The folks who estimated that price looked at

            8  what we get in Mendocino County and thought about how

            9  would that relate to what logs will be in Humboldt

     06:25 10  County, yes.

           11       Q.   And did the price go up or down for Humboldt

           12  County?

           13       A.   Versus Mendocino County?

           14       Q.   Yes.

     06:26 15       A.   I think it's about the same.

           16       Q.   So your folks, the folks at Mendocino Redwood

           17  looked at what Mendocino was receiving for logs in

           18  Mendocino County and what they expect in this year and

           19  apply that essentially without adjustment to Humboldt

     06:26 20  County?

           21       A.   They also looked at what we buy logs for.  We

           22  buy logs as well.

           23       Q.   And took that price and applied it to Scopac,

           24  correct?

     06:26 25       A.   Yes.
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            1       Q.   Did you spend any time looking at the Pacific

            2  Rim Wood Market data?

            3       A.   I did not, no.

            4       Q.   Do you ever use that for any purpose in your

     06:26  5  work?

            6       A.   I know people in our organization refer to it.

            7  But because they value it because it is a survey of log

            8  buyers, as I think was discussed at length yesterday.

            9  The SBE price comes from yield tax and it's a lagging

     06:26 10  indicator.  And it also has certain subjective judgments

           11  involved in it.

           12       Q.   But you didn't use the Pacific Rim Wood Market

           13  data for your pricing?

           14       A.   No, we did not.

     06:27 15       Q.   You described, I think both in your proffer and

           16  last evening the redwood market is a local market.  Do I

           17  have that right?

           18       A.   The redwood log market is a local market.

           19       Q.   Sure.  I appreciate that.

     06:27 20       A.   Yes.

           21       Q.   And can you describe what you mean by a local

           22  market?

           23       A.   I mean that the ability to economically sell

           24  logs to a mill that is two counties away is very hard.

     06:27 25  If you -- if you own a lot of timberlands, you need to be
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            1  able to sell your logs to somebody who is within a



            2  reasonable driving distance where the transportation cost

            3  will outweigh the value of the logs.

            4       Q.   And in your opinion, what is a reasonable

     06:27  5  distance?

            6       A.   Well, the closest is the best.

            7       Q.   What's too far?  Would you drive 100 miles to

            8  get your logs milled if there were a mill closer?

            9       A.   Only if the mill that was 100 miles away had a

     06:28 10  significant cost advantage over the mill that was closer.

           11       Q.   All things being equal, you'd go closer?

           12       A.   If -- if two mills had the same cost advantage,

           13  the mill that's closest will be the mill that is

           14  successful buying the logs generally.

     06:28 15       Q.   Fair enough.  People will be drawn to them from

           16  the local market, correct?

           17       A.   It's just a matter of economics.

           18       Q.   Your Douglas Fir pricing, how do you pick --

           19  now, as I understand it, from reading your proffer, you

     06:28 20  assume that Doug Fir pricing will track inflation for the

           21  next 50 years; is that correct?

           22       A.   After we get past the five-year estimate that's

           23  in the disclosure statement, after that, we assume that

           24  Douglas Fir prices would track inflation, yes.

     06:29 25       Q.   And right now Doug Fir pricing is at about a 20
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            1  year low, right?

            2       A.   It's very low, yeah.  Yes.

            3       Q.   Kind of so low there's no way for it to go but



            4  up?

     06:29  5       A.   That depends on the housing market.

            6       Q.   But certainly as a person in the timber

            7  industry you hope that's the case, don't you?

            8       A.   Hey, if housing gets worse, Douglas Fir will

            9  get worse.

     06:29 10       Q.   Now, what assumptions have you made for when

           11  housing gets better, Douglas Fir getting better before

           12  you track it out at the rate of inflation and perpetuity?

           13       A.   I could look it up.  I think that we assume

           14  that by year five Douglas Fir gets back to about $500 per

     06:29 15  thousand which actually would be quite a healthy recovery

           16  in Douglas Fir.

           17       Q.   And the same question for redwood.  At year six

           18  what do you assume the price is before you have a track

           19  inflation?

     06:29 20       A.   So for redwood we start today at $850 and in

           21  year five we say it would be, I think, about $1,000 a

           22  thousand.

           23       Q.   And then after that you just assume tracking

           24  inflation?

     06:30 25       A.   Yes.
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            1       Q.   You have selected for your model a discount

            2  rate of 7 percent, correct?

            3       A.   A real discount rate of 7 percent, yes.

            4       Q.   I appreciate that.  And as I understand it, you

     06:30  5  looked at that as a 6 percent for timber transactions



            6  generally and you added a one percent California premium,

            7  if you will?

            8       A.   Actually, so there's a lot of subjectivity in

            9  this, but we think that the California regulatory

     06:30 10  environment, the political environment of this property

           11  in particular, the physical condition of this property,

           12  probably merit more than a one percent premium and we

           13  offset that to some degree by the fact that this

           14  timberland that grows redwood which is a species that has

     06:31 15  some uniqueness associated with it and we make a

           16  subjective assessment of 7.

           17       Q.   Did you consider a weighted average cost of

           18  capital of any forest product companies in setting that

           19  discount rate?

     06:31 20       A.   No.

           21       Q.   Why not?

           22       A.   It's not valuable to me.

           23       Q.   It's not valuable to you?

           24       A.   Right.

     06:31 25       Q.   Why not?
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            1       A.   The weighted average cost of capital

            2  calculations that, you know, there's been some discussion

            3  about that in the last two days.  I suspect there will be

            4  more about it.

     06:31  5       Q.   Sadly, probably so.

            6       A.   It's the kind of thing that could be discussed

            7  for days, weeks, months.  It really all depends on the



            8  assumptions.  And when we selected a 7 percent real

            9  discount rate, we -- we made a judgment what -- on what

     06:31 10  basis would we put up $200 million in an effort to pay

           11  full price for the timberlands and get a reasonable

           12  return.  And so it's a judgment.  And it is a judgment

           13  that that judgment will allow us to make the investment

           14  we talked about and here we are.

     06:32 15       Q.   And your judgment in putting up $200 million

           16  was that you would not put any weight on the weighted

           17  average cost of capital in determining what discount rate

           18  you should use?

           19       A.   As I described, the weighted average cost of

     06:32 20  capital analysis, I think is so heavily influenced by the

           21  assumptions that could go into it.  It just is not very

           22  meaningful to me.

           23       Q.   And so you did not use it at all?

           24       A.   The answer is yes.

     06:32 25       Q.   Now, you are here, I think we have all
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            1  determined after the lengthy discussion yesterday and

            2  your deposition last night, as a plan proponent rather

            3  than an expert witness, correct?

            4       A.   If that's what you say, yes.

     06:32  5       Q.   Fair enough.  You are here describing why you

            6  want to buy the property and how you would manage it if

            7  you did, correct?

            8       A.   We're describing how we would reorganize Palco

            9  and Scotia Pacific.



     06:33 10       Q.   And how you would manage the property from that

           11  point forward with your 85 percent interest in the

           12  timberlands?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   And toward that end, you have projected that

     06:33 15  the way you would manage it is to harvest 55 million

           16  board feet a year at the outset and then decide what to

           17  do after that, correct?

           18       A.   When you say "decide what to do after that,"

           19  what does that mean?

     06:33 20       Q.   Well, what it means is you're going to start at

           21  55 million board feet.  That's the one -- that's the

           22  harvest level that you have decided you would want to use

           23  the property, correct?

           24       A.   Decision implies a certain amount of

     06:33 25  arbitrariness to it.  The 55 million foot is the result
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            1  of a process to assess, you know, what do we think could

            2  be harvested off the property in an appropriate fashion.

            3       Q.   Understood.

            4       A.   Over a 15-year period of time.

     06:33  5       Q.   So 55 million board feet over 15 years is the

            6  decision from your process, correct?

            7       A.   Mostly it's 55 for ten years and then it

            8  averages, I think, 67 over the next five years.

            9       Q.   And it was the decision from your process that

     06:34 10  it would be 55 for the ten years and then some more in

           11  the following years that led you to conclude that $400



           12  million was the right price for you to be paying for this

           13  property, correct?

           14       A.   I think that's an inaccurate statement.

     06:34 15       Q.   But you wouldn't be here -- you wouldn't have

           16  come all the way down here, gone through all you've gone

           17  through to get up there, sit here with all these people

           18  picking at you, if you didn't think you were getting a

           19  pretty good deal if you could get out of here with the

     06:34 20  timberlands, would you?

           21       A.   You know, from the -- from the beginning of --

           22  I can't give you a yes or no to that.

           23       Q.   I'm surprised at that.

           24       A.   You know, from the beginning of our

     06:34 25  conversations with Maxxam dating back to 2004, and then
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            1  spending a lot of time with many folks in the business in

            2  2006, watching the bankruptcy and the toll that it has

            3  taken on the company and the people, also recognizing

            4  that the company has really struggled with both their

     06:35  5  sawmill and their forest practices, two things that we

            6  think MRC has had some success with, we felt like that

            7  this is a company that we could -- we could do a lot with

            8  over a long period of time.  And if we can be successful

            9  here in this process, we would like to do that.

     06:35 10       Q.   So if the fair value of the timberlands was

           11  significantly more than $400 million, would you still be

           12  interested?

           13       A.   Well, what we offered is significantly more



           14  than $400 million.

     06:35 15       Q.   Speaking in terms of the value you've applied

           16  to the timberlands.

           17       A.   Well, a minute ago you asked me a question and

           18  I said that's inaccurate.  We have valued the timberlands

           19  at $400 million, we have put something on top of it

     06:36 20  looking at the value of the MMCAs and then in our

           21  valuation and frankly, we've rounded up quite a bit in an

           22  effort to present the bonds at a very full price.  So

           23  that is the price that we are interested in trying to

           24  reorganize the company.

     06:36 25                 MR. DOREN:  Thank you very much, sir.  I
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            1  pass the witness, Your Honor.

            2                 THE COURT:  All right.  Do we have the

            3  other debtor want to ask some questions?

            4                 MR. LAMB:  Yes, Your Honor.

     06:36  5                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

            6  BY MR. LAMB:

            7       Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Dean.  We spent a lot of

            8  time together already.

            9       A.   Mr. Lamb, a pleasure.

     06:36 10       Q.   I want to start with just a couple of questions

           11  about your harvest levels and your valuation model.  Your

           12  harvest level is lower than Scopac's expert uses,

           13  correct?

           14       A.   Yes.

     06:37 15       Q.   And it's lower than the noteholders' expert



           16  uses, correct?

           17       A.   Yes.

           18       Q.   And it's lower even than Marathon's expert

           19  uses, correct?

     06:37 20       A.   Yes.

           21       Q.   Did you say that the -- that one of the

           22  benefits, if you will, of the lower harvest rate is to

           23  offset regulatory risks?

           24       A.   Yes.

     06:37 25       Q.   But you've also added an additional point to
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            1  your discount rate for regulatory risk; is that right?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   Okay.  Isn't that double dipping?

            4       A.   I don't think so.

     06:37  5       Q.   Explain the difference.

            6       A.   The 55 million foot harvest rate is something

            7  that has some elements of conservatism to it.  We talked

            8  about the amount of retention that we would have on acres

            9  that are available for harvest.  There's other areas

     06:37 10  where it has, as an investor, someone bringing a lot of

           11  money to the company, some risk.  So we assume that we're

           12  going to harvest as much timber out of the Elk and

           13  freshwater watersheds as Pacific Lumber Company has been

           14  harvesting, even as it has been a mighty struggle for

     06:38 15  them with the water board to get that amount of volume

           16  out.  And even as they have relied on clearcutting to do

           17  it.



           18       Q.   Well, you have lowered the harvest level from

           19  Pacific Lumber --

     06:38 20       A.   Not in -- not in Elk and freshwater we have

           21  not.

           22       Q.   Okay.  So you still think there's -- that's

           23  where the regulatory risk is in those two areas?

           24       A.   That and in addition, I would say that the

     06:38 25  Habitat Conservation Plan, the compliance with that plan,
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            1  has -- will always have risks associated with it.

            2       Q.   Let me ask this:  Is it not true that your

            3  lower harvest level does lower regulatory risk?

            4       A.   It does, yes.

     06:38  5       Q.   And you're just not prepared to lower it more

            6  than the one percent?

            7       A.   Well, as I think I talked about just a few

            8  minutes ago, the one percent wasn't just regulatory risk.

            9  It's also the on the ground conditions in the forest.  So

     06:39 10  if we want to talk about some of what we view to be the

           11  physical or economic constraints to harvest, we could do

           12  that.  It's also the political risk associated with the

           13  property.  This property has been highly politicized over

           14  the 20 years or so that it has been in its current

     06:39 15  ownership.

           16       Q.   You've done a lot of work to undo that if your

           17  plan is confirmed, have you not?

           18       A.   We have definitely been involved in a dialogue

           19  with all the stakeholders in part to get feedback on



     06:39 20  whether or not they would like our approach.

           21       Q.   We'll get to that in a second.  There's one

           22  question I wanted to ask you.  We heard a lot of talk

           23  about the discretion of interest for a $325 million loan

           24  from American Ag?

     06:39 25       A.   Yes.
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            1       Q.   If they're willing to loan Newco that amount of

            2  money, why doesn't Newco just borrow that money and pay

            3  it to the noteholders and if your plan is confirmed and

            4  we can do away with this argument about what your timber

     06:40  5  notes are worth?

            6       A.   I think that the plan of reorganization that we

            7  have in place is something that's very appealing for

            8  Newco.  I think it's also a good deal for the

            9  noteholders.  We would prefer to have them provide the

     06:40 10  notes.

           11       Q.   Why is it -- why not borrow it from the bank

           12  that is willing to lend it to you?

           13       A.   I think there probably would be some

           14  differences in terms that would come from American

     06:40 15  AgCredit versus what we would accomplish with the

           16  noteholders.

           17       Q.   For example?

           18       A.   A term of loan, amortization, you know, the

           19  notes -- the notes were issued to holders back in 1998 in

     06:41 20  a market that, you know, was very robust for publicly

           21  traded timber notes.  So that's a market that, you know,



           22  probably can be even more aggressive than American

           23  AgCredit.

           24       Q.   So have you ruled out just borrowing the money

     06:41 25  and paying the noteholders if your plan was confirmed?
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            1                 THE COURT:  Well, do you have some idea

            2  that the noteholders will give up if they pay them the

            3  cash rather than the new notes?

            4                 MR. LAMB:  No, I'm just interested in

     06:41  5  getting past the argument about what the new notes are

            6  worth.

            7                 THE COURT:  Okay.

            8       Q.   (By Mr. Lamb)  And cash would solve that?

            9       A.   I do understand it would help put an end to the

     06:41 10  argument.  You know, for -- we might consider making a

           11  change if we thought that it would actually bring

           12  resolution.  The notes have given no indication that

           13  anything that would in any way in my view resemble a fair

           14  and full value would satisfy them.

     06:42 15       Q.   You know they don't like the notes.  You know

           16  that for sure?

           17       A.   I've been getting that feeling.

           18       Q.   They would like cash better than the notes,

           19  correct?

     06:42 20       A.   They have not -- they have not -- they have not

           21  talked to me, so I don't know that for certain, but it

           22  would not surprise me to hear it.

           23                 SPEAKER:  Your Honor, I know there's no



           24  question pending and I've been very patient.  The witness

     06:42 25  takes good care of him and I don't think he needs a lot
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            1  of help from me, but I don't think that he's on the stand

            2  today, you know, for negotiation, you know, with the

            3  debtors about --

            4                 THE COURT:  Well, I think we're now asking

     06:42  5  rhetorical questions.  I mean, I don't think anybody -- I

            6  mean, I don't know if there's really some likelihood that

            7  these bonds are going to trade higher than par, then it

            8  might be they would rather have the notes, I don't know.

            9  I don't know all that but that's the kind of stuff that

     06:43 10  we have to litigate all the time.  I don't know -- I

           11  mean, the deal is the deal.  And I applaud any effort you

           12  might have at having these two reach an agreement.  That

           13  would be spectacular.  I suspect the other parties have

           14  already tried that but I don't think that we're going to

     06:43 15  get some agreement here today.  I think that he would

           16  always say, well, we'll listen to that.  If we weren't

           17  part of a comprehensive deal, we would probably go to the

           18  bank and see if they -- I don't know.  Even the people

           19  themselves said, well, this is our price but if the Judge

     06:43 20  would like to make it a little higher, we might look at

           21  that, too.  Well, I don't know how I do that.  I don't

           22  know that I'm given an open slate to draw a plan, so as

           23  you have been thinking about all this, I encourage

           24  everyone to try to work something out, no question about

     06:44 25  that.  But it's not really -- I mean, for me to say I
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            1  approve a plan that pays X dollars to the noteholders,

            2  and then you-all get a pass at that, I don't know how --

            3  I mean, I guess I could do that.  We can argue about that

            4  at some point.  But I think what we have on the table is

     06:44  5  the plan that's on the table.  And I think that every

            6  businessman would be willing to listen to some term like

            7  that.  I mean, if they have a bank that will pay the

            8  money and that gets this deal done, they probably would

            9  do it.  He does not seem to be, you know, tied to that

     06:44 10  part of this deal.  And I doubt that he's the type of

           11  individual that's got his feet tied to any particular

           12  part of the deal, but he has responsibility to his board

           13  and everyone else to make sure that he gets a good deal,

           14  so just like you do to yours and they do to theirs.  So I

     06:45 15  agree that we're sort of -- in going off on what other

           16  deal you would take, that doesn't really get us anywhere.

           17                 MR. LAMB:  And I'm off to the next

           18  subject.

           19                 THE COURT:  Okay.

     06:45 20       Q.   (By Mr. Lamb)  Headwaters litigation, you're

           21  aware of the lawsuit that the debtors have pending?

           22       A.   I am.

           23       Q.   Have you reviewed the debtors' expert damage

           24  calculation?

     06:45 25       A.   I have.
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            1       Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the amount of

            2  money that the debtors believe that -- the amount of

            3  damage the debtors believe they have suffered and can

            4  recover from the State of California?

     06:45  5       A.   I've read, I think it's Mr. Lungston's report.

            6       Q.   Yes, that's the one.  Under the Marathon/MRC

            7  plan, what happens to the debtors' damage claim in the

            8  Headwater agreement litigation?

            9       A.   So our plan is centered around a reorganization

     06:45 10  where Newco acquires all of the assets of Scopac.  And it

           11  acquires that litigation.

           12       Q.   And will you, MRC, be the manager of Newco?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   What are your plans for the litigation?

     06:46 15       A.   If we were successful in the reorganization,

           16  and we get past all this, we would review the litigation,

           17  discuss it with counsel, talk with the State, and look to

           18  find a settlement.

           19       Q.   Have you already discussed that possibility

     06:46 20  with any state officials?

           21       A.   Have I discussed the settlement with any state

           22  officials.

           23       Q.   Yes, the possibility of a settlement or what

           24  you would do with the litigation after confirmation.

     06:46 25       A.   I have been asked about that, you know, in a
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            1  fairly public setting.

            2       Q.   And what did you say?

            3       A.   I told them that the litigation was something

            4  that I thought -- I don't remember the exact words.  I

     06:47  5  think I said I thought it did not have a lot of merit and

            6  that it would be something that we would like to deal

            7  with at the appropriate time.

            8       Q.   Does your plan ascribe any value to the

            9  litigation?

     06:47 10       A.   None that specifically is broken out.

           11       Q.   There was some testimony yesterday that MRC

           12  asked for this litigation to be excluded from the

           13  litigation trust.  That is, contemplated by your plan.

           14  Why was it removed from the trust rather than left in the

     06:47 15  trust?

           16       A.   Because our reorganization plan is centered

           17  around acquiring all of the assets of Scopac.

           18       Q.   Well, certain litigation of Scopac and Palco is

           19  being left in a trust.  Why isn't this -- why isn't the

     06:47 20  Headwaters litigation left in that trust?

           21       A.   I was advised that this was something that the

           22  notes didn't have a lien on and that therefore, could be

           23  retained by Newco.  And if it could be retained by Newco,

           24  I wanted to retain it in Newco.

     06:48 25       Q.   And why do you want to retain it?
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            1       A.   I think as a participant in the California



            2  forest products industry, and someone who has a

            3  relationship with the State of California, I'm in a

            4  better position to assess how to appropriately deal with

     06:48  5  that lawsuit in time.

            6       Q.   Well, do you want to extinguish it?

            7       A.   Again, I said that if we're successful here, we

            8  would review it, talk about it with lawyers who would

            9  know something about it, and then discuss it with the

     06:48 10  State and look to settle it.

           11       Q.   Have you given anybody any indication of what

           12  the terms of such a settlement might be?

           13       A.   No.

           14       Q.   Would it interfere with the operation of Newco,

     06:49 15  assuming your plan was confirmed, for that lawsuit to

           16  remain in the litigation trust and be pursued to the end

           17  for the benefit of creditors and other stakeholders?

           18       A.   How did you -- how did you begin your question,

           19  George?

     06:49 20       Q.   Would it interfere with the operation of Newco?

           21       A.   I don't believe it would interfere with the

           22  operation of Newco, no.

           23       Q.   Let's talk about highest and best use

           24  evaluations.  Have you retained any outside experts or

     06:49 25  others to study and make recommendations about higher and
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            1  better uses for any portion of the Scopac timberlands?

            2       A.   No.

            3       Q.   Is it your contention if your plan is confirmed



            4  to operate the Scopac timberlands strictly as timberlands

     06:50  5  without any conversion to a higher and better use?

            6       A.   Yes.

            7       Q.   Higher and better use is something that many

            8  timber companies look at from time to time, correct?

            9       A.   Yes.

     06:50 10       Q.   Your company has -- MRC has looked at higher

           11  and better uses for its timberlands, correct?

           12       A.   You know, we discussed this a month ago.  In a

           13  limited way, yes, we have.

           14       Q.   You've had your forester -- your foresters have

     06:50 15  identified properties that might be suitable for sale to

           16  people who want it.  I believe your words were a remote

           17  experience, a cabin, a weekend getaway?

           18       A.   Yes.

           19       Q.   You've never actually gone to market with the

     06:51 20  parcels identified by your timber experts, correct?

           21       A.   That's correct.

           22       Q.   So you don't know what you could have sold your

           23  remote experience parcels for?

           24       A.   I think we have a pretty good idea because

     06:51 25  there are in Mendocino County, there are parcels that
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            1  come for sale from time to time that would be analogous

            2  to in particular what we talked about a month ago was

            3  that we had looked at isolated parcels that might be

            4  noncontiguous to our main blocks of timber and could we

     06:51  5  sell those for a higher and better use, and if so, how



            6  much benefit will we get for the effort that we will go

            7  through.  And based on our view of the market for those

            8  parcels which we do pay attention to, we think that

            9  there's some modest benefit to be had by doing that, but

     06:52 10  it also takes a lot of time and effort to do that and it

           11  hasn't been something that we thought was material to our

           12  overall investment.

           13       Q.   Do you have a dollar figure as to what you

           14  estimate a remote experience parcel could be sold for?

     06:52 15       A.   Depends how remote.

           16       Q.   Real remote.

           17       A.   You know, so not to joke, but parcels that are

           18  very close to town or close to a main road, or in

           19  particular, parcels that might in some way have access to

     06:52 20  utilities will command a much better price than parcels

           21  that are further away from roads, further away from towns

           22  or have no access to utilities.

           23       Q.   Do you have a range, dollar amount?

           24       A.   As I sit here today, I think I would be

     06:52 25  guessing.  We have that information.  I don't have that
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            1  off the top of my head.  It probably would be somewhere

            2  between $100,000 for a building parcel up to maybe 3 or

            3  $400,000, but that's a very rough estimate.

            4       Q.   And you've not tested that with a market

     06:53  5  offering or any kind of marketing effort?

            6       A.   We have not attempted to market any of the

            7  parcels on our lands as I have discussed.



            8       Q.   Have you told any government or environmental

            9  agency representatives that you will not convert any

     06:53 10  property in the Scopac timberlands to a higher and better

           11  use?

           12       A.   We have told a lot of people that our business

           13  plan is built around the successful operation of the

           14  lands as a commercial forest.

     06:54 15       Q.   So under the plan, if you're confirmed, there

           16  will be no higher and better use effort; is that right?

           17       A.   We would take the same approach at Newco that

           18  we've taken on our own property.  We haven't committed

           19  our own property to never sell a piece of land.  And we

     06:54 20  would take the same approach here.  We might sell land

           21  some day in modest amounts, but our business plan, our

           22  ten-year track record at Mendocino County and our

           23  business plan at Newco would be to operate the

           24  timberlands as commercial timberlands.  And having

     06:54 25  watched other people sell pieces of property near
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            1  timberlands, it can be quite distracting to efforts to

            2  manage the timberlands if you create a lot of new

            3  neighbors who are looking for a remote experience that

            4  may not, in their minds, be associated with tree

     06:54  5  harvesting.

            6       Q.   Well, let me make sure I've got this straight.

            7  You have no present intention to sell property for higher

            8  and better use, but you might some day?

            9       A.   Well, if you're asking me will we never sell



     06:55 10  property, I don't know the answer to that.  We have no

           11  intention.

           12       Q.   I'm asking you the other way around.  I'm

           13  asking you, you have no present intention right now to

           14  sell higher and better use property, correct?

     06:55 15       A.   Yes.

           16       Q.   But you have that option?  You think you have

           17  that option going forward to do so if you want?

           18       A.   Yes.

           19       Q.   MRC has sold timberland before, correct?

     06:55 20       A.   Yes.

           21       Q.   You sold a parcel of grassland and some trees

           22  to a consortium in Sonoma County; is that right?

           23       A.   Yeah, we had -- yes.

           24       Q.   And what was the purchase price?

     06:55 25       A.   It was about $20 million.
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            1       Q.   Somebody paid you $20 million for how many

            2  acres?

            3       A.   It was about 3500 acres.

            4       Q.   Of grassland and some timberland?

     06:56  5       A.   It was a mix of conifer forest and open

            6  grasslands in a valley overlooking the Pacific Ocean

            7  adjacent to a state park.

            8       Q.   The MMCAs, do you know what they are?

            9       A.   I do.

     06:56 10       Q.   What are they?

           11       A.   It's an acronym is that stands for the Marbled



           12  Murrelet Conservation Area.

           13       Q.   About how many acres on the Scopac timberland

           14  are there of MMCAs?

     06:56 15       A.   It's a little more than 6,000.

           16       Q.   What are you planning on doing with those?

           17       A.   I don't know.

           18       Q.   What value does your plan ascribe to them?

           19       A.   In the proffer, I think I describe that we

     06:57 20  think that the MMCAs are worth somewhere between $15 and

           21  $25 million.

           22       Q.   And where did you get that number?

           23       A.   Mostly by reviewing the appraisal that was put

           24  forth by the bonds.

     06:57 25       Q.   Have you retained an independent expert to
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            1  value the MMCAs?

            2       A.   No.

            3       Q.   Have you made any promises or representations

            4  to government or environmental officials about what

     06:57  5  you're going to do with the MMCAs?

            6       A.   No.

            7       Q.   You don't have any indication at all as to what

            8  your intentions are for the MMCAs?

            9       A.   We have been asked about the MMCAs in many

     06:58 10  forms, including public forums, and in general, what

           11  we've said to people is that they're off limits for

           12  harvesting for 42 years.  We don't really know what is

           13  the best long-term answer for the MMCAs, but we have a



           14  long time to figure it out.

     06:58 15       Q.   If you could realize $15 to $25 million of

           16  value from them now, would you be willing to carve them

           17  out of the timberlands?

           18                 SPEAKER:  Your Honor, objection.  The same

           19  objection I raised, you know, earlier.  I don't

     06:58 20  understand what this is all about.  Is he trying to

           21  negotiate with the witness as to --

           22                 THE COURT:  I don't think that putting him

           23  on the stand to negotiate is probably an appropriate

           24  thing to do.

     06:58 25       Q.   (By Mr. Lamb)  Let me ask this:  Is there any
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            1  reason why in terms of the business operations of Newco

            2  that the MMCAs couldn't be carved out and sold to a

            3  government or environmental consortium?

            4       A.   I don't think there's -- I don't think that

     06:59  5  what you're suggesting would -- particularly if it was a

            6  government or environmental organization.  I don't think

            7  that would affect the business in a particular way, but

            8  we have not in any way pursued that.

            9       Q.   You mentioned earlier you've had meetings with

     06:59 10  a number of individuals, government officials, to solicit

           11  support for your plan.  Could you list those quickly for

           12  us, who you've been to see?

           13       A.   What category of people are you basically

           14  looking for?

     07:00 15                 THE COURT:  Government.



           16       Q.   (By Mr. Lamb)  Government.

           17       A.   Who have we talked to in the government about

           18  our plan?  It's a good number of folks.  I'll do my best

           19  to recall.  We've talked to local, state and federal

     07:00 20  officials.  Local, we've talked to four out of the five

           21  supervisors in Humboldt County.  State, we have also

           22  talked to the Mendocino County Board Supervisors, I don't

           23  know if that's relevant.  State, we've talked with

           24  Secretary of Resources, a number of agency folks.  We've

     07:00 25  talked with Senator Perata's office.  We've talked with
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            1  the Governor's office.  There might be others.  That's

            2  what I'm remembering.  We've -- at federal level we've

            3  talked with Senator Feinstein's office, Senator Boxer's

            4  office, Speaker Pelosi's office.  There's probably others

     07:01  5  but those would be the main ones I can think of.

            6       Q.   And you've talked with a number of

            7  environmental entities?

            8       A.   We have.

            9       Q.   Give us a few examples.  I know there are --

     07:01 10  about how many altogether?

           11       A.   I think you've asked me in my deposition and I

           12  think I got up to 13 or 14.  It's a wide number of

           13  environmental folks we talked to.  You know, there was a

           14  letter attached to my proffer from six environmental

     07:01 15  firms.  We've talked to Epic, who of course is a very

           16  important environmental organization because they're

           17  based in Humboldt County.  There's probably another half



           18  a dozen at least or more.  I could name names if you want

           19  to.

     07:01 20       Q.   And the feedback from the various government

           21  and environmental officials you've talked to has been

           22  pretty positive, right?

           23       A.   I would say it has evolved over time.

           24       Q.   And you've told them about your lower harvest

     07:02 25  rate intentions and you've told them about your no higher
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            1  and better use intentions; is that right?

            2       A.   When we've been to see people, we've

            3  described -- we've described Palco's existing state in

            4  bankruptcy, what we perceive to be as the possibility of

     07:02  5  bringing better -- bringing a different forest practices

            6  and a management team that could save the Scotia sawmill

            7  in a -- in a process that we hope could win support from

            8  the county and from regulators so that if the company

            9  could be established, it would start on the right note

     07:03 10  and build a positive relationship with the community.

           11       Q.   Have you told them there's going to be lower

           12  harvest rates, right?

           13       A.   Sure.  Well, that has evolved.  The harvest

           14  rates that we have now set forth is something that

     07:03 15  wasn't -- the analysis for that wasn't finished until

           16  January.  And I think that we were unable to discuss that

           17  maybe until the end of February because it was not a

           18  public number.  So in meetings that we would have had

           19  earlier, we might have talked in generalities without



     07:03 20  being specific.

           21       Q.   You told them you were going to cut down fewer

           22  trees than Palco does, right?

           23       A.   Yes.  We knew from the beginning the harvest

           24  rate would be lower, yes.

     07:03 25       Q.   You've told them you have no intentions to
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            1  convert any portion of the timberlands to a higher and

            2  better use right now?

            3       A.   What we told them -- the way we discussed it is

            4  we said we think that the higher and better use potential

     07:04  5  of the Pacific Lumber Company lands is pretty limited.

            6  And we make that statement based on our own firsthand

            7  experience owning a lot of lands in Mendocino County, one

            8  county closer to San Francisco.

            9       Q.   So you've told them you're not planning on

     07:04 10  doing that, right?

           11       A.   Well, I told them in the way I just described.

           12  You can characterize it, you know, if you want to.

           13       Q.   And you've told them you're not -- you've got

           14  no plans, no big plans for the MMCAs?  You're going to

     07:04 15  honor the MMCAs?

           16       A.   Well, we told them we will honor the HCP under

           17  the MMCAs.  People are interested in what will happen to

           18  the MMCAs.  Again, what we have told people about the

           19  MMCAs is, hey, they're really safe.  We don't know what

     07:04 20  the right long-term answer is for the MMCAs but there's a

           21  lot of time to figure it out.



           22       Q.   And you've told them that you intend to do your

           23  best to resolve the lawsuits against the State of

           24  California as quick as you can?

     07:05 25       A.   The lawsuit against the State of California is
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            1  something probably that has only come up in some

            2  conversations with the State.  It isn't something that a

            3  lot of people have thought a lot about, I don't think.

            4  At least not maybe until recently.  I don't know.  And

     07:05  5  the only accounts we've made about that is what I've

            6  already said.

            7       Q.   And the valuation you've done assumes all of

            8  these limitations, doesn't it?

            9       A.   Yeah, if you were to review the model that

     07:05 10  we've used to value the timber, it incorporates the

           11  practices that we would bring to the lands, yes.

           12                 MR. LAMB:  Thank you, sir.

           13                 THE COURT:  Any other cross?  Is there any

           14  redirect?

     07:06 15                 MR. BRILLIANT:  There is, Your Honor.

           16  I'll try to be as brief as possible.  Do you want to do

           17  it tomorrow?

           18                 THE COURT:  No, we're doing it now.

           19                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Okay.  I just have a few

     07:06 20  questions.  I'll try to keep it as brief as possible,

           21  Your Honor.

           22                     DIRECT EXAMINATION

           23  BY MR. BRILLIANT:



           24       Q.   Mr. Dean, do you remember you were asked by

     07:06 25  Mr. Clement about conversations that you had with UBS
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            1  Investment Bank?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   And he showed you what's been marked as IT

            4  Exhibit No. 90.  Do you recall that?

     07:07  5       A.   Yes, I do.

            6       Q.   And he read to you from page 3 where it says

            7  "UBS estimates $600, $760 million to the entire

            8  timberlands using these assumptions."  Did you ever tell

            9  that to UBS?

     07:07 10       A.   No.

           11       Q.   Can you tell the Court what it is that you did

           12  tell to UBS?

           13       A.   I can because it was something that I said to

           14  them.  And I remember very specifically the context of

     07:07 15  the conversation because it was the first real

           16  substantive conversations we had had with Maxxam.  And

           17  after the first round of conversations that we had with

           18  Maxxam which included a book, a couple of phone calls, a

           19  visit up to Scotia, maybe two, I can't remember, getting

     07:07 20  to know Charles.  I hadn't known Mr. Holtz before then.

           21            We were asked, you know, what do we think, what

           22  could we do here.  And we had formed a -- we had formed

           23  our view of value only in the following way, that we were

           24  certain that for us the assets were worth less than the

     07:08 25  debt on the company.  And to ascertain with much
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            1  specificity how much less they were -- how much -- how

            2  much less than the debt they were worth would require a

            3  lot more work.

            4            And it also was a message that, you know, it

     07:08  5  was not something that probably we expected Maxxam would

            6  be delighted to hear.  In my experience, buying things

            7  over time is that if you have a price that is possibly

            8  much below what the seller's expectations are, it's

            9  better to say, gosh, I don't think I can meet your price

     07:08 10  than it is to put forth a number that they might find

           11  offensive.

           12            And so what we did was we simply said that we

           13  think that our value is below the level of the debt.  And

           14  if -- as you think about what to do with this company, a

     07:09 15  buyer who's interested in any assets below the level of

           16  the debt is of interest, you should call us.

           17       Q.   At that point in time when you had that

           18  conversation, had you done any due diligence on the

           19  future harvest rate for the company?

     07:09 20       A.   At that time, the company was still operating

           21  under the assumption that they would harvest 150 or 160

           22  million feet a year for some time into the future.  And

           23  although we had done no specific due diligence based on a

           24  visit to the field, talking to the foresters, looking at

     07:09 25  the information in the book and our general knowledge of
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            1  the redwood business, we were fairly sure that that

            2  wouldn't -- they would not be able to honor -- they would

            3  not be able to meet that expectation.  But other than, we

            4  did no other due diligence.

     07:09  5       Q.   So at the time of that conversation any

            6  discussions you had were very preliminary; is that right?

            7       A.   They did go over some period of time but I

            8  think it would be fair to characterize them as

            9  preliminary, yes.

     07:10 10       Q.   Do you recall Mr. Clement asked you about

           11  whether or not you thought anybody would invest in the

           12  mill without a long-term fiber agreement?

           13       A.   Yes.

           14       Q.   And why is it that you think that without a

     07:10 15  long-term fiber agreement that nobody would invest in the

           16  mill?

           17       A.   So although this mill is a new mill, it clearly

           18  has struggled operationally.  And the best estimate I

           19  have of what it's financial performance has been is when

     07:10 20  I look at the reports that come out on Palco.  And those

           21  reports say that since the bankruptcy started through

           22  January, the company had lost $22 million for

           23  professionals' fees.

           24            So the mill has had a very difficult

     07:11 25  performance.  We have studied the mill carefully.  We do
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            1  believe that the mill could be fixed, but it requires a

            2  combination of a significant capital investment, a

            3  different approach to running the mill, and a dependable

            4  supply of logs.  And the mill is a high volume mill.  It

     07:11  5  was built to process a dependable high volume of logs

            6  through it.  It would not make any sense for any investor

            7  to come make the kind of capital investments that are

            8  required to finish the mill essentially.  The problems in

            9  the mill are reasonably identified, I think, from what's

     07:11 10  required from an equipment and capital perspective, but

           11  it would not make sense for anyone to spend that money

           12  without knowing will you have an ability to have a

           13  dependable supply of logs in sufficient volume to run the

           14  mill for the long-term.

     07:12 15       Q.   Do you think if Scopac agreed to sell 40

           16  percent of its harvest to the mill, would that be a

           17  sufficiently large amount of logs for the mill to run

           18  profitably?

           19       A.   I believe it would not.

     07:12 20       Q.   If Scopac only sold 40 or 50 percent of its

           21  logs to the mill, do you think the mill would be forced

           22  to close?

           23       A.   It would be hard to say.  It wouldn't happen in

           24  immediately or would it happen over several months, but I

     07:12 25  don't think that the mill could survive given its
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            1  historic financial performance, having to have

            2  significant changes made to it.  And at the same time,



            3  being competing in the open market against other -- in

            4  particular, two neighboring mills that probably would

     07:12  5  think that they would benefit if that mill went out of

            6  business.  Neighboring is in the county although not

            7  particularly close.

            8       Q.   Mr. Doren asked you whether or not at the time

            9  that you acquired the Mendocino lands from Louisiana

     07:13 10  Pacific, whether or not the lands were, you know, cut

           11  over.  Do you recall that?

           12       A.   Yes.

           13       Q.   What about the Scopac lands, would you describe

           14  them as being cut over?

     07:13 15       A.   In a different way, yes.

           16       Q.   Can you explain that?

           17       A.   Sure.  The inventory on the MRC lands, as we've

           18  already talked about, was maybe half per acre of what

           19  exists on the Scopac lands.  But they both had suffered

     07:13 20  from owners that had pushed the harvest rate for a number

           21  of years in a manner that essentially was harvesting in

           22  the present from acres that should have been saved for

           23  the future.

           24            And when this is done in the management of

     07:13 25  timberlands, this kind of effect doesn't show up in the
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            1  first year it occurs.  It shows up after some period of

            2  time.  And when it does, usually what happens is that

            3  people have to drop the rate of harvest in a significant

            4  fashion.  And that was true in the case of the lands we



     07:14  5  bought from LP.

            6            When we bought the lands, the prior owner was

            7  having harvesting in the 50 million foot range and they

            8  were certain based on their linear programming model that

            9  they could harvest 60 million feet forever.  Well, after

     07:14 10  we bought the lands, you know, our harvest rate troughed

           11  at 25 million feet, today it's in the mid 30's.  That was

           12  a function of basically the prior owner having -- in an

           13  effort to keep maximum harvest out which, of course, is a

           14  very pleasing thing economically.  In an effort to keep

     07:14 15  the maximum harvest out, having harvested acres in the

           16  present that should have been saved for future years.

           17            It's my view that there's lots of evidence that

           18  Scopac has been operated in a similar fashion.  And that

           19  would include the company's expectation that they were

     07:15 20  going to harvest 160 million feet a year as recently as

           21  2004.  Then finding by the fall of 2005 that they could

           22  only -- they came out with a public statement, it was a

           23  very public thing, they came out and said actually now in

           24  the future, for the next ten years we're going to harvest

     07:15 25  100 million feet, and then in 2006 they did harvest 99
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            1  million feet.

            2            In 2007 they harvested 74 million feet.  My

            3  experience having looked at -- having lived with our own

            4  property, having looked at a number of other properties

     07:15  5  over time, having watched this very closely, is that

            6  companies that can't meet their harvest projections in a



            7  shorter period of time as what Scopac has been

            8  experiencing can't meet them because they have harvested

            9  much of what should have been saved for future years

     07:16 10  already and so it's a struggle to get the harvest out.

           11       Q.   In valuing Scopac, does your model take into

           12  account the value of future growth of, you know, of

           13  timber and the sales from that future growth?

           14       A.   It does.  And the way it does is that although

     07:16 15  we only harvest 55 million feet in the first ten years

           16  and then from the year 10 to year 20 there's a gradual

           17  increase up to 100 million feet, the timber that we don't

           18  harvest in years 1 through 10, it's added to the standing

           19  inventory of the forest.  And as it's added to the

     07:16 20  standing inventory of the forest, it then continues to

           21  grow every year.  And so by virtue that we've harvested

           22  less in years 1 through 10, we can harvest more in year

           23  12, 14, 18, 20.  And it continues.

           24            So although there is a present value -- there

     07:16 25  is an economic present value penalty associated with
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            1  harvesting lower in the present and more in the future,

            2  the value is not lost.  It's deferred.  And the discount

            3  rate we're using here is not all that high.  So the

            4  penalty isn't that large compared to trying to deal with

     07:17  5  all the other constraints that would be required to

            6  attempt to harvest at a higher rate today.

            7       Q.   Mr. Clement asked you about long-term

            8  maximization of profits.  Do you recall that?



            9       A.   I do.

     07:17 10       Q.   Do you believe that limiting the harvest in the

           11  short-term will maximize the long-term profitability of

           12  the timberlands?

           13       A.   I do.

           14       Q.   Why is that?

     07:17 15       A.   So the example that I'll --

           16                 THE COURT:  I thought he just testified as

           17  to that.  That was his whole last conversation was about,

           18  wasn't it?

           19                 SPEAKER:  I believe it was, Your Honor,

     07:17 20  but I think the witness may have some things he wants to

           21  add.

           22                 THE COURT:  Go ahead.

           23       A.   To maybe make the most simple example of this,

           24  we've set forth what we think is the timber that's most

     07:18 25  appropriately available for harvest over the next 15
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            1  years.  The total is 885 million feet of timber that can

            2  be harvested on a 15-year cycle.  If someone were to come

            3  in and if they could get all their permits and

            4  economically harvest 80 or 90 million feet per year, I

     07:18  5  believe in year 10 or 11 there would be very few acres to

            6  go to and the harvest would plummet.

            7            So if an operator were to do that and in year

            8  10 they wanted to -- they wanted to try and sell the

            9  property, they would find that they were -- they were out

     07:18 10  marketing a property that had no -- zero available



           11  income.  In addition, they would find that they would be

           12  facing a very uncertain prospect for the value of their

           13  trees when they got around to harvesting them because

           14  it's hard for mills to have big changes in volume.

     07:19 15            And more importantly than that, the value of

           16  the redwood forest is a function of what consumers will

           17  ultimately pay for redwood lumber.  And the redwood

           18  market requires an ability to consistently place product

           19  on the retail store shelf if consumers are going to

     07:19 20  continue to buy redwood at the premium prices that they

           21  have in the past relative to other prices of products.

           22       Q.   Do you think there is a higher and better use

           23  for the Scopac properties?

           24       A.   I don't.

     07:19 25       Q.   Why not?
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            1       A.   So we don't have the fancy graphics of these

            2  other guys, but if we could put up a map of the redwood

            3  region, I believe that, you know, it's pretty easy to

            4  show that we own the best real estate in the redwood

     07:19  5  business.  And by that, I mean there's really only four

            6  major landowners.  And the land that we own at Mendocino

            7  Redwood Company is the closest to San Francisco and is

            8  the closest to surrounding towns.  And in the ten years

            9  that we've been in business, we're in this as a business,

     07:20 10  we want to make money.  We haven't -- maybe we're going

           11  to have a map.

           12            In the time that we've been in business, we



           13  haven't found any significant market demand for

           14  converting our real estate to other uses.  In addition,

     07:20 15  there are significant regulatory constraints to doing

           16  that.  So to the extent that's true for us in Mendocino

           17  County, to go another 100 and something miles north to

           18  Humboldt County and expect that there would be great

           19  higher and better use real estate opportunities, I think,

     07:20 20  is an assumption that has no bearing in any real facts.

           21       Q.   Have you done any analysis as to whether or not

           22  if this transaction that's proposed pursuant to this plan

           23  of reorganization will get any antitrust approvals?

           24       A.   Yes.

     07:21 25       Q.   And what have you done?
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            1       A.   Early on in our conversations we talked with

            2  counsel to get advice on the probability of antitrust

            3  opposition to this.  And we concluded that it was a good

            4  use of our time to consider trying to find a way to do

     07:21  5  something with Palco.  In addition, in preparation to

            6  talk with counsel, we thought through the characteristics

            7  of the redwood market.  And there's a number of facts

            8  that are relevant to the conversation.  The first would

            9  be that 90 percent of redwood lumber is used in decks and

     07:21 10  fences.  And unlike perhaps what the world might have

           11  looked like 30 years ago, today the deck and fence market

           12  has many substitute products that are available for

           13  competitive prices to redwood.

           14            In addition, redwood is a very small share of



     07:22 15  the overall deck and fence market.  Having sold redwood

           16  for ten years to Home Depot, we have come to view that

           17  redwood has very little, if any, pricing power because of

           18  the presence of substitute products.  And finally, again,

           19  I think maybe this got mentioned, there's another

     07:22 20  competitor who's significantly larger than us.  And for

           21  all those reasons, we think that antitrust interest in

           22  what we're doing here would be low and that it would --

           23  if we even have to file with Mendocino, it would be

           24  easily approved.

     07:22 25       Q.   Do you remember you were asked about the
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            1  pricing of logs in your model?

            2       A.   Yes.

            3       Q.   How did you go about setting the pricing for

            4  logs and why did you do it the way you did?

     07:23  5       A.   In the short-term, we relied on our own

            6  knowledge of the log markets, as we discussed.

            7                 MR. CLEMENT:  Objection, Your Honor.  I

            8  don't think this has anything to do with the scope of any

            9  of the questions that was asked.

     07:23 10                 THE COURT:  When was he asked about

           11  pricing of the log?  What in specific are you talking

           12  about?

           13                 MR. BRILLIANT:  He was asked a lot of

           14  questions about logs and the pricing of logs and whether

     07:23 15  Mendocino's people, whether Mendocino prices and there

           16  were a number of questions.



           17                 THE COURT:  There were questions about

           18  whether a log in Mendocino is the same price as a log in

           19  Humboldt County.

     07:23 20                 MR. BRILLIANT:  They asked him whether he

           21  used the Pacific Rim numbers or he used the SPE numbers.

           22                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.  I remind you

           23  you said you were going to be brief.

           24                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I'm going to wrap up soon,

     07:23 25  Your Honor.
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            1       A.   The more -- the most important -- the most

            2  important effect of log prices in the model, that we've

            3  done in the model, that all the experts have done is what

            4  is the expectation for price increases in redwood and

     07:24  5  Douglas Fir.

            6                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, this is not the

            7  subject that they went into.  This is another subject

            8  that they're now trying to volunteer.  This is the story

            9  about log price increase.  Debtors' counsel didn't go

     07:24 10  into this.  He went into something entirely different

           11  than this.

           12                 THE COURT:  Where are we going?

           13                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, I just --

           14                 THE COURT:  What do you think he's going

     07:24 15  to say?

           16                 MR. KRUMHOLZ:  It's already in his

           17  proffer.

           18                 THE COURT:  What do you think he's going



           19  to say?

     07:24 20                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I think he was just going

           21  to explain how he did it and he did it systematically and

           22  why he did what he did, whereas they, you know, just

           23  picked on a few different, you know, areas of the way he

           24  conducted the analysis and pricing.

     07:24 25                 MR. DOREN:  Your Honor, it is in his
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            1  proffer and he actually did testify rather fully almost

            2  the exact same question counsel just posed about how he

            3  set prices.

            4                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.  Ask the

     07:25  5  question.

            6                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, I'm going to

            7  move on.  It's late and I don't know if in the long run

            8  it's going to matter.

            9       Q.   (By Mr. Brilliant)  Final question, Mr. Dean.

     07:25 10  There were a number of questions that you were asked

           11  about the MRC's environmental policies and the harvest

           12  rate.  Why is it that you guys have adopted these

           13  policies and your proposed harvest rate?

           14       A.   So forest in California obviously is very

     07:25 15  highly regulated.  From the beginning, we have felt like

           16  beyond the social benefits that come from improving the

           17  health of a forest, it is critical to be successful in

           18  California in the forestry business as a business to have

           19  the support of the regulators and to have the support of

     07:26 20  the public.  And most of the time the regulators follow



           21  the public.

           22            So we think anyone who intends to own and

           23  manage the forest for the long-term, either from the

           24  outset or eventually will be required to deal with the

     07:26 25  same kinds of policy decisions that we have made to get
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            1  the support of the public and the regulators so that the

            2  lands can produce a predictable harvest that can then be

            3  married to a processing operation that will produce

            4  product that consumers can buy with dependability in the

     07:26  5  market.

            6                 MR. BRILLIANT:  I have nothing further,

            7  Your Honor.

            8                 MR. CLEMENT:  Before the witness steps

            9  down, we are abiding by Your Honor's ruling that there

     07:26 10  will be no recross.  We are, however, at this moment

           11  asking Your Honor to put a bench subpoena on the witness

           12  so that he will be back.  We are calling him as an

           13  adverse witness in our direct case.

           14                 THE COURT:  On what?

     07:26 15                 MR. CLEMENT:  A number of issues, Your

           16  Honor, but I will give you two that we will volunteer.

           17  One, he claims what he said to UBS, didn't say to UBS and

           18  there's a document that is relevant to that.  Number

           19  two --

     07:27 20                 THE COURT:  You can ask him about that

           21  right now.

           22                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, we don't have



           23  the document here.  And this was something that he

           24  volunteered at the end of the testimony today.

     07:27 25                 Secondly, Your Honor, he talked about
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            1  buildup of and harvesting of growth.  This document

            2  relates to that and it shows what he just volunteered on

            3  this redirect.  There are other issues, frankly, that

            4  have also come up here that have caused me to conclude

     07:27  5  that he will be a significant witness, not take too long,

            6  in our direct case and we would like him simply to be

            7  here, we will call him promptly in our direct case.

            8                 THE COURT:  How long will it take you to

            9  get the documents that you need to cross-examine him on?

     07:27 10                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, we would be

           11  happy to do it as one of the opening witnesses in our

           12  direct case.  I don't have them here.  I saw them both

           13  last night.  And what happened in this -- again, is they

           14  elicited volunteered testimony that is not correct that

     07:28 15  walks right into these two documents that I know exist.

           16  And again, Your Honor, there are other issues --

           17                 THE COURT:  Do you have the documents in

           18  your briefcase or where are they?

           19                 MR. CLEMENT:  They're over in the hotel in

     07:28 20  the conference room and I will -- I will commit, Your

           21  Honor, that we can do the calling of him in our direct

           22  case in less than half an hour.  It will not take long.

           23  But, Your Honor, we think at this point it's quite

           24  important that he come back.



     07:28 25                 THE COURT:  We've already extended this
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            1  witness an extra day because we took his deposition.

            2  Now, I mean, I think that perhaps we can make

            3  arrangements for you to question him about it, perhaps by

            4  video or by telephone.  I don't know what his travel

     07:28  5  schedule is.

            6                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I presume that

            7  this person who is a plan proponent is going to stay

            8  here.

            9                 THE COURT:  Well, I don't know.  I mean,

     07:28 10  it may well be that they have no objection.  I don't know

           11  what the questions you're going to ask him about are.  I

           12  don't know how important they are.  I don't know.  But in

           13  any event, you're not prepared tonight to do it, correct?

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I don't have the

     07:29 15  documents here and the reason I know they're relevant is

           16  that he volunteered things at the end that walks right

           17  into at least two documents I'm aware of.  I will commit

           18  that we will call him tomorrow as far as --

           19                 THE COURT:  Why didn't you have the

     07:29 20  documents in case he was -- when he was answering your

           21  questions he walked into those?  I mean, you asked him

           22  about those subjects.  Why weren't you prepared to cross

           23  him right then about some document that might have been a

           24  different answer than what you thought he was going to

     07:29 25  give?
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            1                 MR. CLEMENT:  Well, among other things,

            2  Your Honor, the exhibit -- Indenture Trustee Exhibit

            3  whatever it is.

            4                 THE COURT:  First of all, I'm sitting here

     07:29  5  arguing with you and they haven't even told me.  They may

            6  agree.  I don't know.  If they don't agree, then we have

            7  a problem.  I'll need to see what the documents are, I'll

            8  need to see how pertinent they are, and it may well be

            9  that if these are critical that you'll get the chance to

     07:30 10  cross him again.

           11                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, the two

           12  documents are Indenture Trustee Exhibit whatever it is

           13  that's the UBS exhibit.  The one I was handed today does

           14  not have attached the offered letter from Sansome

     07:30 15  partners that was in the document that I saw last night.

           16  So that's the reason that one is not here.  The other

           17  one, Your Honor, that came up on redirect is the story

           18  about how they're going to cut all their growth.  Well,

           19  that, frankly, wasn't anything that I anticipated I would

     07:30 20  hear.  And they handed out at the deposition last night a

           21  document shows -- that shows they're not going to cut all

           22  the growth.  Those are the two documents.  We can deal

           23  with them in less than a half an hour.  They're highly

           24  relevant.  And there may be other things that we need to

     07:30 25  call him about.
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            1                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Counsel, what's your

            2  position?

            3                 MR. BRILLIANT:  Your Honor, as Your Honor

            4  said, Mr. Dean was deposed twice, including five hours

     07:31  5  yesterday afternoon.

            6                 THE COURT:  Did you ask him about those

            7  last night in the deposition?  Can we just go to his

            8  deposition and use that?

            9                 MR. CLEMENT:  Counsel for the debtors

     07:31 10  asked him about the growth projection chart.  And last

           11  night at the deposition I did not have the indenture

           12  trustee, I think it's 90.

           13                 MR. KRUMHOLZ:  He has the letter.

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, we have the

     07:31 15  letter here.

           16                 SPEAKER:  Marathon 61.

           17                 MR. CLEMENT:  I'll be happy to ask him

           18  about it now or I'll call him --

           19                 THE COURT:  I prefer you call him now.

     07:31 20                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, the other Exhibit

           21  is Marathon Exhibit 61.  It's in the binder.

           22                 THE COURT:  Okay.  So it's in the binder.

           23  So let's find it for -- somebody find Marathon 61.  Let's

           24  get those both up.

     07:31 25                 MR. NEIER:  They will be in one of the
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            1  books up there, Mr. Dean.

            2                 THE WITNESS:  What am I looking for?

            3                 MR. NEIER:  We'll give you a copy.

            4                 THE COURT:  It's this book.  In mine

     07:32  5  they're not numbered.  Are you ready?

            6                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, we're trying to

            7  find a copy for the witness in the binder.

            8                 THE COURT:  Do we have them on the chart,

            9  too?  If you'll flash them up on the screen.

     07:32 10                 MR. CLEMENT:  We have one copy of this

           11  letter which we will flash up on the screen.

           12                 THE COURT:  All right.  So let's start

           13  there.  Can you look at the letter up there and right

           14  there in front of you?  It should be on the screen right

     07:32 15  there in front of you.

           16                 THE WITNESS:  Yes, I can see the letter.

           17                 THE COURT:  Go ahead.

           18                      CROSS-EXAMINATION

           19  BY MR. CLEMENT:

     07:33 20       Q.   Now, Mr. Dean, timberlands, this is the letter

           21  you sent to Maxxam; is that correct?

           22       A.   I can't see the whole letter.

           23       Q.   Well, if you would please --

           24                 THE COURT:  Can you go to the bottom of it

     07:33 25  so he can see all of it and then show him the second
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            1  page.

            2                 MR. CLEMENT:  Show him the second page.



            3                 THE WITNESS:  Can we see the date on the

            4  letter, please.

     07:33  5                 THE COURT:  October 2004.  And then show

            6  him the second page, the signature.

            7                 THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

            8                 THE COURT:  Now go down to the signature.

            9       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Okay.  That's your signature,

     07:33 10  Mr. Dean?

           11       A.   Yes, that's definitely my signature.

           12       Q.   Let's go back to the first page.

           13                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, if I could hand

           14  up Indenture Trustee 90.

     07:33 15       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  If we turn to Indenture

           16  Trustee 90 to page 3.  Now, Mr. Dean, is it correct that

           17  Indenture Trustee Exhibit 90 page 3, that UBS describes

           18  the Sansome offer as "DCF with unlevered real discount

           19  rate of 7 to 9 percent and zero real price appreciation."

     07:34 20  Is that correct?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   They've correctly described your offer there,

           23  haven't they?

           24       A.   I think offer is a strong statement,

     07:34 25  Mr. Clement.
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            1       Q.   Well, let's look at what the letter says.  "We

            2  have appreciated the opportunity to be able to learn

            3  something about the performance and plans of Maxxam.  We

            4  believe there are three categories of assets would be of



     07:34  5  interest for us to purchase."  Category --

            6                 MR. NEIER:  He skipped a paragraph.

            7                 THE COURT:  I read it so let's move on.

            8       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  "We believe there are three

            9  categories of assets that could be of interest for us to

     07:35 10  purchase, the category of assets and the nature of our

           11  interest is described below.  Timberlands.  We have

           12  considered the possible purchase of the additional

           13  redwood timberlands from time to time since we formed

           14  Mendocino Redwood.  As a general matter, we have sought

     07:35 15  to identify the volume of harvest that would be achieved

           16  with a reasonable degree of confidence (based upon

           17  physical volumes present in the forest, previous harvest

           18  histories and regulatory constraints) and valued such

           19  lands using a discounted cash flow analysis with an

     07:35 20  unlevered real discount rate of 7 to 9 percent."  That's

           21  precisely what UBS described on page 3, isn't it?

           22       A.   The first bullet point of what is on the UBS

           23  exhibit, "DCF with unlevered real discount rate of 7 to 9

           24  percent and zero real price appreciation" is an exact

     07:35 25  quote from my letter, yes.
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            1       Q.   Thank you.  Now, isn't it a fact that UBS

            2  analyzed your offer and said that's between 600 and 760?

            3       A.   That is totally meaningless.

            4                 MR. PENN:  I'll object, speculation.

     07:36  5                 THE COURT:  I don't think he can testify

            6  as to what you guess unless he knows.  I mean, do you



            7  know whether UBS took that sentence of 7 to 9, etcetera

            8  and all of that and came up with a figure for what your

            9  offer was?

     07:36 10                 THE WITNESS:  Your Honor, I assume they

           11  did, but I don't know.  And there's just a critical issue

           12  here, which is I wrote this letter.  I haven't looked at

           13  it in a long time, but I'm being reminded of how I wrote

           14  it.  And from October 28th of 2004, the issues haven't

     07:36 15  changed.  The critical issue of value to this property is

           16  what could you harvest.  We decided we did not want to

           17  get into a debate in our first letter with Maxxam about

           18  what was an appropriate harvest rate and so we left it

           19  out.  We simply said, if we agree on a harvest rate --

     07:37 20  read the letter, it says if we agree on a harvest rate,

           21  this is the kind of approach we would take, 7 to 9

           22  percent real discount rate, zero real price appreciation.

           23                 If UBS produced a number of 600 to 760,

           24  that was because they applied their own assumption of

     07:37 25  harvest rate.  And the last I checked, UBS would not be
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            1  making an investment here or be guaranteeing the harvest

            2  rate or anything of the kind.  It's a meaningless

            3  statement.

            4       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Isn't it a fact, sir, you

     07:37  5  discussed with UBS more than just those parameters and

            6  that you discussed with UBS value ranges?

            7       A.   So you're asking me about conversations three

            8  and a half years ago.  I've already relayed my best



            9  recollection of what was the final word that we had on

     07:37 10  value as the conversations in 2004 and early 2005 came to

           11  an end.  If UBS suggested to us -- by the way, this

           12  letter, October 28, 2004 is before we had even visited

           13  the property in our first meeting.  If UBS called us up

           14  in September of 2004 and said, Sandy, we have a great

     07:38 15  deal for you.  Maxxam is interested in selling or having

           16  an investor.  They can harvest 150 million feet in a year

           17  forever.  Would you be interested at a range of $700

           18  million?  I could have said yes.  I don't know.  But this

           19  letter was written in a specific way not to name a number

     07:38 20  because we did not want to put a number down that was

           21  going to be offensive to UBS or Maxxam before we actually

           22  had any data.

           23       Q.   And isn't it a fact, sir, that over time after

           24  you sent that letter you developed -- you negotiated a

     07:38 25  25-page term sheet to buy these very assets?
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            1       A.   If you want me to describe that, I can.  But --

            2       Q.   Yes or no?  Is that a fact, sir?

            3       A.   In May of 2006, a full 18 months later, we had

            4  developed a lengthy -- I guessed in my deposition last

     07:39  5  night 25 pages.  I don't know.  It has been produced, by

            6  the way.

            7       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that subsequent to

            8  sending this letter you negotiated largely with UBS a

            9  25-page term sheet to buy these properties?

     07:39 10       A.   Our negotiations in 2006, which was when the



           11  term sheet was developed, which would be more than 18

           12  months after this letter, were to buy the stock of Palco

           13  for $20 million in cash.  We never -- now, with that, we

           14  would have gotten Scopac as part of the deal.  Those were

     07:39 15  the negotiations that the term sheet dealt with.

           16       Q.   Isn't it a fact, sir, that as you negotiated

           17  those term sheets, you were negotiating with UBS in a

           18  range of $600 to $760 million?

           19       A.   The answer is no.

     07:40 20       Q.   So you disagree with what UBS has described

           21  here in this document?

           22       A.   UBS may have had many reasons why they wanted

           23  to convey to their client our interest in a way that was

           24  how they characterized our interest.  I can tell you how

     07:40 25  we characterized our interest, which I've already
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            1  described.

            2       Q.   Sir, moving on to the testimony you gave

            3  concerning whether you're going to cut all the growth.

            4  Isn't it a fact, sir, that in the projections you handed

     07:40  5  out last night, it shows over 50 percent increase in the

            6  volumes of the forest over future years?

            7       A.   Mr. Clement, I don't remember ever saying that

            8  we would cut all the growth.  If I said that on the

            9  transcript, I may have misspoke but I don't recall saying

     07:41 10  that.

           11       Q.   You didn't mean to convey in the redirect that

           12  your counsel put you through, did you, that when you



           13  didn't cut the trees in year one, no problem, you'd be

           14  cutting them later, it would just be a delay in cash

     07:41 15  flow.  You didn't mean to convey that, did you?

           16       A.   Well, I think we're really getting to a very

           17  fine point here.  I did mean to convey that when you

           18  don't harvest trees in year one, that you do get to

           19  harvest them later, yes.

     07:41 20       Q.   Isn't it a fact that what you handed out last

           21  night shows that over the long-term of your projection

           22  there will be tremendous increase in the volume of the

           23  forest that you will not cut?

           24       A.   Well, the model that was previously produced

     07:41 25  and that we discussed last night does show that the
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            1  forest inventory -- that we would operate this forest in

            2  a fashion where the inventory would increase over the

            3  life of the model, yes.

            4       Q.   Well over 50 percent from where it is now and

     07:42  5  it will not -- that 50 percent increase is not projected

            6  to be cut in the projection you handed out last night?

            7       A.   Well, the increase is whatever the model says.

            8  We can look at that and talk about it but there's still

            9  an economic benefit from it over the life of the model.

     07:42 10                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, could we have

           11  that document here?

           12                 THE COURT:  Exhibit 61, MMX 61.  I'm not

           13  sure where we're going here.  I mean, I think he agreed

           14  with you that there are trees that are going to continue



     07:42 15  to grow in the forest.

           16                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, on redirect he

           17  suggested that if you don't cut the tree in year one,

           18  under his projections, you'll cut it in year eight, nine,

           19  ten, don't worry.

     07:42 20                 THE COURT:  Well, it may not be eight,

           21  nine, ten, it might be year 50 but eventually it's going

           22  to get cut.  I mean, nobody is planning on letting trees

           23  just die out and fall over.  Isn't that true?

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  Well, Your Honor --

     07:43 25                 THE COURT:  Or turn into petrified -- I
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            1  don't know.  I mean, at some point they're going to cut

            2  all the trees if they're going to be in the forest but

            3  hopefully there will be other trees besides that have

            4  grown up; isn't that true?

     07:43  5                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, it's not true,

            6  and I'll show you on this exhibit.

            7                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.

            8                 MR. CLEMENT:  What this exhibit says is is

            9  that by using their particular approach, those trees

     07:43 10  don't get cut in year one, two, 25, 35, 40 or 50, and

           11  that by the time they run it this way for 50 years, the

           12  forest is 50 percent or more bigger and none of that

           13  value, none of that value is showing up.

           14                 THE COURT:  I think that's something we

     07:43 15  can argue about, whether or not a forest that has 50

           16  percent more trees at the end of 50 years, there ought to



           17  be some discounted value put in for that and if they

           18  didn't do that, that's something we can argue about, but

           19  I don't think we can argue about the fact that under

     07:43 20  their plan that you take this tree on day one, on day 75

           21  years later, they hope that tree has been cut.

           22                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, we'll be happy

           23  to show in our direct testimony that indeed there is a

           24  huge increase in the forest under their approach that

     07:44 25  they're not showing in their analysis.
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            1                 THE COURT:  But I think he agrees that

            2  they are there.  And I don't know whether his model takes

            3  into account some discounted value.  Maybe it doesn't

            4  need to be discounted, I don't know, for the value of the

     07:44  5  increase in the number of trees that are left in the

            6  forest under his approach.

            7                 THE WITNESS:  I could answer that, Your

            8  Honor.

            9                 THE COURT:  That's something I think that

     07:44 10  we can argue about.

           11                 MR. CLEMENT:  That's precisely correct,

           12  Your Honor, and the only reason we're having any further

           13  discussion with this witness is that he implied to you on

           14  redirect that it all got cut.

     07:44 15                 THE COURT:  I didn't get that implication.

           16  I got the distinct implication from this witness that

           17  he's planning on running this forest where there are more

           18  trees in 50 years than there are today.  And if you tell



           19  me it's 50 percent, I'm not surprised by that.

     07:45 20                 MR. CLEMENT:  It's more than 50 percent

           21  and our witnesses will show you later.

           22                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, I think you need

           23  to do that.

           24                 MR. CLEMENT:  Our witnesses will show you

     07:45 25  later that that extra growth is not being shown anywhere
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            1  in their DCF.

            2                 THE COURT:  I think that's a question you

            3  can fairly ask him, you know.  Have you got something in

            4  there for the value of that extra growth.

     07:45  5       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Sir, the extra growth that is

            6  showing up at the end of the 50 years is not being cut

            7  and used to generate any cash flow in your DCF analysis,

            8  is it?

            9       A.   The volume that's not harvested is accounted

     07:45 10  for economically in the model, and if you like, I could

           11  explain how.

           12       Q.   Is it being cut and accounted for in cash flow

           13  in your model?

           14                 THE COURT:  Let me ask this question so I

     07:45 15  understand what you're saying.  Are you telling me that

           16  his model for valuation only takes into effect those

           17  trees that are cut?

           18                 MR. CLEMENT:  Correct.

           19                 THE COURT:  And has no -- nowhere in your

     07:46 20  model is there some accounting for the fact that when



           21  you're razing these trees the way you do it that there's

           22  going to be a bigger forest.

           23                 MR. CLEMENT:  And they're never being cut.

           24                 THE COURT:  They will be cut maybe after

     07:46 25  50 years but somewhere they might get sold to somebody
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            1  else and they will cut them.  But all I'm asking is, in

            2  your model for valuation, does there some accounting for

            3  the fact that the forest is worth more on day -- on year

            4  50 than it is in year one?

     07:46  5                 THE WITNESS:  The answer to your question,

            6  Your Honor, is yes, and if you'd like, I'd be happy to

            7  explain how.

            8                 THE COURT:  Okay.  So do you want him to

            9  explain that or do you want to just leave it now the way

     07:46 10  we are?  It's your witness.

           11                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, I have one

           12  question.

           13                 THE COURT:  Okay.

           14       Q.   (By Mr. Clement)  Sir, that growth in the

     07:46 15  forest that's never cut generates no discounted cash flow

           16  in your analysis, does it?

           17       A.   You're asking your question in a funny fashion.

           18  Maybe could you restate your question in a yes or no?

           19       Q.   That growth in the forest which is over 50

     07:47 20  percent growth?

           21       A.   Yes.

           22       Q.   Generates no discounted cash flow ever in your



           23  model, does it?

           24       A.   So your statement is incorrect.  I'd be happy

     07:47 25  to tell you how the cash comes into the model if you
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            1  would like me to.

            2       Q.   Tell me how uncut trees generate cash flow in

            3  your model.

            4       A.   I will do my best.  As the growth of the forest

     07:47  5  exceeds the harvest, the inventory of the forest

            6  increases.  The harvest, after year 20, is tied to a

            7  percentage of the inventory.  So as the inventory grows,

            8  the harvest grows.  As the harvest grows, the timberlands

            9  produce more cash flow.  And the way that uncut trees

     07:48 10  over the life of the model are captured at the end of the

           11  50 years is that the model has a terminal assumption in

           12  year 50 where the income of the forest which reflects the

           13  higher harvest rate that comes from the higher inventory

           14  is capitalized and sold at a low discount rate and then

     07:48 15  discounted back to today.

           16       Q.   Now, isn't it a fact, sir, that what you

           17  described is that the only way, even in the terminal

           18  value, that these extra trees get taken into account is

           19  if they're cut.  And if they're not cut, they don't

     07:48 20  generate current cash flow in the first 50 years and they

           21  don't generate anything in your terminal value either, do

           22  they?

           23       A.   I disagree with your statement.  If you'd like,

           24  I would be happy to explain.



     07:48 25       Q.   If you disagree and if the answer is no, we
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            1  will deal with it through our own witness.

            2                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, we have nothing

            3  further.

            4                 THE COURT:  All right.  Now you get to

     07:49  5  redirect.  Go ahead.

            6                 SPEAKER:  All right.

            7                    REDIRECT EXAMINATION

            8  BY MR. BRILLIANT:

            9       Q.   Mr. Dean, you explained, you know, how the

     07:49 10  terminal value works and how the trees that exist at the

           11  end of the 50 years are discounted back.

           12       A.   Sure.  The trees that are not harvested -- the

           13  trees that are -- the growth that's in excess of the

           14  harvest rate is added to the existing inventory on a year

     07:49 15  by year basis.  So as the inventory grows, the harvest

           16  rate of the property grows.  As the harvest rate of the

           17  property grows, the income off the property grows

           18  annually.

           19            And the way the value of these trees is

     07:49 20  captured is that the last year of the model in year 50,

           21  you have a higher harvest rate because of the higher

           22  standing inventory and the higher harvest rate in year 50

           23  produces a higher level of income in year 50 and that is

           24  the income in year 50 is the amount that's capitalized

     07:50 25  for a terminal value assumption which is then discounted
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            1  all the way back to today, and that is how these trees

            2  that are not harvested over time, both from increasing

            3  income --

            4                 THE COURT:  He doesn't get up and ask the

     07:50  5  question.  In year 50 you're not assuming you clearcut in

            6  year 50, though, are you?

            7                 THE WITNESS:  In year 50, we --

            8                 THE COURT:  You're still going by the rate

            9  that you went by in year 49 which is a rate that will

     07:50 10  increase the volume of trees in the forest in year 51.

           11                 THE WITNESS:  That's right.

           12                 THE COURT:  So you don't really account

           13  for the total volume of a bigger forest in year 51.

           14                 THE WITNESS:  Well, in year 50 we

     07:50 15  capitalize the income of year 50 so in year 49 --

           16                 THE COURT:  What do you mean you

           17  capitalize?

           18                 THE WITNESS:  I mean we assume the forest

           19  is sold for a high multiple of cash flow.

     07:50 20                 THE COURT:  So you capitalize the value of

           21  the forest at year 50 based on year 50's cash flow.

           22                 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

           23                 THE COURT:  And then reduce that back

           24  again.  Okay.  Any other questions?

     07:51 25       Q.   (By Mr. Brilliant)  What is the cap rate you
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            1  used and what is effectively, you know, the multiple that

            2  you're assuming for selling the --

            3       A.   So it would be one over .07.  I think that's 13

            4  times the cash flow in that year.

     07:51  5                 MR. CLEMENT:  Your Honor, you handled the

            6  question beautifully, I have nothing to add to the answer

            7  he gave you.  I think Your Honor understands it

            8  perfectly.  I will ask no further questions, simply add

            9  or offer Exhibit 90.

     07:51 10                 THE COURT:  Any objections?

           11                 MR. PENN:  Which one is that?

           12                 MR. CLEMENT:  Exhibit 90 is the UBS

           13  document.

           14                 MR. PENN:  Objection, hearsay.  Contains

     07:51 15  hearsay.  It's full of hearsay.

           16                 THE COURT:  Let's not argue about the

           17  admission of documents today.  I don't think -- we sort

           18  of reached the end of my saturation ability, keeping in

           19  mind that while you-all did your depositions, I did equal

     07:52 20  opportunity training.  So we can decide which one of us

           21  had the more fun this morning.  And I fully support our

           22  equal opportunity program, I'll say on the record also.

           23                 Anyway, in any event, we'll start again

           24  tomorrow.  But I would like to somehow efficiently deal

     07:52 25  with the admission of all of these documents.  And
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            1  efficiently doesn't really mean going through every one



            2  of them and hearing five different arguments about them.

            3  I mean, in general, hearsay documents normally come in in

            4  things like this unless you've got some argument that

     07:52  5  it's not really the document.

            6                 I mean, because I don't really want UBS to

            7  come in and have to testify that this is the thing that

            8  they produced.  None of you -- everybody agrees that that

            9  was what UBS said and the witness has dealt with it, you

     07:53 10  think it's gotten what it says, they think they got what

           11  he says.  So I don't really think that that's a real

           12  problem.  I would normally admit that document under

           13  normal circumstances.

           14                 MR. NEIER:  We'll take Your Honor up on

     07:53 15  the offer.

           16                 THE COURT:  So I would hope that you could

           17  get through the documents.  I'm not saying they're all

           18  admissible, I'm just saying have an open mind about the

           19  admissibility of documents because I don't really think

     07:53 20  it's important to argue over foundation, authenticity,

           21  those kinds of things that normally are not the kind of

           22  things that we do in the bankruptcy court, not because

           23  we're lax with the rules of evidence it's because we like

           24  to argue about the things that really matter.

           25                 MR. NEIER:  Your Honor, we'll deal with
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            1  documents, yes.

            2                 THE COURT:  All right.

            3                 MR. NEIER:  We would expect it tomorrow.



            4  Just so everybody understands, this is not the end of our

     07:53  5  evidence but this is our last witness that we're calling

            6  at this point.

            7                 THE COURT:  Okay.

            8                 MR. NEIER:  Okay.  So I wanted everybody

            9  to understand that.

     07:53 10                 THE COURT:  You've got all your documents

           11  to enter and we're not -- we'll go with that tomorrow.

           12  But we're starting tomorrow then with your witnesses; is

           13  that correct?

           14                 MR. CLEMENT:  That's correct.

     07:54 15                 MR. NEIER:  And we are calling other

           16  witnesses on our case but they're being called later, so

           17  we're going to handle --

           18                 THE COURT:  You've agreed to call some

           19  witnesses later.

     07:54 20                 MR. NEIER:  Yeah.

           21                 THE COURT:  I got a frown from over here.

           22                 MR. NEIER:  I'll tell you what they are.

           23  They're principally Mr. Clark, Mr. Barrett or Dr. Barrett

           24  and Mr. O'Brien, who are all going to be called in

     07:54 25  respect to the trustee motion so we'll handle what few
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            1  questions we have at that point.

            2                 THE COURT:  Okay.

            3                 MR. CLEMENT:  We don't have any conflict

            4  yet, Your Honor.

     07:54  5                 THE COURT:  Okay.  Good.  All right.



            6  Thank you-all.

            7                 MR. FIERO:  Before we wrap up, it's become

            8  clear to me that we're not going to finish by Friday.

            9                 THE COURT:  I've already started looking

     07:54 10  at my calendar.

           11                 MR. FIERO:  Okay.  If we can address that

           12  in the morning then.

           13                 MR. NEIER:  That's a critical --

           14                 THE COURT:  I know, it's a very critical

     07:54 15  piece of information and I'm going to see what I can do

           16  about making some more time available and I'll work on

           17  that first thing in the morning.

           18                 SPEAKER:  Your Honor, what time are we

           19  starting tomorrow?

     07:55 20                 THE COURT:  We're starting at 9 o'clock

           21  Corpus time.  So if you're in California, that's 7

           22  o'clock.

           23

           24

           25
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